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Welcome

This is the official website for “Computational Thinking through Modular Sound
Synthesis.” This book will teach you computational thinking through modular
sound synthesis (hereafter modular). You’ll learn how to trigger sounds, create
sounds, and modify sounds to solve specific sound design problems and create
compositions. Along the way, you’ll learn computational thinking practices
that transcend modular and can be applied to a variety of problem-solving
domains, but which are particularly relevant to information processing domains
like computing.

If you’re wondering whether this is a book about computational thinking, or
a book about modular, the answer is both: on the surface, most content is
about modular, but computational thinking is a style of thinking reflected in
the presentation of the material and gives it additional coherence. As you
work through the book, you’ll become more proficient in computational thinking
practices like decomposition, algorithmic design, evaluation of solutions, pattern
recognition, and abstraction.

This book is interactive, which is why it is best read as an online book. Through-
out you will encounter examples, simulations, and exercises that run in your
browser to demonstrate and reinforce key concepts. Don’t skip the interac-
tive activities! If you need to access the book offline, I’ve also created PDF
and EPUB versions. Interactive activities in the PDF and EPUB versions are
hyperlinked from captions, so you will need to be online to access them.

The recommended browser is Firefox on a non-iOS system. The modular soft-
ware embedded in the book has a large download (100+ MB), and Firefox will
cache the files so you only download them once. Other browsers will make you
download them every time, which slows things down. And iOS browsers won’t
work at all.1 Currently the embedded modular software is not mobile-
friendly, so small screens and touch interfaces are not recommended.

1As long as Safari (WebKit) doesn’t support fixed-width SIMD on web assembly and non-
WebKit browsers are disallowed, the embedded modular software won’t work on iOS!
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Why this book?

Let’s start with why I’m writing it. I got into electronic music in the 1990s when
I lived in London but never transitioned from DJing to making music, though
several of my friends did. A few years ago, they started talking about modular,
and in talking to them and trying to find out more about it, I realized a few
things:

• The best books (to me) were from the 1970s and 1980s1

• Modular synthesis is really well aligned with computational thinking

If you’ve never heard of computational thinking and/or modular, that last point
won’t make a lot of sense, so let’s break it down.

Modular sound synthesis (modular) creates sound by connecting modules that
each perform some function on sound. Different sounds are created by combining
modules in different ways.

Computational thinking creates runnable models to solve a problem or answer
a question. Models can be scientific models (e.g. meteorology), statistical mod-
els (e.g. statistics/data science), computation models (computer science), and
perhaps other kinds of models.

How are they connected? Modular involves computational thinking when we:
1Old books that I like are Crombie (1982) and Strange (1983). Newer books of note are

Bjørn and Meyer (2018), which gives a great overview of module hardware and history, Eliraz
(2022), which gives a broader overview of issues related to musical equipment and production,
and Dusha et al. (2020), which gives a modern but briefer introduction to modular than the
older books. There are also some online courses (paid), but since I haven’t taken them, I’m
not listing them here.
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• Simulate an instrument by reverse engineering its sound
• Create new sounds based on models of signal processing

Why should you read this book? This book is about modular, but it ap-
proaches modular in a way that highlights computational thinking. I believe this
deeper approach to modular will help you do more with modular, other synthe-
sizers, and studio production tools. Additionally, the computational thinking
approach should help accelerate your learning of computational-thinking do-
mains in the future. Since computational thinking involves problem solving,
this book is full of interactive activities that will let you hone your modular
skills - something you won’t find in most books!

The next sections give some background on computational thinking and modular
to better explain where this book is coming from.

1.2 Computational thinking

Tedre and Denning (2016) present a nice overview of the history of computa-
tional thinking. Here’s a brief summary.

When the field of computing was taking off in the 1950s, there was interest
and discussion about how it was different from other fields (e.g. math). One
argument was that computing involved algorithmic thinking, which is design-
ing algorithms to solve problems (cf. programming), and this kind of thinking
was unique to computing. Some even thought that this kind of thinking could
improve thinking generally.

Computational thinking appears to have been coined in the 1980s by Seymour
Papert and popularized in his book Mindstorms (Papert, 1980). Papert was
a mathematician by training, and his approach was much broader than the
algorithmic thinking approach that came before. Papert’s approach was em-
pirical and embraced model building, which he implemented using simulated
microworlds containing robots (LEGO Mindstorms takes its name from this
work). It was revolutionary in its time and received a lot of attention from
educators and policy makers of widely different backgrounds.

Unfortunately, today it’s very hard to get agreement on what computational
thinking is, so definitions tend to be squishy. This is likely due to the widespread
use of computers and the tendency for everyone to frame computational thinking
in terms of what they do with computers. Some want to reduce it to computer
literacy, others to basic programming, and yet others to discovery learning with
computers, etc.

I take a more unified view of computational thinking based on model building
and problem solving. I define computational thinking as building a runnable
model to solve a problem:
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• For an algorithmic problem, this is a model of computation (the original
computer science view)

• For data science/statistics, this is a statistical model
• For general scientific fields, this is a scientific model of a phenomenon or

process

The model doesn’t need to run on a computer, but to be a runnable model,
it needs to be mechanistic. One of my favorite examples of a non-computer
model is MENACE (Michie, 1963), which plays tic-tac-toe (AKA noughts and
crosses). MENACE plays tic-tac-toe using matchboxes full of colored beads
as shown in Figure 1.1. Each possible board position (starting with a blank
board) is represented by a matchbox, and each move is represented by one of
nine colored beads. To make a move, a human assistant selects the correct box
for the current board position and randomly samples a colored bead, which
determines where MENACE makes its move. If MENACE wins the game, the
chosen bead from each box is replaced along with extra beads of the same color,
and if MENACE loses, the chosen bead is removed. Over time, these bead
adjustments make winning moves more likely and losing moves less likely.

Figure 1.1: Machine Educable Noughts and Crosses Engine (MENACE). Each
matchbox corresponds to a possible board position and is full of colored beads
corresponding to moves. The color key in the foreground shows the board
location indicated by each colored bead. Image © Matthew Scroggs/CC-BY-
SA-4.0.

MENACE is a nice example of computational thinking without computers be-
cause algorithmic game playing has a long history in computer science and AI.
However MENACE is not “an exception to the rule” - teaching computer science
without computers has been part of the model curriculum for almost 20 years
(Tucker, 2003; Bell, 2021). We really don’t need computers for computational
thinking!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model_of_computation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_modelling
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mscroggs-MENACE-cropped.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mscroggs-MENACE-cropped.jpg
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So how do we learn to build runnable models to solve problems (i.e., how do we
learn computational thinking)? Well, models are made of interacting elements,
so we need to learn those elements, and we need to learn how the elements
interact.

Once we know those things, we can customize general problem solving, which
has the same basic steps (Polya, 2004):

• Understand the problem
• Make a plan
• Implement the plan
• Evaluate the solution

For any new domain, the big things to learn are the “understand the problem”
and the “make a plan” steps of problem solving. That’s the approach of this
book - for the domain of modular synthesis.

1.3 Modular synthesis

While we can pinpoint the invention of modular synthesis with some precision,
it is useful to consider it in a broader context. This section briefly overviews
the history of synthesis and how modular fits into it.

Humans have long been interested in musical instruments that incorporate au-
tomation or in reproducing sounds by mechanical means. Wind chimes, which
play a series of notes when disturbed by wind, appeared in the historical record
thousands of years ago. Even before the complete electrification of instruments
(synthesizers are electric by definition), there were numerous attempts to par-
tially automate or model sounds, such as barrel organs, player pianos, or speech
synthesis using bellows (Dudley and Tarnoczy, 1950) as shown in Figure 1.2.

Consider the difference between wind chimes or a player piano and this speaking
machine. Neither of the former is a model of the sound but rather uses mechan-
ical means to trigger the sound (later we will refer to this as sequencing). In
contrast, the speaking machine is a well-considered model of the human speech
mechanism.

Synthesizers using electricity appeared in the late 19th century.2 Patents were
awarded just a few years apart to Elisha Gray, whose synthesizer comprised
simple single note oscillators and transmitted over the telegraph, and Thaddeus
Cahill, whose larger Telharmonium could sound like an organ or various wood
instruments but weighed 210 tons!

2There is some difference of opinion on what qualifies as usage of electricity in this context.
For a fuller history of synthesizers, see https://120years.net/wordpress/

https://120years.net/wordpress/
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Figure 1.2: YouTube video of Wolfgang von Kempelen’s speaking machine circa
1780. Image © Fabian Brackhane.

The modular synthesizer was developed by Harald Bode from 1959-1960 (Bode,
1984), and this innovation quickly spread to other electronic music pioneers
like Moog and Buchla. The key idea of modular is flexibility. This is achieved
by refactoring aspects of synthesis (i.e. functions on sound) into a collection of
modules. These modules may then be combined to create a certain sound by
patching them together and adjusting module parameters (e.g. by turning knobs
or adjusting sliders). An example modular synthesizer is shown in Figure 1.3.
In the 1970s, semi-modular synthesizers were developed that did not require
patching to make a sound. Instead, semi-modulars were pre-set with an invis-
ible default patch, meaning that the default patch wiring was internal and not
visible to the user. Users could then override this default patch by plugging in
patch cables. Most semi-modulars from this period also included an integrated
keyboard. Arguably, theses changes made semi-modulars more approachable
to typical musicians. An example semi-modular synthesizer is shown in Figure
1.4.
Digital technology began replacing the analog technology of synthesizers in the
1980s. As a result, synthesizers got smaller and cheaper. Digital synthesizers
made increasing use of preset sounds so that most users never needed to create
custom sounds. In comparison to digital synthesizers, modular synthesizers were
more expensive and harder to use. An example digital synthesizer is shown in
Figure 1.5.
By the 1990s the digital transformation was complete, such that computers
could be used to create and produce music in software. Although computers
were still relatively expensive at this time, they provided an all-in-one solution
that included editing, mixing, and other production aspects. Over the next few

https://youtu.be/k_YUB_S6Gpo?start=21
https://www.youtube.com/user/Quintatoen
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Figure 1.3: A Serge modular system based on a 1970s design. Each module is
labeled at the top edge, e.g. Wave Multiplier, and extends down to the bottom
edge in a column. Note that although the modules have the same height, they
have different widths. Image © mikael altemark/CC-BY-2.0.

Figure 1.4: A Minimoog semi-modular system from the 1970s. Patch points are
primarily on the top edge and hidden from view. Image public domain.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Serge_Modular,_Norbergfestival_2007.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Minimoog.JPG
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Figure 1.5: A Yamaha DX7 from the 1980s. Note the menu-based interface and
relative lack of controls compared to modular and semi-modular synthesizers.
Image public domain.

decades as personal computers and portable computing devices became com-
mon household items, the costs associated with computer-based music making
became dominated by the cost of software and associated audio and MIDI in-
terfaces. Figure 1.6 shows digital audio workstation (DAW) software commonly
used in music production.

Figure 1.6: Logic Pro digital audio workstation software. Additional function-
ality is provided by 3rd-party plugins showing as additional windows on the
screen. In the foreground are an audio interface and a MIDI keyboard used for
recording/playing audio and entering note information respectively. Image ©
Musicianonamission/CC-BY-SA-4.0.

The computer-centric approach dominated synthesis for a decade or more, but
by the 2010s, improved electronics manufacturing, smartphone technology, and
the open-source movement led to lower cost modular synthesizers. Additionally,
the Eurorack standard (Doepfer Musikelektronik, 2022a,b) was widely adopted,

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:YAMAHA_DX7.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIDI
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Logic_PRO_X_Tutorial.png
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Logic_PRO_X_Tutorial.png
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leading to +10,000 interoperable modules.3 As a result, modular synthesis saw
a resurgence in popularity. Figure 1.7 shows a Eurorack modular synthesizer.

Figure 1.7: A Eurorack modular synthesizer. The different modules designs and
logos reflect the adoption of the Eurorack standard which makes modules from
different manufacturers interoperable. Image © Paul Anthony/CC-BY-SA-4.0.

It is perhaps surprising that some 60 years after its creation, modular synthesis
is more popular than ever. One possible reason is the reduction in price over
time, shown in Table 1.1. However, other trends seem to be at work. While
the modular synthesizer was simplified for wider adoption early in its history,
first with semi-modular and later with digital synthesizers, the culmination of
this trend led to large preset and sample banks that transformed the task of
creating a specific sound to searching for a pre-made sound. It’s plausible that
as the search for sounds became more intensive, the time savings of presets
diminished, making the modular approach more attractive. An intersecting
trend is a commonly-expressed dissatisfaction with using computers for every
aspect of music making and a corresponding return to hardware instruments,
including modular.

Table 1.1: The cost of modular, semi-modular, and computer syn-
thesizers over time. Prices are in 2022 dollars.

Decade Synthesizer Cost
1960s Moog modular synthesizer $96,000
1970s Minimoog semi-modular $10,000
1980s Yamaha DX7 $6,000
1990s Gateway computer with Cubase $8,000
2010s ALM System Coupe modular $2,400

3https://www.modulargrid.net/

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Eurorack_Modular_Synthesizer.jpg
https://www.modulargrid.net/
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Decade Synthesizer Cost
… VCVRack virtual modular Free

Earlier in this chapter, I argued that a computational thinking approach to mod-
ular could help with other synthesizers and studio production tools. Hopefully
this brief history helps explain why: modular represents the building blocks of
synthesis that later approaches have appropriated and presented in their own
way. A square wave oscillator in modular is fundamentally the same as that
in another hardware synth or DAW software. If you understand these building
blocks in modular, you should understand them everywhere.

1.4 Moving forward

The next two chapters will focus on “understanding the problem.” Chapter
2 reviews both the physics of sound and our perception of it, which perhaps
surprisingly, are not the same. From there we move into sounds commonly found
in music and their properties, ranging from harmonic sounds to inharmonic
sounds like percussion in Chapter 3.

Modular synthesis is properly introduced in Chapter 4 with an overview of mod-
ules and how they connect together. This is the foundation of the “make a plan”
stage of problem solving. The remainder of the book alternates between learn-
ing model elements (modules), how they interact (patches), problem solving
(sound design). The progressive Modules and Sound Design sections build up
from basic approaches to the more complex. By the time we’re done, you should
have a good foundation to create patches to solve new sound design problems.
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Part I

Sound
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Chapter 2

Physics and Perception of
Sound

From the outset, it’s important to understand that the physics of sound and
how we perceive it are not the same. This is a simple fact of biology. Birds
can see ultraviolet, and bats can hear ultrasound; humans can’t do either. Dogs
have up to 40 times more olfactory receptors than humans and correspondingly
have a much keener sense of smell. We can only perceive what our bodies are
equipped to perceive.
In addition to the limits of our perception, our bodies also structure sensations
in ways that don’t always align with physics. A good example of this is equal
loudness contours. As shown in Figure 2.1, sounds can appear equally loud
to humans across frequencies even though the actual sound pressure level (a
measure of sound energy) is not constant. In other words, our hearing becomes
more sensitive depending on the frequency of the sound.
Why do we need to understand the physics of sound and perception of sound?
Ultimately we hear the sounds we’re going to make, but the process of making
those sounds is based in physics. So we need to know how both the physics and
perception of sound work, at least a bit.

2.1 Waves

Have you ever noticed a dust particle floating in the air, just randomly wandering
around? That random movement is known as Brownian motion, and it was
shown by Einstein to be evidence for the existence of atoms - that you can see
with your own eyes! The movement is caused by air molecules1 bombarding the

1In what follows, we will ignore that air is a mixture of gases because it is irrelevant to the
present discussion.

21
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Figure 2.1: An equal loudness contour showing improved sensitivity to frequen-
cies between 500Hz and 4kHz, which approximately matches the range of human
speech frequencies. Image public domain.

much larger dust particle from random directions, as shown in Figure 2.2.

Amazingly, it is also possible to see sound waves moving through the air, us-
ing a technique called Schlieren photography. Schlieren photography captures
differences in air pressure, and sound is just a difference in air pressure that
travels as a wave. The animation in Figure 2.3 shows a primary wave of sound
corresponding to the explosion of the firecracker in slow motion, and we can see
that wave radiate outwards from the explosion.

Let’s look at a more musical example, the slow motion drum hit shown in
Figure 2.4. After the stick hits the drum head, the head first moves inward
and then outward, before repeating the inward/outward cycle. When the drum
head moves inward, it creates more room for the surrounding air molecules, so
the density of the air next to the drum head decreases (i.e., it becomes less
dense, because there is more space for the same amount of air molecules). The
decrease in density is called rarefaction. When the drum head moves outward,
it creates less room for the surrounding air molecules, so the density of the air
next to the drum head increases (i.e., it becomes more dense, because there is
less space for the same amount of air molecules). The increase in density is
called compression.

You can see an analogous simulation of to the drum hit in Figure 2.5. If you
add say 50 particles, grab the handle on the left, and move it to the right,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychoacoustics#/media/File:Perceived_Human_Hearing.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schlieren_photography
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Figure 2.2: Simulation of Brownian motion. Press Pause to stop the simulation.
© Andrew Duffy/CC-BY-NC-SA-4.0.

https://physics.bu.edu/~duffy/HTML5/brownian_motion.html
https://physics.bu.edu/~duffy/HTML5/brownian_motion.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Figure 2.3: Animation of a firecracker exploding in slow motion, captured by
Schlieren photography. Note the pressure wave that radiates outward. Image ©
Mike Hargather. Linked with permission from NPR.

Figure 2.4: Youtube video of a slow motion drum hit. Watch how the drum
head continues to move inward and outward after the hit. Image © Boulder
Drum Studio.

http://media.npr.org/assets/img/2014/01/21/cracker.gif
https://www.npr.org/about-npr/179876898/terms-of-use#LinksNPRServices
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tM8WyhB6zYo
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRZIyRiTD427A9dw3CBM4Fg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRZIyRiTD427A9dw3CBM4Fg
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the volume of the chamber decreases, and the pressure in the chamber goes
up (compression). Likewise, if you move the handle to the left, the volume of
the chamber increases, and the pressure goes down (rarefaction). In the drum
example, when the stick hits the head and causes it to move inward, the volume
of air above the head will rush in to fill that space (rarefaction), and when the
head moves outward, the volume of air above the head will shrink (compression).

Figure 2.5: Simulation of gas in a chamber. Simulation by PhET Interactive
Simulations, University of Colorado Boulder, licensed under CC-BY-4.0.

Sound is a difference in air pressure that travels as a wave through compression
and rarefaction. We could see this with the firecracker example because the
explosion rapidly heated and expanded the air, creating a pressure wave on
the boundary between the surrounding air and the hot air. However, as we’ve
seen with the drum and will discuss in more detail later, musical instruments
are designed to create more than a single wave. The Schlieren photography
animation in Figure 2.6 is more typical of a musical instrument.

The rings in Figure 2.6 represent compression (light) and rarefaction (dark)
stages of the wave. It is important to understand that air molecules aren’t
moving from the speaker to the left side of the image. Instead, the wave is
moving the entire distance, and the air molecules are only moving a little bit as

https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/gas-properties/latest/gas-properties_en.html?screens=2
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/gas-properties/latest/gas-properties_en.html?screens=2
https://phet.colorado.edu/
https://phet.colorado.edu/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Figure 2.6: Animation of a continuous tone from a speaker in slow motion,
captured by Schlieren photography. The resulting sound wave shows as lighter
compression and darker rarefaction bands that radiate outward. Image © Mike
Hargather. Linked with permission from NPR.

a result of the wave.2

To see how this works, take a look at the simulation in Figure 2.7. Hit the green
button to start the sound waves and then select the Particles radio button.
The red dots are markers to help you see how much the air is moving as a result
of the wave. As you can see, every red dot is staying in their neighborhood
by moving in opposite directions as a result of compression and rarefaction
cycles. If you select the Both radio button, you can see the outlines of waves
on top of the air molecules. Note how each red dot is moving back and forth
between a white band and a dark band. If you further select the Graph checkbox,
you will see that the white bands in this simulation correspond to increases in
pressure and the black bands correspond to decreases in pressure. This type of
graph is commonly used to describe waves, so make sure you feel comfortable
with it before moving on.

Now that we’ve established what sound waves are, let’s talk about some impor-
tant physical properties of sound waves and how we perceive those properties.
Most of these properties directly align with the shape of a sound wave.

2The air molecules are moving randomly in general, so the simulation shows only the
movement attributable to the effect of the wave.

http://media.npr.org/assets/img/2014/01/21/speaker1.gif
https://www.npr.org/about-npr/179876898/terms-of-use#LinksNPRServices
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Figure 2.7: Simulation of sound waves. Simulation by PhET Interactive Simu-
lations, University of Colorado Boulder, licensed under CC-BY-4.0.

https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/waves-intro/latest/waves-intro_en.html?screens=2
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/waves-intro/latest/waves-intro_en.html?screens=2
https://phet.colorado.edu/
https://phet.colorado.edu/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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2.2 Frequency and pitch

Almost all waves we’ll talk about are periodic, meaning they repeat themselves
over time. If you look at the blue wave in Figure 2.8, you’ll notice that it starts
at equilibrium pressure (marked as zero3), goes positive, hits zero again, and
then goes negative before hitting zero at 2 seconds. So at 2 seconds, the blue
wave has completed 1 full cycle. Now look at the yellow wave. The end of
its first cycle is indicated by the circle marker at .5 seconds. By the 2 second
mark, the yellow wave has repeated its cycle 4 times. Because the yellow wave
has more cycles than the blue wave in the same amount of time, we say that
the yellow wave has a higher frequency, i.e. it repeats its cycle more frequently
than the blue wave. The standard unit of frequency is Hertz (Hz), which is the
number of cycles per second. So the blue wave is .5 Hz and the yellow wave is
2 Hz.

Figure 2.8: Two waves overlaid on the same graph. The yellow wave completes
its cycle 4 times in 2 seconds and the blue wave completes its cycle 1 time in 2
seconds, so the frequencies of the waves are 2 Hz and .5 Hz, respectively.

Humans perceive sound wave frequency as pitch. As a sound wave cycles faster,
we hear the sound’s pitch increase. However, the relationship between frequency
and pitch is nonlinear. For example, the pitch A above middle C is 440 Hz4,

3Recall sound is a pressure wave, and it is the change in air pressure we care about.
Subtracting out the equilibrium pressure to get zero here makes the positive/negative changes
in air pressure easier to see.

4Also called A4.
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but the A one octave higher is 880 Hz, and the A two octaves higher is 1760 Hz.
If you wanted to write an equation for this progression, it would look something
like 𝐴𝑛 = 440 ∗ 2𝑛, which means the relationship between frequency and pitch
is exponential. Figure 2.9 shows the relationship between sound wave frequency
and pitch for part of a piano keyboard, together with corresponding white keys
and solfège. Notice that the difference in frequencies between the two keys on
the far left is about 16 Hz but the difference in frequencies between the two
keys on the far right is about 111 Hz. So for low frequencies, the pitches we
perceive are closer together in frequency, and for high frequencies, the pitches
we perceive are more spread out in frequency.

Figure 2.9: Part of an 88 key piano keyboard with frequency of keys in Hz on
each key. The corresponding note in musical notation and solfège is arranged
above the keys. Zoom in on the image for more detail.

Of course we experience pitch linearly, so the difference in pitch between the two
keys in the far left is the same as the difference between the keys on the far right.
We can make the relationship linear by taking the logarithm of the frequencies.
On the left side of Figure 2.10, we see the exponential relationship between
frequency and pitch: as we go higher on the piano keys and pitch increases, the
frequencies increase faster, such that the differences in frequencies between keys
gets wider. On the right side of Figure 2.10, we see the same piano keys, but
we’ve taken the logarithm of the frequencies, and now the relationship is linear.
It turns out that, in general, our perception is logarithmic in nature (this is
sometimes called the Weber-Fechner law). Our logarithmic perception of pitch
is just one example.

You might be wondering if there’s point at which pitches are low enough that
the notes run together! It seems the answer to this is that our ability to hear
sound at all gives out before this happens. Going back to the 88-key piano
keyboard, the two lowest keys (keys 1 & 2; not shown) are about 1.5 Hz apart,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=drnBMAEA3AM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weber%E2%80%93Fechner_law
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but the lowest key5 is 27.5 Hz. Humans generally can only hear frequencies
between 20 Hz and 20,000 Hz (20 kHz). Below 20 Hz, sounds are felt more than
heard (especially if they are loud), and above 20 kHz generally can’t be heard at
all, though intense sounds at these frequencies can still cause hearing damage.

You may also be curious about the fractional frequencies for pitches besides
A. This appears to be largely based on several historical conventions. In brief,
western music divides the octave into 12 pitches called semitones based on a
system called twelve-tone equal temperment. This is why on a piano, there
are 12 white and black keys in an octave - each key represents a semitone.
It’s possible to divide an octave into more or less than 12 pitches, and some
cultures do this. In fact, research suggests that our perception of octaves isn’t
universal either (Jacoby et al., 2019). We’ll discuss why notes an octave apart
feel somehow the same in a later section.

2.3 Amplitude and loudness

As discussed, sound is a pressure wave with phases of increasing and decreasing
pressure. Take a look at the yellow and blue waves in Figure 2.11. The peak
compression of each wave cycle has been marked with a dashed line. For the

5Also called A0

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equal_temperament#Twelve-tone_equal_temperament
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yellow wave, the peak positive pressure is 2, and for the blue wave, the peak
positive pressure is .5. This peak deviation of a sound wave from equilibrium
pressure is called amplitude.6 It is perhaps not surprising that we perceive
larger deviations (with corresponding large positive and negative pressures) as
louder sounds.

Figure 2.11: Two waves overlaid on the same graph, with a dashed line marking
the amplitude of each wave as the deviation from equilibrium.

The relationship between amplitude and loudness is also nonlinear: we hear
quiet sounds very well, and sounds must get a lot louder before we perceive
them as being louder. In fact, the nonlinear relationship between amplitude
and our perception of loudness is even more extreme than the relationship for
frequency and pitch.

You might have heard of the unit of loudness before, the decibel (dB). Unfortu-
nately, the decibel is a bit harder to understand than Hz, and it use used as a
unit of measurement for different ways of expressing the strength of a sound, like
sound pressure, sound power, sound intensity, etc. The most important thing
you need to understand about decibels is that they are not an absolute measure-
ment, but rather a relative measurement. Therefore, decibels are always based
on a reference value. For hearing, that reference value is the quietest sound
people can detect, which is defined as 0 dB. Some examples of 0 to 10dB sounds

6Note that since the positive and negative pressures are equivalent, amplitude could be
measured down from equilibrium to peak negative pressure as well

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decibel
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are a mosquito, breathing, a pin drop, or a leaf hitting the ground.7

If we call the reference sound pressure 𝑆0 and the sound pressure we are measur-
ing 𝑆, then we calculate the sound pressure level dB of 𝑆 as 20∗𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑆/𝑆0) dB.
Under this definition, a 6 dB increase in sound pressure level means amplitude
has doubled: 20 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(2) = 6.02 dB.8 Since our hearing is quickly damaged at
120 dB, you can see that our range of hearing goes from the quietest sound we
can hear (0 dB) to a sound that is 1,000,000,000,000 times more intense (120
dB).
Remember from Figure 2.1 that frequency affects our perception of loudness.
As a result, we can’t say how loud a person will perceive a random 40 dB sound
- not in general. One way of approaching this problem is to choose a standard
frequency and define loudness for that frequency. The phon/sone system uses a
standard frequency of 1 kHz so that a 10 dB increase in sound pressure level is
perceived as twice as loud. This relationship is commonly described as needing
10 violins to sound twice as loud as a single violin. There are alternative ways
of weighting dB across a range of frequencies rather than just 1 kHz, so the 10
dB figure should be viewed as an oversimplification, though a useful one. Table
2.1 summarizes the above discussion with useful dB values to remember.

Table 2.1: Useful values for working with dB. All values reflect
sound pressure or sound pressure level.

Value Meaning
0 db Reference level, e.g. quietest audible sound.
6 db increase Twice the amplitude
10 db increase Twice as loud
20 db increase Ten times the amplitude

2.4 Waveshape and timbre

When we talked about frequency and amplitude, we used the same waveshape in
Figures 2.8 and 2.11. This wave shape is called the sine wave. The sine wave is
defined by the trigonometric sine function and found throughout physics. There
are an unlimited number of waveshapes in principle, but in electronic music you
will encounter the sine wave and other waveshapes in Figure 2.12 often because
they are relatively easy to produce using analogue circuitry.

7These are commonly given examples, but see below for how they are misleading when you
take frequency into account.

8Note that if we’d used sound intensity level, the corresponding value would be 3 dB. Sound
pressure level is more useful in our context: it connects directly to sound wave amplitude,
it is measured by a microphone and reflected in microphone output voltage, and it has the
same formula as dBV, a decibel measurement of voltage common in audio electronics. Sound
intensity level is the square of the sound pressure level.

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/Sound/phon.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A-weighting
http://musicfromouterspace.com/index.php?MAINTAB=SYNTHDIY&VPW=1430&VPH=563
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Figure 2.12: The four classic waveshapes in analogue electronic music. Image
© Omegatron/CC-BY-SA-3.0.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Waveforms.svg
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Perhaps another reason for the widespread use of these waveshapes is that their
sounds are rough approximations to real instrument sounds. As we discussed in
Section 1.3, the development of electronic music has been strongly influenced by
existing instruments. Figure 2.13 presents sounds for each of these waveshapes,
together with real instruments that have similar sounds.

As you listen to the waveshape sounds, take a moment to consider their qual-
ities with respect to each other, e.g. how noisy are they and how bright? The
differences you’re hearing are referred to as timbre or tone color. Each of the
waveshape sounds is the same frequency (220 Hz; A3), and the different timbres
illustrate how waveforms can have the same frequency but still have their own
characteristic sound.

As you listen to the real instrument sounds, consider what about them matches
the timbre of the waveshapes and what does not. You may need to listen to some
real instruments longer to notice the similarities and differences. For example,
when an instrument is played quietly, it may have a different timbre than when
it is played loudly. We’ll explore these dynamic differences in an upcoming
section.

Figure 2.13: Sounds of the four classic waveshapes in electronic music, together
with example instruments that make similar sounds.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timbre
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/basic-wave-sound-table.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/basic-wave-sound-table.html
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There is a variation of the square waveform that you will frequently encounter
called the pulse wave.9 In a square wave, the wave is high and low 50% of the
time. In a pulse wave, the amount of time the wave is high is variable: this is
called the duty cycle. A pulse wave with a duty cycle of 75% is high for 75%
of its cycle and low the rest of the time. By changing the duty cycle, pulse
waves can morph between different real instrument sounds. At 50% they sound
brassy, but at 90%, they sound more like an oboe. Figure 2.14 shows a pulse
wave across a range of duty cycles, including 100% and 0%, where it is no longer
a wave.

Figure 2.14: Animation of a pulse wave across a range of duty cycles. Note that
100% and 0% it ceases to be a wave. Image public domain.

There are multiple ways of creating waveshapes beyond the four discussed so
far. One way is to combine waveshapes together. This is somewhat analogous
to mixing paint, e.g. you can mix primary colors red and blue to make purple,
and we’ll get more precise about how it’s done shortly. Alternatively, we can
focus on what a wave looks like rather than how we can make it with analogue
circuitry. Since waves are many repetitions of a single cycle, we could draw an
arbitrary shape for a cycle and just keep repeating that to make a wave - this
is the essence of wavetable synthesis and is only practical with digital circuitry.

2.5 Phase and interference

The last important property of sound waves that we’ll discuss is not about the
shape of the wave but rather the timing of the wave. Suppose for a moment that
you played the same sine wave out of two speakers. It would be louder, right?
Now suppose that you started the sine wave out of one speaker a half cycle later
than the other, so that when the first sine wave was in its negative phase, the
second sine wave was in its positive phase. What would happen then? These
two scenarios are illustrated in Figure 2.15 and are called constructive and de-
structive interference, respectively. In both cases, the waves combine to create a

9One could say the square wave is a special case of the pulse wave. Starting from the circuit
or the mathematical definition will give you a different perspective on this; both are true from
a certain point of view.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/02/PWM_duty_cycle_with_label.gif
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:PWM_duty_cycle_with_label.gif
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wavetable_synthesis
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new wave whose amplitude is the sum of the individual wave amplitudes. When
the phase-aligned amplitudes are positive, the amplitude of the resulting wave
is greater than the individual waves, and when the phase-aligned amplitudes
are a mixture of positive and negative, the amplitude of the resulting wave is
less than the individual waves.

Figure 2.15: Constructive (left) and destructive interference (right). For these
matched sine waves, being perfectly in phase or out of phase causes the resulting
wave amplitude to be either double or zero, respectively. Image © Haade; Wjh31;
Quibik/CC-BY-SA-3.0.

Destructive interference is the principle behind noise cancelling headphones,
which produce a sound within the headphones to cancel out the background
noise outside the headphones. Figure 2.15 shows how this can be done with with
a sine wave using an identical, but perfectly out of phase sine wave. However,
being perfectly out of phase is not enough to guarantee cancellation in general.
Take a look again at the waveshapes in Figure 2.12. You should find it relatively
easy to imagine how the first three would be cancelled by an out of phase copy
of themselves. However, the sawtooth wave just doesn’t match up the same
way, as shown in Figure 2.16.

Figure 2.16 shows how cancellation will only happen if the perfectly out of
phase wave is identical to inverting the original wave. Inverting a wave means
reflecting it on the x-axis so we get a mirror image of the wave.10 When we add
a wave to its mirror image, we achieve perfect cancellation, even for waves like
the sawtooth. It just so happens that the first three waves in Figure 2.12 are
symmetric, which makes their perfect out of phase and and inverted versions
identical.

So what is phase exactly? If we consider the cycle of a wave to go from 0 to 1,
then the phase of a wave is the position of the wave on that interval. You’ve
likely seen this concept before in geometry with the sine function, where you
can describe one cycle either in degrees (360°) or in radians (2𝜋). The unit is
somewhat arbitrary: the important thing to remember is that if two waves are
out of sync in their cycles, they will interfere with each other, and we describe

10This can be accomplished by multiplying the y coordinates by -1

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Interference_of_two_waves.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Interference_of_two_waves.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Active_noise_control
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Figure 2.16: Animation of interference from a perfectly out of phase saw wave
(yellow) combined with the original wave (blue). The resulting wave (green) has
non-zero amplitude because the out of phase wave does not have opposite am-
plitude to the original wave at all locations. Dotted lines indicate the positions
of the original waves.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/saw-phase.gif
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this difference in cycle position as a difference in phase. The interference caused
by phase differences can result in a wide range of effects from cancellation, to
the creation of a new wave, to an exact copy of the original wave with double
amplitude.

There are a few very practical contexts for phase to keep in mind. The first is
that sounds waves reflect, so you don’t need two speakers to get phase effects as
in the examples above. We’ll discuss how phase and reflection are intrinsic to
the sounds of many instruments in the next chapter, but any reflective surface
can affect phase, which has implications for acoustics in rooms. The second
practical context is that you will often want to play multiple notes at the same
time, and when you have an electronic instrument, those notes can be triggered
very precisely - precisely enough that you have some control over the phase
relationships and can use them to shape the sound to your liking.11

2.6 Check your understanding

1. The frequency of the note A one octave above a given A is:

• half the frequency
• the square root of the frequency
• double the frequency
• the frequency squared

2. What is the standard unit of frequency?

• Hertz
• semitones
• microtones
• octaves

3. What is the only guaranteed way to achieve phase cancellation?

• adding an inverted wave
• adding a perfectly out of phase wave
• subtracting a perfectly out of phase wave
• subtracting an inverted wave

4. In Western music, the octave is divided into how many semitones?

• 4
11Any wave property that lends itself to interference can be used similarly, including fre-

quency and amplitude.
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• 16
• 12
• 8

5. The perceptual correlate of frequency is:

• timbre
• pitch
• loudness

6. The perceptual correlate of amplitude is:

• pitch
• timbre
• loudness

7. A doubling of amplitude is an increase of how many dB?

• 10
• 6
• 20
• 3
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Chapter 3

Harmonic and Inharmonic
Sounds

We reviewed four common waveshapes in Section 2.4, but we did not explain
why the waveshapes have their own distinctive timbre. The short answer is
that the waveshapes have different harmonics. Understanding the relationship
between waveshape and harmonics will be extremely useful to you as you design
your own sounds. In order to explain the harmonics behind the different wave-
shape timbres, we need to understand what harmonics are and how they are
created. Not all sounds are harmonic, however. Most percussion sounds are in-
harmonic, with drums and cymbals as prominent examples.1 These sounds have
a high degree of “noise” associated with them. Finally, traditional instruments
producing harmonic and inharmonic sounds have distinctly different dynamics
that contribute to their timbre. Harmonic, inharmonic, and dynamic elements
all play an important role in shaping sounds.

3.1 Phase reflections, standing waves, and har-
monics

When we discussed wave phase and interference in Section 2.5, we mentioned
the importance of phase and reflection in musical instruments. Before going any
further, ask yourself what makes something a musical instrument? Is a stick
hitting a sheet of paper a musical instrument? What about a stick hitting an
empty glass?

1I prefer to think of these sounds as pitched but inharmonic, but this is not a common
view.

41
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A common property of musical instruments is that they make reliable pitches
rather than noise. These pitches are created by waves reflecting in the instru-
ment to create standing waves and, in harmonic instruments, get rid of noise.
Standing waves are fairly similar and straightforward in strings and pipes, so
we’ll begin our discussion with strings, where the waves are easily visible.

Standing waves are created when two waves moving in opposite directions in-
terfere with each other to create a new wave that appears to remain in place
(i.e. it “stands” rather than moves). In a string, the two waves are created by
an initial wave that reflects back from the ends of the string, which creates an
out of phase wave. Figure 3.1 shows a simulation of a reflected wave. Select the
checkbox for Pulse and move Damping to None, then press the green button to
initiate a pulse. As you can see, when the pulse reaches a fixed end, it reflects
both in direction and in phase, i.e. if it is above the line going right, it will flip
below the line and go left when it hits a fixed end.

Figure 3.1: Simulation of waves on a string. Simulation by PhET Interactive
Simulations, University of Colorado Boulder, licensed under CC-BY-4.0.

You can use the same simulation to make a standing wave. Set Amplitude to
.20, Frequency to .17, Damping to None, Tension to Low, and select Oscillate.
These settings will send a wave from the left to interfere with the reflected wave
coming back from the right. You will very quickly see a standing wave with

http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/jw/basics.html
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/wave-on-a-string/latest/wave-on-a-string_en.html
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/wave-on-a-string/latest/wave-on-a-string_en.html
https://phet.colorado.edu/
https://phet.colorado.edu/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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three nodes, indicated by the green beads. Two of the nodes are at either end
of the string, and the third node is exactly in the middle. This standing wave
is the 2nd harmonic. You can make the first harmonic (commonly called the
fundamental frequency) by reducing Frequency to half, .17/2 = .085 ≈ .09
and hitting restart. Observe that the only nodes are the two ends of the string.
Finally, you can create additional harmonics by multiplying the frequency of the
fundamental by integers greater than 1. Try .085 ∗ 3 = .255 ≈ .26, .085 ∗ 4 = 34,
.085∗5 = .425 ≈ .43, etc. Note the green beads don’t always mark nodes, which
by definition don’t move; instead the green beads sometimes mark antinodes,
or places of greatest motion.

For the odd harmonics, the simulation requires us to do some rounding that
results in an imperfect standing wave. Eventually these imperfect standing
waves will cancel out because they are not true standing waves. True standing
waves on our string model have frequencies that are perfectly aligned with the
length of our string. When this happens, the two waves that create the standing
wave constructively interfere with each other, i.e. they are self-reinforcing. We
can see this in the simulation when we don’t round the frequencies because
the amplitude of the waves keeps increasing over time as we add more energy
into the system through the oscillator on the left hand side. Any wave whose
frequency does not create a standing wave will eventually cancel itself out even
if damping is zero.

Standing waves on a string explain why harmonics are integer multiples of the
fundamental frequency. In the simulation for the first harmonic, the oscillator
started its second pulse at the moment the first reflected pulse returned to the
oscillator, so the first pulse had to travel twice the length of the string. For the
second harmonic, the oscillator started its second pulse at the moment the first
pulse reached the fixed end, or the full length of the string. In each case, the
combined speed of the waves must evenly divide the length of the string (giving
an integer) in order for the out of phase passing waves to align and create a
standing wave. The integer relationship of harmonics is very important to how
we perceive musical instruments and may even be the reason for our perception
of fundamental musical relationships like octaves and fifths. For example, recall
from Section 2.2 than one octave above a pitch is double the frequency of that
pitch. Since the second harmonic is double the frequency of the fundamental, the
second harmonic is one octave above the fundamental frequency. Similarly, the
third harmonic is one fifth above the second harmonic, and the fifth harmonic
is a major third over the fourth harmonic.2

Before moving on, it’s important to note that the oscillator simulation in Figure
3.1 does not accurately represent what happens in a plucked string because the
simulation doesn’t fix both sides of the string. Instead, the simulation uses an
oscillator on one side to generate sine waves. We can, however, observe a very

2One might speculate that we created instruments in order to consistently create pitches
based on the fundamental, but the instruments instilled in us a music theory as a side effect
of their harmonics.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perfect_fifth
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similar behavior to the simulation when a string is plucked, as shown the slow
motion video in Figure 3.2. In the video, the tap on the string (a reverse of
a pluck) creates two pulses that move in opposite directions, reflect off their
respective ends of the string and switch phase, and then constructively interfere
in the center to create an apparent standing wave.

Figure 3.2: Youtube video of a slow motion tap on a long string. Watch how
the tap creates two pulses that reflect off their respective ends of the string,
switching phase, and then constructively interfere to create an apparent standing
wave. Image © Kemp Strings.

Although Figure 3.2 looks straightforward and might lead us to believe that the
differences between the simulation and plucking a string are superficial, the true
story is more complicated. A real string pluck does not create a single standing
wave but rather a stack of standing waves happening all at once. This is because,
unlike the simulation in 3.1, the wave created by plucking a string is not a sine
wave but has an initial shape more like a triangle. In addition, a string pluck
is highly likely not to occur in the middle of the string. These differences mean
that when a string is plucked, waves of all different frequencies are created and
begin racing back and forth on the string. Those that correspond to harmonic
frequencies are sustained longer and create a tone. The remaining frequencies
are known as transients and quickly cancel out.3

3Transients are commonly modeled using noise in electronic music in order to make a
simulated sound more realistic.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9O3VEXzuOKI
https://www.youtube.com/c/KempStrings
https://physics.stackexchange.com/a/412746
https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/111780/why-do-harmonics-occur-when-you-pluck-a-string
https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/411175/fourier-series-analysis/411177#411177
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transient_(acoustics)
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3.2 Resonators, formants, and frequency spec-
trum

In a real string instrument, the vibrations of the strings are transmitted to the
rest of the instrument, which includes a resonator that is typically shaped like
a box with an opening. The resonator vibrates at the same frequencies as the
string (primarily the harmonic frequencies as discussed) but pushes against a
larger volume of air than the string, which has a small surface area by compari-
son. Therefore the resonator creates a larger change in air pressure for a higher
amplitude (and louder) sound wave. The resonator does not amplify the string
frequencies perfectly, however. Some frequencies are better amplified than oth-
ers, and this means that the resonator affects the timbre of the instrument. This
is why two guitars with different resonators will sound different even if they have
identical strings. The effect a resonator has on a frequency’s amplitude is called
Q, and the relative strengths of frequencies emitted by a resonator are called
formants.4

You can probably imagine how differences in the construction and operation of
other instruments might lead to the differences in their characteristic sounds.
Their mode of operation (string, wind, etc.) and their resonators (wood, metal,
etc.) affect both what harmonics are produced and the relative strengths of
these frequencies (the formants). For example, closed end pipes produce only
odd harmonics! In each case, the instrument is producing multiple harmonic fre-
quencies at once, with some instruments producing more harmonics than others.
These differences in characteristic sounds are reflected in the four waveshapes
presented in Section 2.4.

Unfortunately, when we look at a waveshape, we see the sum of all the har-
monic frequencies - we can’t see the individual harmonics just by looking at
a waveshape. Wouldn’t it be nice if we could somehow see all the harmon-
ics that make up a waveshape? It turns out we can decompose any complex
waveshape into components using a technique called Fourier analysis. Each
component extracted by Fourier analysis is a sine wave called a partial, and we
can reconstruct a complex waveshape by adding the sine wave partials together
(potentially an infinite number of them). When the waveshape is from a har-
monic instrument, the partials are harmonics, so we can use Fourier analysis to
see all the harmonics in a waveshape.

Figure 3.3 is a simulation showing how Fourier analysis can use sine waves to
approximate more complex waveshapes. The first waveshape is a sine, which is
quite trivially approximated by a single sine wave. Take a moment to look at
the amplitude of the red line (the first harmonic) and how it corresponds to the
red bar in the upper bar plot. You can grab the top of that bar and move it
up and down to change the amplitude of the first harmonic. As you move the

4You will often see the word “formants” applied to human speech, where the resonator is
the vocal tract, but it also applies to instruments with resonators.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmholtz_resonance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Q_factor
https://newt.phys.unsw.edu.au/jw/flutes.v.clarinets.html
https://newt.phys.unsw.edu.au/jw/flutes.v.clarinets.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourier_analysis
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bar, note how the bottom graph showing the sum of harmonics changes exactly
the same way - this is because it is the sum of harmonics, and we only have one
harmonic, so the sum is equal to that harmonic.

Use the dropdown on the right to select a triangle waveshape. Note that all the
harmonics are odd for the triangle, and that the sum is clearly different from
the sine wave of the first harmonic. It turns out you can’t get any closer to a
triangle waveshape with only 11 harmonics, but feel free to try by moving the
sliders around. What you will find is that as you try to change the shape at one
part of the waveshape, you end up making changes everywhere. This is because
the sine waves that are being summed up keep going up and down everywhere.
The only way to get closer to a triangle shape is to use more and smaller sine
waves. You can see what this looks like by using the Infinite Harmonics
checkbox on the bottom. This illustrates a general principle of Fourier analysis:
sharp edges in a waveshape mean high frequency partials.

Figure 3.3: Simulation showing how Fourier analysis can approximate a complex
wave using sine waves. Simulation by PhET Interactive Simulations, University
of Colorado Boulder, licensed under CC-BY-4.0.

The square and sawtooth waveshapes give more impressive examples of this. If
you select square, you’ll see that again only odd harmonics are used, but you’ll
also see that the sum of harmonics is pretty far from the square waveshape

https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/fourier-making-waves/latest/fourier-making-waves_en.html?screens=1
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/fourier-making-waves/latest/fourier-making-waves_en.html?screens=1
https://phet.colorado.edu/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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we looked at before. The sawtooth waveshape, which uses both even and odd
harmonics (with opposite signs), also looks pretty different from the sawtooth
waveshape we saw before. Both of these waveshapes have sharp edges that need
more harmonics to approximate. They also have straight regions that don’t
line up well with the straight-ish part of the first harmonic, and these straight
regions also need more high frequency components to straighten out. In both
cases, you can check infinite harmonics to see how additional harmonics would
help.

It may have already occurred to you that you could create any sound by adding
together the sine waves in the right combinations. This is exactly what addi-
tive synthesis does! Running a Fourier analysis to get sine wave partials of a
sound and then recombine them to reproduce the sound is very appealing. How-
ever, even though the idea of additive synthesis has been around a long time, it
was not practical with analogue technology because of the many oscillators and
precise timings involved. Conceptually, the alternative to additive synthesis is
subtractive synthesis, which has been a very popular approach in analogue syn-
thesis to the present day. Subtractive synthesis starts with complex waveforms
and then removes harmonics to create the desired sound. Harmonics can be
removed with relatively simple analogue electronics as we’ll discuss in a later
chapter.

While the simulation in Figure 3.3 is useful for understanding how Fourier anal-
ysis works, it’s difficult to see all of the frequency components because they
are stacked on top of each other. An alternative way of visualizing a Fourier
analysis is a frequency spectrogram. A frequency spectrogram shows each sine
wave based on its frequency and amplitude. Figure 3.4 shows a frequency spec-
trogram of the same four waveshapes at 1 Hz with harmonics side by side and
amplitudes normalized so all harmonics sum to 1. The order of harmonics at 1
Hz shows how much energy each waveshape has in the first harmonic, the order
of harmonics at 2 Hz shows the energy at the second harmonic, etc.5

Figure 3.4 clearly shows what we noted before: only sawtooth has even har-
monics, and only sawtooth and square have easily visible harmonics above the
third harmonic. It’s quite amazing that these waves have such small visible
differences in their frequency spectrums and yet have such distinctive sounds.
For all waveshapes, the fundamental has the most energy (highest amplitude).
This is crucial to our perception of the overall pitch of the sound. If you go back
to Figure 3.3 and increase the amplitude of a harmonic above the amplitude of
the harmonic (and click the checkbox to hear the sound), your perception of the
pitch will shift to the louder harmonic.

Are all sounds actually made out of sine waves, or is Fourier analysis only an
approximation of sounds? When we talk about sounds produced using standing
waves, harmonic motion tells us the sound waves are sine waves. Therefore

51 Hz is a convenient fundamental frequency to get 10 harmonics on a compact plot, but
we’d see the same pattern regardless of the fundamental frequency.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Additive_synthesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Additive_synthesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subtractive_synthesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harmonic_oscillator
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Figure 3.4: Frequency spectrum of four basic waveshapes at 1 Hz. Amplitude
is normalized so all harmonics sum to 1. Harmonics are offset for comparison.

when Fourier analysis is applied to these types of sounds, its solution closely
corresponds to how the sounds were generated. However, when the sounds
are produced by other means, Fourier analysis no longer corresponds to how
the sounds were generated, even though it may approximate them arbitrarily.
These distinctions perhaps don’t matter when we are concerned with listening
to sound, since our auditory system decomposes complex sounds into frequency
bands (Oxenham, 2018) analogous to Fourier analysis, regardless of how the
sound was produced.

3.3 Inharmonic standing waves and noise

While standing waves in one dimension, like a string, are necessarily harmonic,
standing waves in two dimensions are typically not harmonic. Inharmonic means
that the frequencies of the standing waves are not integer multiples of the funda-
mental. Two-dimensional standing waves are common in drums, cymbals, and
related percussion instruments, where they are called modes, and the physics
behind the acoustics of these instruments can get very complex. Recall that
standing waves in a string had nodes which were points of no movement. In a
circular membrane (a drum) or a circular plate (a cymbal) the nodes are lines
and circles, because the waves can now travel in two dimensions and reflect off

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5819010#S8title
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5819010#S8title
http://www.ness.music.ed.ac.uk/archives/systems/3d-embeddings
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the edges of the vibrating surface. Some modes of an ideal clamped vibrating
membrane are shown in Figure 3.5. Each of these modes has 0, 1, or 2 nodal
lines across the diameter of the membrane and a nodal circle around the perime-
ter of the membrane. Modes are usually denoted in pairs (𝑑, 𝑐) where 𝑑 is the
number of nodal lines across the diameter and 𝑐 is the number of nodal circles.

Figure 3.5: Animations of membrane vibration modes with a single nodal circle
and 0, 1, or 2 nodal lines. Images public domain.

As with standing waves on a string, when a drum or cymbal is struck, infinitely
many modes are excited all at once. Some of these modes are very efficient
in transferring energy to the air while others are less efficient, which causes
the frequencies of the modes to be relatively short, or longer lived, respectively.
The fundamental mode, in particular, is so efficient at transferring energy to the
air that it quickly disappates energy and dies out, which means that in these
instruments, the fundamental frequency is very weak compared to harmonic
instruments.

In general, the modes have inharmonic frequency relationships to each other as
shown in Table 3.1. The timpani is a notable counterexample where the kettle
and the style of playing enhance the (𝑑, 1) modes, a few of which in the timpani
have harmonic relationships to each other. Cymbals similarly have inharmonic
frequency relationships but differ in modes and spread of ratios across modes

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/drum-modes.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/drum-modes.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vibrations_of_a_circular_membrane#Animations_of_several_vibration_modes
https://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/demos/membranecircle/circle.html
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/Music/timpani.html
http://acoustics.ae.illinois.edu/pdfs/Vibration%20of%20Plates%20(Leissa,%20NASA%20SP-160).pdf#page=20
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(Leissa, 1969).

Table 3.1: Modes of an ideal clamped vibrating membrane like
a drum head and their relative frequencies with respect to (0,1).
Note the ratio as not integers and so the series is inharmonic.

Mode Frequency ratio
(0,1) 1
(1,1) 1.594
(2,1) 2.136
(0,2) 2.296
(3,1) 2.653
(1,2) 2.918
(4,1) 3.156
(2,2) 3.501
(0,3) 3.600
(5,1) 3.652

Harmonics are defined as integer multiples of the fundamental frequency, and
the frequency relationships in Table 3.1 are clearly not integers. Note also that
they are much more closely packed together than integers: there are 10 modes
with a frequency ratio below 4, whereas in a harmonic series we’d only expect
four standing waves in that space. Because the frequency relationships are
inharmonic, we can only call the standing wave frequencies of such instruments
partials - they are not harmonics.6

Because the partials of percussion instruments are dense, their relationships
inharmonic, and the fundamental weak, percussion instruments are commonly
approximated in electronic music using some form of noise. Noise is a random
mixture of frequencies, so by definition it does not have harmonic relationships
or a fundamental, and the respective frequencies are very close together. For
percussion instruments that have more pitch to them, one can add a simple
wave, like a sine wave, to convey the sense of a fundamental.
Various types of noise have been defined with different acoustic properties. The
noise types have color names that may be helpful for remembering which is
which, though in some cases the color names seem a bit arbitrary. The first and
most commonly though of noise is white noise. You can see this kind of noise on
an old television set (the “snow” on channel with no broadcast). White noise has
equal energy across its frequency spectrum. Since we perceive each doubling of
frequency as an octave increase in pitch, this means that high frequency sounds
are more prominent in white noise. All other colors of noise are based on white
noise but change the distribution of energy in the frequency spectrum in some
way, i.e. increase the amplitude of some frequencies and decrease the amplitude
of others, as shown in Figure 3.6.

6They are not overtones either. An overtone is a harmonic above the fundamental.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colors_of_noise
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Figure 3.6: Frequency spectrum and sound of various “colors” of noise.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/noise-table.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/noise-table.html
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Pink noise balances energy across each octave to roughly approximate human
perception by reducing energy (i.e., amplitude) as frequency increases. Brown
noise (also called red noise) is like pink noise but reduces energy more quickly
as frequency increases, which puts more energy in lower octaves. Blue noise
is the opposite of pink noise: it increases energy as frequency increases by the
same amount that pink noise reduced energy. Similarly, violet noise (also called
purple noise) is the opposite of brown noise, and increases energy with frequency
by the same amount. Finally, grey noise is based on psychoacoustics and places
energy on a curve that might seem familiar - compare it to the equal loudness
contour in Figure 2.1. Grey noise thus takes into account that humans hear
some frequencies better than others, and allocates energy so that all frequencies
sound equally loud. One might consider grey noise the the evolution of pink
noise. Both take human perception into account, but grey noise does so in a
more nuanced way than pink noise.

3.4 Dynamics and Envelopes

Up to this point, the discussion has focused on frequencies of sound and their
relative strengths, with only occasional reference to how sound unfolds over time.
However, the way a sound unfolds over time plays a critical role in its timbre.
For example, think back to a time when you heard a sound played backwards.
That reversed sound had the exact same frequencies and distribution of energy
as the original, but the reversed version probably sounded pretty bizarre. How
sounds unfold over time is sometimes referred to as dynamics in music and
envelopes in physics. Our focus is on the sound of a single instrument over
time, so is aligned with timbral dynamics and envelopes.

The basic concept of an envelope is that the amplitude of a sound changes over
time. Ideally we’d model this change in sound with a complex curve that goes
from zero, up for a time, and then back down to zero for each instrument. Such
curves would be fairly complicated for different instruments and would clearly
vary with how hard the instrument was played, e.g. how hard a string was
plucked or a drum hit. To simplify matters, early developers of electronic music
settled on envelopes with discrete stages: attack, decay, sustain, release (ADSR).
All of the stages except sustain are based on time, as shown in Figure 3.7.
Attack is the time it takes for an instrument’s sound to reach peak amplitude,
decay is the time it takes to decrease from peak amplitude to the next stage or
zero, and release is the time it takes to decrease from sustain to zero. None of
these set amplitude levels - they only determine how fast amplitude levels are
reached (max, sustain, and zero, respectively). Sustain, on the other hand, is
an amplitude level rather than a time. The duration of sustain is as long as the
stage is held, e.g. a finger on a key. In this way, and ADSR envelope is a simple,
yet fairly flexible model of a physical envelope.

The full ADSR envelope makes the most sense on a keyboard instrument where

https://academic.udayton.edu/PhillipMagnuson/soundpatterns/dynamics/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Envelope_(waves)
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Figure 3.7: An example Attack-Decay-Sustain-Release (ADSR) envelope. Sus-
tain ends with manual control and is the only parameter that sets amplitude
level. All other stage lengths are controlled by time parameters as indicated.
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pressing a key begins the attack for its duration, which then gives way to decay
for its duration. Sustain is then held as long as the key is held, and release
begins as soon as the finger leaves the key and lasts for its duration before the
amplitude returns to zero. Clearly the full ADSR envelope does not make sense
for other instruments. For example, a drum only needs AD, as does a plucked
string. Examples of sounds shaped by envelopes are given in Figure 3.8. While
the examples in Figure 3.8 only use envelopes for amplitude, envelopes are
commonly used to control other properties that change over time. One example
is the brightness of a string when it is first plucked, followed by a mellowing
of the tone as the higher frequencies disappear. This effect can be created by
using an envelope on a filter, a technique we will cover in a future chapter.

Figure 3.8: Sounds of basic sound waves shaped by envelopes. The kick has fast
attack and decay, and the violin has relatively slow attack, decay, and release.

3.5 Check your understanding

1. How many waves are needed to form a standing wave?

• 1

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/adsr-sound-table.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/adsr-sound-table.html
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• 3
• 2
• 4

2. The key ingredient for standing waves is:

• constructive interference
• destructive interference
• matched frequency
• matched amplitude

3. What relationship do harmonics have to the fundamental frequency?

• harmonics are any multiple of the fundamental frequency
• harmonics are integer multiples of the fundamental frequency
• harmonics are integer divisors of the fundamental frequency
• harmonics are any divisor of the fundamental frequency

4. What are the relative strengths of frequencies emitted by a resonator
called?

• Q
• frequency spectrum
• formants
• nodes

5. What is the only basic waveshape that has both even and odd harmonics?

• square
• sine
• saw
• triangle

6. Compared to string instruments, percussion instruments have partials that
are:

• inharmonic and dense
• harmonic and dense
• harmonic and sparse
• inharmonic and sparse

7. What ADSR stage’s length is not determined by time?
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• release
• sustain
• decay
• attack
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Chapter 4

Basic Modeling Concepts

Chapters 2 and 3 focused on the “understand the problem” stage of problem
solving, and they introduced both the basic concepts and terminology of mod-
eling sound. The present chapter pivots to the make/implement a plan stages
of problem solving by introducing the model elements and how they interact.
Since we are building models for modular synthesis, the model elements are the
modules, and their interactions are driven by how they are connected together
in a patch. Figure 4.1 shows an example patch on a real modular synthesizer
from Chapter 1.

Figure 4.1: A Serge modular system based on a 1970s design. Each module is
labeled at the top edge, e.g. Wave Multiplier, and extends down to the bottom
edge in a column. Note that although the modules have the same height, they
have different widths. Image © mikael altemark/CC-BY-2.0.

Here and throughout the book, we will use open source modular software called

59

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Serge_Modular,_Norbergfestival_2007.jpg
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VCVRack (VCV, 2022) that has been ported to the web (Car, 2022). This
version is integrated with the the web version of the book so you can read
about modular and solve sound design problems within the same environment.
VCVRack is widely used in practice and has emulations of many hardware
modules, so any details you learn about specific modules here could be useful
down the road.

4.1 Modules are the model elements

The universe of modules is rather vast, which can make learning about mod-
ules overwhelming. For example, ModularGrid lists over 10,000 modules and
classifies them according to 56 categories based on their function. While those
56 categories are certainly real and useful, you can get the main idea with only
three categories: controllers, generators, and modifiers. You might think of
these as “categories of categories.”

Controllers initiate musical events. An example controller is a module that
waits for key presses and, on receiving them, sends a signal to initiate a musi-
cal event. Another example is a sequencer, which you can think of as way of
emulating timed key presses to initiate musical events.

Generators create audible sound. An example generator is an oscillator that
generates one or more of the four basic waveshapes discussed in Section 2.4.
Another example is a noise generator that generates one or more colors of noise
described in Section 3.3.

Modifiers modify incoming signals that may be either audio or some kind of
control signal. An example audio modifier is a reverb, which adds diffuse echoes
to sound, giving it the feel of being played in a room. An example control signal
modifier is an envelope, which we can use to control the amplitude of a sound
over time, as discussed in Section 3.4.

4.2 Signals are how the model elements interact

Modules interact with each other through signals sent via patch cables. Starting
with the signals, we can broadly separate them into two types: audio and control
signals. Audio signals are a voltage representation of sound. Recall that sound is
a pressure wave with high and low phases of pressure. It’s perhaps not surprising
that audio signals use corresponding positive and negative voltage to represent
a sound wave. This kind of voltage is AC voltage. Anytime a signal is bipolar,
i.e. it crosses zero, you can assume the voltage is AC.

Control signals represent everything besides audio. Unlike audio signals, con-
trol signals are unipolar voltage representations, i.e. they don’t cross zero, and

https://www.modulargrid.net/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternating_current#Mathematics_of_AC_voltages
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thus use DC voltage.1 There are two main types of control signals in modular
synthesis. Both of these can be understood in terms of light switches as shown
in Figure 4.2. Regular light switches are either on or off. In terms of voltage,
they are either at minimum voltage or maximum voltage. Dimmer switches in
contrast can smoothly adjust voltage between their minimum and maximum.

Figure 4.2: On/off light switch (left) and dimmer light switch (right). While
on/off switches can only be at minimum or maximum voltage, dimmer switches
can be at all voltages in between. Images © DemonDays64/CC-BY-4.0 and ©
Paolomarco/CC-BY-4.0.

On/off signals are either gates or triggers, as shown in Figure 4.3. Both triggers
and gates are rectangular pulses that control a musical event. The difference is
that triggers are used to start musical events, but gates are used to both start
and end musical events. That’s why triggers have the same length, but the
length of gates varies by the end time of the musical event. As a result, we can
use a trigger to model a drum hit, but we need a gate to model holding down a
key on keyboard.

Envelopes are a great example of a continuous control voltage. As discussed in
Section 3.4, envelopes can be used to control the amplitude of a sound wave
and thus its loudness. We can represent an envelope in control voltage (y-axis)
as shown in Figure 4.4. This envelope example illustrates how flexible control
voltage can be - any voltage level or shape over time is possible.

In the Eurorack modular format, signal voltages typically span 10 volts. This
is much move voltage than common audio devices, so connecting modular gear

1Under this definition, low frequency oscillators are audio signals, not control signals.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Direct_current#Various_definitions
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rocker_light_switch.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dimmer_Light_Switch.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dimmer_Light_Switch.jpg
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Figure 4.3: Triggers and gates shown over time. Both are on/off unipolar volt-
ages that show as rectangular pulses. Only gates have variable duration.

Figure 4.4: An example Attack-Decay-Sustain-Release (ADSR) envelope repre-
sented as control voltage.
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to standard audio equipment requires some care. Table 4.1 presents the voltage
levels for modular signals in Eurorack, together with common audio signals for
reference.

Table 4.1: The voltage ranges for Eurorack modular signals com-
pared with standard audio equipment.

Modular signals
Voltage
range

Common audio
signals Voltage range

Audio signal -5 to +5 Pro audio level -1.7 to +1.7
Continuous control
signal2

0 to 10 Line audio level -.45 to +.45

On/off control signal 0 to 5 Instrument level -.02 to +.02
Microphone level -.005 to +.005

Modular signals are transmitted by patch cables.3 Patch cables are primarily
mono but sometimes stereo if a jack supports it. These two patch cable types
look identical, except at their connectors, as shown in Figure 4.5. Stereo patch
cables are TRS (tip-ring-sleeve), whereas mono patch cables are TS (tip-sleeve).

4.3 Signals are interpreted by modules

One of the most powerful aspects of modular synthesis is the variety of ways
that modules can be connected together. You can often send an unusual signal
to a module, and that module will still respond. However, its also possible to
send a signal to a module and for nothing to happen. The reason for this is
that modules expect a certain type of signal at each input jack, and they will
interpret signals they receive according to these expectations.

Take gates and triggers for example. What makes a gate a gate and a trigger
a trigger? As we said above, gates have a variable duration, but that doesn’t
prevent them from being used as triggers. Modules that receive triggers listen
for the leading edge of the rectangular pulse and then stop listening. So a
module expecting a trigger will be satisfied with a gate. If the trigger is wide
enough, it might also satisfy a module expecting a gate, because that module
will listen for the trailing edge of the rectangular pulse to mark the end of a
gate. We probably wouldn’t want to do this in practice because we wouldn’t be
able to change the length of the musical event, but you get the idea.

2Can be inverted
3The Eurorack standard does allow for signals to be transmitted using a bus on the in-case

ribbon cable, but few modules support this. Likewise there are other bus conventions that are
not widely followed like i2c. Often if two modules are connected behind the panel, one is an
expansion module that adds additional connections or capabilities to the other.

https://doepfer.de/a100_man/a100t_e.htm
https://doepfer.de/a100_man/a100t_e.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I%C2%B2C
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Figure 4.5: Stereo (upper) and mono (lower) patch cable connectors. Both have
a tip and sleeve conductor, but stereo has an additional “ring” conductor to
carry a second audio channel. Image public domain.

Modular signals are also somewhat interchangeable between audio signals and
control signals. Recall that human hearing is sensitive to frequencies between
20 Hz and 20 kHz. So if we generated a train of rectangular gate pulses in this
frequency range, we are generating the same shape as audio, and we can listen
to our gates as a pulse wave. Similarly, if we generate envelopes repeatedly at
an audible frequency, our envelope becomes a waveshape, and we will hear a
sound based on the shape of the envelope. However, in other cases you might
hear nothing! This is because jacks that expect audio are AC-coupled, which
removes low frequency signals, noise, and offset bias that would interfere with
sound quality.

One signal that deserves special mention is volt per octave (V/Oct). This signal
used to tell oscillators and other generators what pitch they should play. The
V/Oct standard was pioneered by Moog and is widely used in the Eurorack
format. Note that V/Oct goes straight from the voltage representation to pitch
perception, with no mention of frequency. This makes it easy for musicians:
since each volt represents an octave, it is easy to play a note one octave above
the current note by adding one volt to the current signal. Similarly, one semitone
above a note corresponds to 1/12 of a volt above the current voltage.4 While
just about any signal could be used,5 continuous control signals are commonly

4Western music divides the octave into 12 pitches called semitones based on a system called
twelve-tone equal temperment.

5Typically unipolar signals are used for V/Oct.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Photo-audiojacks.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capacitive_coupling#Use_in_analog_circuits
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CV/gate#CV
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equal_temperament#Twelve-tone_equal_temperament
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used in order to access a range of pitches.
When signals don’t work as expected, it can be hard to figure out why. One of
the best tools you can use to diagnose problems is an oscilloscope. Oscilloscopes
display voltages over time, so they are great for displaying modular signals, in-
cluding rapidly changing signals like audio. A bench oscilloscope is shown in
Figure 4.6, but several modular manufacturers have created compact oscillo-
scopes that fit into a case, and you can also use a software oscilloscope if you
have a DC coupled audio interface. Another great tool for diagnosing problems
is the manual for the module in question. If the signal in the oscilloscope looks
correct, then it’s likely you have a misconception about the type of signal the
module is expecting.

Figure 4.6: A bench oscilloscope showing a sine wave and offset square wave
simultaneously. Image © Wild Pancake/CC-BY-4.0.

4.4 Pulling it all together

Let’s put these ideas into practice with some basic patches! As stated, we’ll be
using a web-ported version of VCVRack, which you can launch using buttons
below. The port currently has some quirks:

• It will not run on Safari because Safari does not support fixed-width
SIMD.6 That means it will not run on iOS at all per app store rules.7

6https://webassembly.org/roadmap/
7https://developer.apple.com/app-store/review/guidelines/#2.5.6

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:My_friend_oscilloscope.jpg
https://webassembly.org/roadmap/
https://developer.apple.com/app-store/review/guidelines/#2.5.6
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8

• It has a large download because it bundles modules. For best perfor-
mance, you should use Firefox, which currently caches the files better
than Chrome.9

In the following sections, we’ll start with a patch and incrementally expand it
to add more functionality.

4.4.1 Drone

The most basic patch that makes a sound is a drone patch. It’s the most basic
because it only has one real module, which is a generator to make the sound.
We’ll use an oscillator for the generator and one extra module, an audio interface
module, to connect the oscillator output to our speakers. For this patch only,
I’m going to demonstrate using the video in Figure 4.7 to explain the user
interface of the modular software.

Figure 4.7: Youtube video describing the VCVRack/Cardinal interface and
building a drone patch.

After you watch the demonstration, try to make the patch yourself using the
button in Figure 4.8. When you press the button, you’ll see an interface that
also includes Instructions, Solution, and Close buttons. These are self-
explanatory, but in particular the Close button will return you to the book.

8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WebKit
9https://github.com/DISTRHO/Cardinal/issues/287#issuecomment-1245929349

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EfIWUOgHmhM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WebKit
https://github.com/DISTRHO/Cardinal/issues/287#issuecomment-1245929349
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Figure 4.8: Virtual modular for making a drone patch.

4.4.2 Using an oscilloscope

You can use an oscilloscope to see the wave produced by the oscillator. The
most important controls on an oscilloscope are the time and the gain. You
can think of the time as slowing the wave down enough so it just about stays
still. If you don’t do this, most waves will just look like a blur because their
frequencies are so high. Gain, on the other hand, is useful if the wave has a
low amplitude. If you’re expecting a wave and only see a line, you should try
increasing the gain. You can think of gain as zooming in on the wave. Finally,
oscilloscopes (scopes) don’t change the signal at all. So whatever you patch into
them is copied exactly on their output jacks. This makes it easy to put a scope
in between other modules without changing the resulting sound. Try adding
a scope between the modules in the previous patch using the button in Figure
4.9.

Figure 4.9: Virtual modular for making a drone patch with a scope.

4.4.3 Controlling pitch

You’re probably realized why the drone patch has its name - it just produces
a constant pitch at a constant volume. To make things more interesting, let’s
control the pitch that goes into the oscillator. You’ll need a controller for this.
Let’s use the “Twelve-Key” (12 key), which has a miniature keyboard built
into the module. The output of the 12 key that we are interested in is the
control voltage (CV) that outputs V/Oct. If you connect that output to the
V/Oct input of the VCO, the VCO will change its frequency every time a key
is pressed. This is analogous to precisely and instantly moving the frequency
knob on the VCO. Try adding the 12 key to the left of the VCO in the previous
patch using the button in Figure 4.10.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=See+the+video+demonstration+in+the+book+%28open+video+in+separate+tab+as+needed&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eUse+the+video+demonstration+as+a+guide+%28open+video+in+separate+tab+as+needed%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eFor+each+wave+output%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+just+it+to+the+audio+inputs%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSweep+the+frequency+knob%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSweep+the+volume+knob%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=drone_vco-out.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fdrone-scope_vco-scope-out.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+%e2%80%9cScope%e2%80%9d+between+VCO+and+Host+Audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCO+wave+out+to+Scope+In%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+out+to+Host+Audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eFor+each+waveshape+try%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjusting+time%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjusting+frequency%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjusting+gain%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChanging+the+waveshape%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fscope-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a
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Figure 4.10: Virtual modular for making a single voice patch with a scope and
keyboard control of pitch.

4.4.4 Controlling note duration (on/off volume)

In the last patch, pressing a key changed the pitch, but the note continued
until the next key was pressed. You can control note duration independently
of pitch using a voltage controlled amplifier (VCA). Just like you can control
the frequency of the VCO by sending it control voltage, you can change the
amplitude of a VCA by sending it control voltage. The control voltage we’ll
use is the gate output of the 12 key. That way, each time a key is pressed, two
control voltages will be sent out at the same time: a V/Oct to control pitch and
a gate to control note duration. The VCA will “open” and let the full amplitude
of the wave through when the gate voltage is high, and the VCA will “close” and
let nothing through when the gate voltage is zero. Try adding a VCA between
the VCO and Scope modules using the button in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: Virtual modular for making a single voice patch with a scope and
keyboard control of pitch and note duration.

4.4.5 Controlling note dynamics (volume during note)

We can make the sound even more interesting by making the volume of the note
change while the gate is active. To do this, we’ll use an envelope generator,
specifically the ADSR module. The ASDR module will detect the leading edge
of the gate and proceed through its (A)ttack and (D)ecay stages. As long as the
gate is held, the ASDR module will hold at the (S)ustain level. Finally, when
the trailing edge of the gate is detected (meaning the key has been released),
the ASDR module will proceed through the (R)elease stage. Remember that
an envelope generator doesn’t do anything by itself; if we want to control the
volume of the signal with the ADSR, we must connect the ADSR to the VCA.
Try adding an ADSR module between the VCO and VCA modules using the
button in Figure 4.12.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=drone-scope_vco-scope-out.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fkey-drone_12key-vco-scope-out.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+%e2%80%9cTwelve-key%e2%80%9d+to+the+left+of+the+VCO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+12+key+CV+output+to+VCO+V%2fOCT+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eObserve+what+happens+when+you+click+different+keys+on+12+key%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eIn+terms+of+sound%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIn+terms+of+wave+on+scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+OCTAVE+on+12+key+and+repeat%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cp%3e%3cem%3eIf+you+don%26%2339%3bt+hear+sound%2c+check+if+your+frequency+is+below+20+kHz%3b+your+computer+speakers+may+not+produce+sound+below+100+kHz%3c%2fem%3e%3c%2fp%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2f12key-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=key-drone_12key-vco-scope-out.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fkey-note_12key-vco-vca-scope-out.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+VCA+between+VCO+and+Scope+modules%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCO+wave+to+VCA+In%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+12+key+GATE+output+to+VCA+CV+IN%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCA+OUT+to+Scope+IN%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eWhat+happens+when+you+click+different+keys+on+12+key%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eIn+terms+of+sound%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIn+terms+of+wave+on+scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+holding+down+key+instead+of+short+pressing+it+and+repeat%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fvca-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a
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Figure 4.12: Virtual modular for making a single voice patch with a scope
and keyboard control of pitch and note duration, and an envelope to control
dynamics during the note.

4.5 Moving forward

The basic modeling concepts and patches in this chapter provide a high level
overview of what’s to come. The following chapters will go into the three module
categories (controllers, generators, and modifiers) in more detail and similarly
provide concrete examples along the way. From there we will continue to spiral
outward into increasingly complex modules and applications.

4.6 Check your understanding

1. What is the difference between a trigger and a gate?

• width only matters for gates
• triggers can only be used for percussion
• gates can only be used for non-percussion
• triggers have higher amplitude

2. What is the standard voltage range of modular audio signals?

• 0 to 5 V
• -1.7 to +1.7 V
• -5 to +5 V
• 0 to 10 V

3. What does AC coupling do?

• remove low frequency signals
• remove offset bias
• remove low frequency signals, noise, and offset bias
• remove noise

4. What type of signal carries pitch information?

• envelope

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=key-note_12key-vco-vca-scope-out.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fkey-envelope_12key-vco-env-vca-scope-out.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+718px%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+ADSR+module+between+VCO+and+VCA+modules%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+12+key+GATE+output+to+ADSR+GATE+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADSR+OUT+to+VCA+IN%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eWhat+happens+when+you+click+different+keys+on+12+key%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eIn+terms+of+sound%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIn+terms+of+wave+on+scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+attack%2c+decay%2c+sustain%2c+release+knobs+and+repeat%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fadsr-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a
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• gate
• trigger
• V/Oct

5. What module interprets pitch information?

• controller
• envelope
• VCA
• VCO

6. What module interprets loudness information?

• envelope
• VCO
• controller
• VCA



Chapter 5

Controllers

Controllers initiate musical events, and in some cases, also define when musical
events end. Chapter 4 introduced the keyboard controller, which is perhaps
the most intuitive controller because it mirrors a traditional instrument. Not
all controllers are as obvious or as intuitive, however. This chapter focuses on
clocks and sequencers, which are canonical examples of modular controllers.
Unlike keyboards, clocks and sequencers are partially automated. This means
that, once started, they continue to produce control signals without additional
manual control.

5.1 Clocks

Clocks in modular synthesis typically perform two functions. The first function
is synchronization. Just like group of musicians may use a common reference
to stay on the beat, e.g. drums, different modules can use a common clock to
stay in time with each other. A modular clock is similar in several respects to
a metronome, which is a musical aid for keeping time. Metronomes like the one
shown in Figure 5.1 create a regular click or pulse that is adjustable to a given
beats per minute (BPM). For reference, most current music ranges from 80-160
BPM.1 Likewise, a modular clock creates a trigger pulse2 at a given BPM and
makes this signal available on an output jack.

Many clock modules also support ways of marking time off the main clock signal.
Most often these are clock divisions. A clock division divides the clock frequency
by an integer to get a new, lower frequency. For example, if our clock is 120
BPM, then it is producing triggers at 2 Hz. A clock division of 2 would therefore

1https://blog.musiio.com/2021/08/19/which-musical-tempos-are-people-streaming-the-
most/

2Some clocks will produce gates.
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https://blog.musiio.com/2021/08/19/which-musical-tempos-are-people-streaming-the-most/
https://blog.musiio.com/2021/08/19/which-musical-tempos-are-people-streaming-the-most/
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Figure 5.1: A metronome produces a periodic sound to help musicians keep
rhythm. The mechanism is an inverted pendulum with a weight on the end;
moving the weight up/down changes the speed of the metronome accordingly.
Image © Vincent Quach/CC-BY-3.0.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Metronome_Nikko.jpg
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produce triggers at 1 Hz, or 60 BPM. Clock divisions of 2, 4, and 8 are relatively
common. Each of these specialized signals often has its own jack, so typically
only a few such divisions are available on a clock module.

Clock divisions can be used to implement time signatures that track how many
beats occur in a measure (also known as a bar). A common time signature in
popular music is 4

4, which indicates there are four quarter notes per measure,
in contrast to 3

4, which indicates there are three quarter notes per measure.
Assuming each pulse indicates a quarter note, an end of measure signal can
be generated by using a clock division matching the top of the time signature.
Because a clock pulse represents the lowest resolution control signal and thus
the shortest note, using more pulses per quarter note allows more resolution
and shorter notes.3

The second function of a modular clock is transport control, which is recording
terminology for controls like play, pause, stop, rewind, etc. Since clocks are not
involved in recording per se, they typically have start, stop, and reset controls.
A reset signal is analogous to a rewind in the sense that all receiving modules
will start at their initial states rather than where they left off. Resets are a
useful tool in both composition and recording. Each of the transport controls
is likely to have its own button for manual control, plus an output jack to send
the control signal to downstream modules.

As with all things modular, it’s important to realize that although there are
specialized clock modules, anything that produces a trigger/gate pulse can be
used as a clock.4 Since clocks are sources of triggers, clocks can also be used for
non-clock purposes.

5.1.1 Clock under a scope

To get a better sense of what’s going on, let’s take a look at clock output on a
scope. Try connecting a scope to a clock’s main output and bar output using
the button in Figure 5.2. You should see regular pulses off the main output
and a different color bar output overlaid every 4th beat using the default time
signature.

Figure 5.2: Virtual modular for making a clock patch with a scope.

3Not all modules receiving clock will interpret a pulse as a quarter note. Some have higher
resolutions and so require multiple pulses to advance. Twenty-four pulses per quarter note is
one such standard.

4Some modules will accept non-rectangular signals as a clock signal as long as the voltage
exceeds some internal threshold.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_signature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_(recording)
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fbar-beat-bpm-scope.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+%e2%80%9cClock%e2%80%9d+and+Scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+BEAT+to+Scope+In+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+BAR+to+Scope+In+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+Scope+time+and+gain+so+you+can+see+bar+pulses+by+color%3b+at+4%2f4+time+these+should+be+every+4+pulses%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fclock-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pulses_per_quarter_note
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5.1.2 Clock as a generator

Since clock modules produce a regular stream of pulses, we can hear them if
they pulse at audio rates. Recall the bottom threshold of human hearing is
approximately 20 Hz (20 cycles per second). Since 1200 BPM corresponds to
20 Hz, we should be able to hear clock signals above this BPM. The clock
module from the last patch only goes up to 300 BPM, but if we use the 16ths
output5, we can achieve four times that, or 1200 BPM. Try adding an audio out
module after the scope using the button in Figure 5.3 to extend the last patch.
The sixteenth note pulses should show as approximately a square wave, and by
moving the BPM up and down, you should hear a change in pitch.

Figure 5.3: Virtual modular for making a clock-based drone patch with a scope.

5.2 Sequencers

The basic idea of a sequencer is very simple: a sequencer replays a control signal
at a particular moment in time. To represent time, sequencers use the idea of
a step. Each pulse of the clock will advance the sequencer by one step. Any
given step will have one or more control signals pre-stored. On each step, these
control signals will be sent to the corresponding output jacks. When a sequencer
reaches the last available step, it will loop back to the first step. Sequencers
typically have a switch to lower the number of available steps from the hardware
maximum, e.g. from eight steps to seven. The steps for a given control signal
are respectively referred to as a channel.

In analogue hardware, sequencers supporting only one control signal tend to be
very compact and require external clock inputs. Sequencers supporting multiple
control signals tend to have their own clock and transport controls. When a
sequencer has only one control signal, it can be anything, but is most frequently
either a trigger or a control voltage. When a sequencer has multiple control sig-
nals, they are frequently a combination of triggers and control voltages arranged
in different channels. As previously discussed, these control signals naturally
correspond to initiating musical events and pitches for notes, but any musi-
cal parameter that can be controlled by voltage can be stored in an analogue
sequencer.6

5This particular clock does not use division notation.
6Some digital sequencers can replay voltage-based control signals, but not all.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=bar-beat-bpm-scope.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fclock-sound-bpm-scope-out.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Host+Audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRemove+all+patch+cables%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+16th+to+Scope+In+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+Out+1+to+Host+Audio+L+In%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+BPM+to+300%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+adjusting%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eTime+on+the+scope+so+you+see+a+square+wave+%2850%25+duty+cycle%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eBPM+on+the+clock+to+create+different+pitches+%28you+may+need+good+headphones%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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5.2.1 Clocks as sequencers

You could consider a clock as a kind of sequencer that produces triggers on
a single channel. Let’s look at this by making a bass drum patch driven by a
clock, which will form the basis of other patches in this section. You should refer
back to Section 4.4.5 if you don’t recall some of the modules involved. This very
basic kick patch uses a sine wave from the VCO and controls the amplitude of
the sine wave with a fast attack, medium decay envelope. Try making as much
of the patch as possible using the button in Figure 5.4 before referring to the
instructions.

Figure 5.4: Virtual modular for making a clock-driven kick patch.

We could expand this example by using clock divisions to add multiple per-
cussion parts. For example, a closed hi-hat on the clock, a kick drum on /2,
and an open hi-hat on /4. Keep the clock sequencer example in mind as your
continue through this chapter. Ultimately any module that produces the signals
we want can be used as a sequencer, regardless of whether the module is called
a sequencer.

5.2.2 Trigger sequencers

The main difference between a clock and a trigger sequencer is the precise control
over the timing of the triggers. Let’s look at a simple trigger-based sequencer to
extend the previous kick patch. Try adding the TRG module between the Clock
and VCO using the button in Figure 5.5. Once you have it set up, activate a
pattern of steps that isn’t strictly regular, e.g. some beats immediately after each
other and some spaced apart. Each activated step will issue a gate. Control of
irregular timings is where trigger sequencers really shine compared to sequencing
off a clock.

Figure 5.5: Virtual modular for a trigger-sequenced kick patch.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fclock-kick-bpm-vco-adsr-vca-scope-out.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+BPM+Clock%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+VCO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+ADSR%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+VCA%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCO+sine+to+VCA+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADSR+out+to+VCA+CV+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+Beat+to+ADSR+gate%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Scope+and+Host+audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCA+out+to+Scope+In+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+Out+1+to+Host+audio+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTo+get+a+kick+sound%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+VCO+frequency+to+around+40+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+ADSR+attack+to+about+1ms%2c+Decay+to+about+50ms%2c+and+the+rest+to+1.%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=clock-kick-bpm-vco-adsr-vca-scope-out.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftrg-kick-bpm-trg-vco-adsr-vca-scope-out.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+TRG+between+Clock+and+VCO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+Beat+to+TRG+CLK%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+TRG+Gate+to+ADSR+Gate%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+TRG%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eActivate+steps+by+clicking+on+the+squares%3b+solid+yellow+is+active%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+length+to+8+using+LEN+knob%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2ftrg-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a
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5.2.3 Control voltage sequencers

Control voltage sequencers replay voltage for each step. Typically the voltage is
constant for the duration of the step, which is useful for sending V/Oct signals
to play notes. To keep things simple and to build on the previous patch, let’s
create a saw-based synth voice whose pitch is controlled by a separate control
voltage sequencer. Try duplicating the VCO, ADSR, and VCA modules from
the last patch and controlling the VCO with the ADDR-SEQ module by using
the button in Figure 5.6. Each sequencer step has a voltage controlled by a
knob, so turning these knobs sets the note pitch for each step. Because the
volumes of these two instruments, or voices, is so different, you’ll need to run
each into a mixer module rather than directly into the host audio.

Figure 5.6: Virtual modular for a trigger-sequenced kick mixed with a control-
voltage sequenced saw wave.

5.2.3.1 Sequencing rests

A limitation with the ADDR-SEQ module is that it always plays a note and
never pauses, or rests. One option would be to adjust the pitch on a step
so it is outside the range of human hearing. While this option is simple and
effective, it’s possible that the sound will interfere with other sound waves in
ways that become audible. Another option is to replace the clock signal into the
ADDR-SEQ module with the output of the trigger sequencer. Since the trigger
sequencer has steps with no trigger, this means that no clock would be sent to
ADDR-SEQ on these steps. The effect of using the trigger sequencer as a clock
depends, however, on how the VCO envelope is gated, either with the clock or
with trigger sequencer. Try this using the button in Figure 5.7 to explore the
different combinations.

Figure 5.7: Virtual modular for a trigger-sequenced kick mixed with a control-
voltage sequenced saw wave, using the trigger sequence as a clock on the voltage-
controlled sequencer.

The patch in Figure 5.7 illustrates that the way the sequencers are connected
to each other and the clock plays a big difference on the resulting sound. If

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=trg-kick-bpm-trg-vco-adsr-vca-scope-out.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftrg-kick-seqaddr-saw-bpm-vco-adsr-vca-mixer-out.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+600px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+ADDR-SEQ+to+the+row+below+the+other+modules%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eDrag+select+VCO%2c+ADSR%2c+and+VCA%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRight+click+on+one+and+select+Duplicate%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eDrag+the+duplicated+modules+down+to+the+same+row+as+ADDR-SEQ%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+Beat+to+ADDR-SEQ+Clock%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADDR-SEQ+Out+to+VCO+V%2fOct%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCO+Saw+to+VCA+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+Beat+to+ADSR+Gate%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADSR+Out+to+VCA+CV+In%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+each+of+the+ADSR+settings+to+9-12+o%26%2339%3bclock%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+QuadVCA%2fMixer%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+each+of+the+VCA+outs+to+QuadVCA+inputs%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+QuadVCA+Out+Mix+to+Host+Audio+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+starting%2fstopping+the+Clock.+Notice+how+everything+starts+mid-sequence%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+RST+%28reset%29+out+to+TRG+RST+and+ADDR-SEQ+Reset+in.+Now+you+can+reset+both+sequencers+by+pressing+the+RST+button.%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2faddr-seq-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fquadvca-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rest_(music)
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=trg-kick-seqaddr-saw-bpm--vco-adsr-vca-mixer-out.vcv&solution=%3ch4%3eSolution+for+Trigger+Clock+and+Trigger+Gate+only%3c%2fh4%3e%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2frests-trg-kick-seqaddr-saw-bpm-vco-adsr-vca-mixer-out.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+600px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eClock+Clock%2c+Clock+Gate%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3e%3cem%3eAlready+playing+from+the+last+patch%3c%2fem%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eListen+to+the+resulting+sound%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eIs+every+note+in+your+saw+voice+played%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIf+you+increase+sustain%2frelease+on+the+saw+voice%2c+how+does+it+change+the+sound+of+notes%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTrigger+Clock%2c+Trigger+Gate%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+TRG+Gate+to+ADDR-SEQ+Clock%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+TRG+Gate+to+ADSR+Gate+%28for+the+saw+voice%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eListen+to+the+resulting+sound%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eIs+every+note+in+your+saw+voice+played%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIf+you+increase+sustain%2frelease+on+the+saw+voice%2c+how+does+it+change+the+sound+of+notes+that+are+not+back+to+back%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTrigger+Clock%2c+Clock+Gate%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+TRG+Gate+to+ADDR-SEQ+Clock%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+Beat+to+ADSR+Gate+%28for+the+saw+voice%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eListen+to+the+resulting+sound%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eIs+every+note+in+your+saw+voice+played%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eWhen+are+notes+hit+twice%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eClock+Clock%2c+Trigger+Gate%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+Beat+to+ADDR-SEQ+Clock%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+TRG+Gate+to+ADSR+Gate+%28for+the+saw+voice%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eListen+to+the+resulting+sound%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eIs+every+note+in+your+saw+voice+played%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIf+you+increase+sustain%2frelease+on+the+saw+voice%2c+how+does+it+change+the+sound+of+notes+that+are+not+back+to+back%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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the gate and the clock are from the same source, and therefore match, every
sequenced note will be heard. If the gate source is the trigger sequencer, rests
will be produced. These effects are summarized in Table 5.1. The second row is
comparable to a multichannel sequencer that allows steps to be silenced, thus
reducing the overall pitched steps available by replacing them with silence. In
contrast, the third row inserts silence between pitched steps, creating a longer
sequence where no pitched steps are discarded.

Table 5.1: Effects of gate and clock mismatching when combining
trigger and control voltage sequencers to produce rests.

Clock source Gate source Effect
Clock Clock Every note played, no rests
Clock Trigger sequencer Notes skipped, with rests
Trigger sequencer Trigger sequencer Every note played, with rests
Trigger sequencer Clock Notes repeated, no rests

5.2.3.2 Sequencing note duration

A second limitation of the ADDR-SEQ is that all the notes are the same du-
ration. This limitation can be somewhat addressed by using variable length
release on respective envelopes. A longer release would lengthen the duration of
the sound, but for any instrument that has a sustain, the volume would not be
correct using this method. The fundamental problem is that the gate into the
ADSR is a fixed width which results in a fixed length note. What is needed is
to change the clock signal into a gate where the length of the gate matches the
length of the desired note. Ideally we’d use a separate control voltage sequencer
to set the gate lengths for us, but in the interest of keeping things relatively
simple, let’s control gate length manually. Try to add a trigger to gate module
that takes the clock and sends out a gate to the saw envelope using the button
in Figure 5.8. As you move the gate length knob, you’ll hear that the note
lengths change correspondingly.

Figure 5.8: Virtual modular for a trigger-sequenced kick mixed with a control-
voltage sequenced saw wave, using the trigger sequence as a clock on the voltage-
controlled sequencer and a trigger to gate module to control note length.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=rests-trg-kick-seqaddr-saw-bpm--vco-adsr-vca-mixer-out.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2frests-note-lengths-trg-kick-seqaddr-saw-bpm-vco-adsr-vca-mixer-out.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+600px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+DGATE+trigger+to+gate+module%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+TRG+Gate+to+DGATE+Trig+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+DGATE+Gate+to+saw+ADSR+Gate%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eManually+change+DGATE+Gate+length+knob+as+the+sound+plays%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eHow+does+the+saw+voice+sound+on+notes+followed+by+rests%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+may+need+reduce+your+ASDR+release+to+hear+the+gate+clearly%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fdgate-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a
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5.3 Moving forward

The patches in this chapter explored more traditional analogue sequencing using
separate modules. Larger analogue sequencer modules with multiple channels
and features can often be viewed as composites of these smaller modules, as
shown in Figure 5.9. Perhaps the most powerful aspect of modular controllers
is that anything generating a control signal can be used as a controller. Thus
one can build a custom sequencer out of basic components to solve a particular
musical problem. Future chapters will explore additional controllers and control
techniques.

Figure 5.9: The SEQ3 sequencer module from VCVRack. The trigger sequence
channel is highlighted in red and the control voltage channels are highlighted in
blue.

5.4 Check your understanding

1. Which of the following is not a main function of a clock?

• time signatures
• synchronization
• transport

2. What basic waveshape best matches a clock signal?

• square
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• sine
• saw
• triangle

3. Can a control voltage sequencer be used to create triggers?

• No, control voltage and triggers are fundamentally different
• Yes, but only on every other step to reset the trigger
• No, because the control voltage can be negative
• Yes, on every step because the voltage drops to zero anyways
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Chapter 6

Generators

Generators create audible sound. Chapter 4 introduced oscillators, which are
the prototypical generator. This chapter expands upon oscillators and how
they can be combined together to produce fuller and more interesting sounds.
Additionally, two new generators are introduced, noise and samplers. Noise can
also be combined with oscillators and other generators to create richer and more
realistic sound. Samplers represent the extreme of realism in generators, at least
as far as their digital representation allows.

6.1 Chords

Section 3.1 briefly mentioned the relationship between harmonics and funda-
mental relationships like octaves and fifths. To recap, the second harmonic has
double the frequency of the first and so is one octave above the first harmonic.
We can express this relationship as 2:1, i.e. an octave is twice the frequency of
the the fundamental. Similarly the third harmonic is a fifth above the second
harmonic, so we can express a fifth as 3:2.1

Now consider what happens if two notes an octave apart or a fifth apart are
played at the same time. Clearly some of their harmonics will be the same. Thus
playing two or more notes this way will add and enhance harmonics beyond
that of a single note, creating a richer and fuller sound. Of course, notes may
be played that are not harmonically related, to a different effect.2 When two
notes are played simultaneously, it is called an interval, with three notes, a
trichord, with four notes, a tetrachord, etc. Many harmonically related notes
can be played simultaneously to good effect. For example, the THX Deep Note

1Whole number ratios require just intonation. The twelve tone equal temperment used in
Western music is a close approximation, e.g. 3:2 is 1.498 in twelve tone equal temperament.

2The reader may be interested in consonance/dissonance as discussed in music theory.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interval_(music)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trichord
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrachord
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_Note
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Just_intonation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equal_temperament
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consonance_and_dissonance
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in Figure 6.1 resolves to 11 notes, mostly harmonically related by 3, 4, and 7
semitones (minor/major thirds and fifths).

Figure 6.1: Youtube video of the THX Deep Note, which resolves to 11 har-
monically related notes. Image © THX Ltd.

In modular synthesis, there are at least two ways to create chords, which cor-
respond to stages of the process to create a single note. At the first stage, we
have a V/Oct control signal, so we can create chords by making new control
signals harmonically related to the original signal. At the final stage, we have an
audio signal, so we can create chords by making new audio signals harmonically
related to the original signal. Let’s look at both.

To create harmonically related control voltage signals, we can use a voltage offset
module to create new signals offset from the original signal, i.e. the original
voltage plus/minus a harmonically-related voltage. It can take a little math
to do this if the offset module is labeled in volts3, but if the offset module is
labeled in semitones, it is fairly straightforward, e.g. a fifth is seven semitones.
Additionally we will need multiple oscillators to play a note for each offset
voltage. We could reasonably do this with separate oscillators, but some chord-
oriented modules contain multiple oscillators and take separate V/Oct for each.
Try making a trichord using a fifth and an octave using the button in Figure
6.2.

To create harmonically related audio signals, we can use a clock divider as
long as the original signal can be interpreted as clock and the clock divider in
question can accept audio rates. This approach is related to a classic technique
for creating a fatter sound, the sub-octave square wave. A sub-octave square
wave is exactly that: a square wave one octave below the fundamental. Since

3Recall 1 V/Oct means a semitone is 1/12 of a volt.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPY3Y2qhyXk
https://www.youtube.com/c/THXLtd
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interval_(music)#Main_intervals
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Figure 6.2: Virtual modular for making a chord using signal offsets.

a clock division of /2 cuts the source clock frequency in half, we can easily
generate a sub-octave square wave using a clock divider, albeit with the same
assumptions. Perhaps more interestingly, if our clock divider supports both
even and odd divisions we can create subharmonic chords, or perhaps more
appropriately, an inverted chord. All that is required is knowing the harmonic
ratios mentioned above, e.g. 3:2 means that the divisions /3 and /2 are a fifth
apart. Try making a trichord using a fifth and an octave using the button in
Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Virtual modular for making a chord using clock divisions.

6.2 Chorus

We can also combine different oscillators using the same, or almost the same
pitch. As discussed in Section 3.1, two identical waves will constructively inter-
fere with each other and produce a new wave with twice the amplitude. However,
if the waves are slightly out of phase or have slightly different frequencies, a sub-
tle interference pattern will be produced that slowly changes the amplitude and
timbre of the sound over time. This effect is used in pianos, which have more
than one string for most notes, as well as 12-string guitars that have six pairs of
identical strings. In fact, this effect is so general is used as an audio processing
effect called chorus.

To achieve this effect in modular, one only needs to slightly detune one of
the VCOs with respect to the other or change the phase relationship between
oscillators. Typically two independent oscillators will already be out of phase,
but in modules that contain multiple oscillators there is sometimes a control
to adjust the phase of one oscillator with respect to the others. Both detuning
and phase changes must be subtle in order to increase the richness of the sound.
If the detuning is too great, two different pitches will be perceived as out of
tune rather than a richer single sound. Similarly, as phase is increased there
is greater destructive interference and potentially cancellation when completely
out of phase. Remember that most interference will create spans of sound with

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fvoltage-division-chords.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+12-Key+and+Host+audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+BST+%28voltage+offset%29+and+D%27Acchord+%28multiple+oscillator%29+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+12-Key+CV+out+to+BST+bias+1+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eMake+sure+the+Volts%2fSemi+switch+is+set+to+semi%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+BST+bias+1+output+to+%2b0st+%28root+note%29+and+connect+to+D%27Acchord+P1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+BST+bias+2+output+to+%2b7st+%28fifth%29+and+connect+to+D%27Acchord+P2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+BST+bias+3+output+to+%2b12st+%28octave%29+and+connect+to+D%27Acchord+P3%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+D%27Accord+Left%2fRight+to+Host+audio+Left%2fRight%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eUse+the+ATTN+row+of+knobs+in+D%26%2339%3bAccord+to+remove+all+but+the+root+note%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+each+the+others+back+in+slowly%2c+noting+the+change+in+the+sound%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3ePlay+the+keyboard+and+note+the+stability+of+the+chord+across+keys+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fbst-voltage-divider-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fdacchord-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inversion_(music)
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=voltage-division-chords.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fclock-division-chords.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eRemove+modules+except+for+12-Key+and+Host+audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+VCO%2c+dividah+%28even+clock+divider%29%2c+D1v1de+%28adjustable+clock+divider%29%2c+Scope%2c+and+QuadVCA%2fMixer+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+12-Key+CV+out+to+VCO+V%2fOct%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCO+Sqr+out+to+dividah+Clock+in%2c+D1v1de+in%2c+Scope+in+1%2c+and+QuadVCA+in+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+dividah+by+2+out+to+Scope+in+2+and+QuadVCA+in+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+D1v1de+out+to+QuadVCA+in+3+and+set+D1v1de+clock+division+to+3%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+QuadVCA+mix+out+to+Host+audio+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eUse+the+scope+to+confirm+the+divided+signals+are+correctly+aligned+to+the+VCO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eUse+the+QuadVCA+sliders+to+mute+all+but+the+root+note%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+each+the+others+back+in+slowly%2c+noting+the+change+in+the+sound%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3ePlay+the+keyboard+and+note+the+stability+of+the+chord+across+keys+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fdividah-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fd1v1de-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chorus_(audio_effect)
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greater loudness and quietness, as shown as shown in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: Animation of interfering sine waves as one increases in frequency.
Note how multiple beats appear in this short span as the frequency increases.
Image © Adjwilley/CC-BY-SA-3.0.

These changes in volume can be perceived as beats if they are strong enough and
occur within a certain range of frequencies. Typically such beats are unwanted,
so the interference between the sound waves should either be too slow/fast to be
perceive as beats or the beats themselves are so soft that they are not perceived
as beats. Returning to the first patch, try to detuning the oscillator a fifth
above the root while silencing the oscillator an octave above, using the button
in Figure 6.3. You should hear a beat whose beat increases as you increase
detuning.

Figure 6.5: Virtual modular for detuning a second oscillator.

6.3 Low frequency oscillators & uses

Low frequency oscillators (LFOs) are modules that produce waves at frequencies
below audio rates. It may seem strange to introduce LFOs in a chapter on
generators, which by our definition create audible sound. The reason is that
LFOs are essentially identical to regular oscillators (VCOs) except that LFOs
operate at lower frequencies. In fact, it’s common to find LFOs that can operate
at audio rates and VCOs that operate below audio rates. One other common
difference is that LFOs often have a unipolar switch. The switch changes the

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/beat-freq.gif
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:WaveInterference.gif
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beat_(acoustics)
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=voltage-division-chords.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fdetune-beat.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eSilence+P3+using+the+ATTN+knob+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eDetune+P2+using+the+Detune+knob%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eNote+the+beat+whose+frequency+increases+with+detuning%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAt+what+point+of+detuning+do+you+think+it+sounds+best%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a
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output of the LFO, which are by default bipolar and range from -5 to +5 V,
to unipolar output of 0 to 10 V. We’ve already met a unipolar LFO by another
name - a clock is a unipolar LFO that uses a pulse wave!

LFOs have many potential uses, but perhaps the most prominent is to add
movement to a sound. For example, it’s generally thought that chorus adds
to sound through movement, specifically movement caused by interference and
changing harmonics. LFOs can create similar movement in other contexts as
described below. What all these contexts share is two properties: the speed of
the movement (frequency) and the depth of the movement (amplitude).

6.3.1 Pulse width modulation

LFOs can create the effect of two interfering oscillators with only one VCO. This
is an interesting effect in its own right, but is particularly valuable when only
one VCO is present. The prototypical case for this effect is with pulse waves,
where it is called pulse width modulation (PWM). As a motivating example,
consider Figure 6.6, which shows the interference of two pulse waves at 25%
and 50% duty cycles, respectively. The resulting wave looks like the 25% wave
where the wave is positive and like the 50% wave where the wave is negative.
This occurs because the two component waves, which have the same amplitude,
combine to either exactly double the amplitude or sum to zero at all points of
the wave.

Because this is such a useful and interesting effect, many oscillators that produce
pulse waves have a PWM input that allows the duty cycle of the wave to be
controlled by another module. Try to implement PWM with an LFO using the
button in Figure 6.7. If you hook up the VCO square wave to a scope, you can
see the resulting waveshape. The LFO frequency and the PWM depth knobs
give control over the speed of the PWM and the depth (i.e. the range of duty
cycles covered), respectively. As you listen to the result of PWM, take note
of the changes in the harmonics. Square waves have only odd harmonics, but
pulse waves more generally have every nth harmonic removed, where n is the
denominator of the duty cycle of the wave. For example, a square wave with a
50% duty cycle (1/2) has every 2nd harmonic removed, a pulse wave with a 33%
duty cycle (1/3) has every 3rd harmonic removed, and so on. Therefore PWM,
by modulating the duty cycle, is continuously adding and removing harmonics
as the duty cycle changes.

6.3.2 Vibrato

Vibrato is movement around pitch that can be defined in terms of speed of
movement around a center pitch and depth of movement, or distance from, that
same center pitch. Vibrato is widely used in music, but is perhaps most strongly
associated with opera as shown in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.6: Interference of a pulse wave with 25% duty cycle (gold) with a
pulse wave with a 50% duty cycle (blue). Note the resulting wave (green) has a
positive signal matching the 25% wave and a negative signal matching the 50%
wave. Waves are offset for comparison.

Figure 6.7: Virtual modular for implementing pulse width modulation (PWM)
using a low frequency oscillator (LFO).

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fpwm-lfo-vco-scope.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+LFO%2c+VCO%2c+Scope%2c+and+Host+audio+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+LFO+triangle+out+to+VCO+PWM%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCO+square+out+to++Scope+in+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+LFO+triangle+out+to++Scope+in+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+out+1+to+Host+audio+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+scope+to+visualize+the+wave%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+%28richness%2fbeats%29%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eIncrease+the+depth+of+the+PWM+by+adjusting+the+PWM+knob+on+the+VCO+%28the+knob+adjusts+an+internal+VCA%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTurn+the+LFO+frequency+to+zero+to+hear+the+raw+wave%2c+then+increase+frequency%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+different+LFO+waves%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2flfo-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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Figure 6.8: Youtube video of an opera singer’s vibrato, or frequency variation
around a central note. Image © jiggle throat.

LFOs can create vibrato on a VCO by controlling V/Oct. Unlike PWM, an
additional VCA is needed to control the depth of the vibrato.4 Try to create
vibrato with an LFO using the button in Figure 6.9. With a little adjustment
of the parameters, it’s possible to match the vibrato of the opera singer just
discussed. Since no vibrato occurs when the LFO frequency is zero, one can
turn the vibrato effect on and off by setting LFO frequency, e.g. through a
sequencer.

Figure 6.9: Virtual modular for implementing vibrato using a low frequency
oscillator (LFO).

6.3.3 Tremolo

In electronic music, tremolo is movement around loudness that can be defined
in terms of speed of movement around a center volume and depth of movement,
or distance from, that same center volume.5 Note that in other forms of music,
there are different definitions of tremolo. Tremolo has been widely used in

4Technically you can use the FM input and attenuator, but there are pedagogical reasons
for not using the FM input at the moment, namely that we have not discussed FM yet.

5The mnemonic “tremoloud” might help prevent confusion with vibrato.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPPOrQHiP40
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9FSr2uoO_OqymmeNSE5AyQ
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=pwm-lfo-vco-scope.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fvibrato-lfo-vca-vco-scope.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+a+QuadVCA%2fMixer+between+the+LFO+and+VCO+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+LFO+triangle+out+to+QuadVCA+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+QuadVCA+mix+out+to+VCO+V%2fOct%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+out+1+to+Host+audio+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eDecrease+the+depth+of+the+vibrato+by+adjusting+the+QuadVCA+gain+down+towards+zero%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTurn+the+LFO+frequency+to+zero+to+hear+the+raw+wave%2c+then+increase+frequency%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+different+LFO+waves%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tremolo
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popular guitar music since the 1960’s, and guitar pedals producing tremolo
effects as shown in Figure 6.10 are quite common today.

Figure 6.10: Youtube video of a tremolo guitar pedal. The flashing light cor-
responds to the speed of loudness changes around a center volume. Image ©
CheaperPedals.com.

LFOs can create tremolo by controlling the amplitude of VCO output. A VCA
is is used to the depth of the tremelo. However, there are two differences with
respect to previous patches. First, a VCA accepts unipolar control CV, so
the LFO must be set to unipolar. Second, when the LFO goes to zero, it
will completely close the VCA just like an envelope does. In order to keep some
base line of loudness, you must mix a copy of the VCO output with the tremolo-
modified VCO output. Try to create tremolo with an LFO using the button in
Figure 6.11 and adjust the parameters to match the tremolo of the guitar pedal
in Figure 6.10. As before, no tremolo occurs when the LFO frequency is zero,
so on can turn the tremolo effect on and off by setting LFO frequency using a
sequencer or other means.

Figure 6.11: Virtual modular for implementing tremolo using a low frequency
oscillator (LFO).

https://youtu.be/ZHDV3yBm33A?t=12
https://www.youtube.com/c/Cheaperpedals
https://www.youtube.com/c/Cheaperpedals
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=vibrato-lfo-vca-vco-scope.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftremelo-lfo-vca-vco-scope.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eDisconnect+all+cables+but+Scope+out+1+to+Host+audio+L+and+LFO+triangle+out+to+Scope+in+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCO+square+out+to+QuadVCA+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+LFO+triangle+out+1+to+QuadVCA+CH+1+gain+CV%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+QuadVCA+mix+out+to+Scope+in+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eDecrease+the+depth+of+the+tremelo+by+adjusting+the+QuadVCA+gain+down+towards+zero%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTurn+the+LFO+frequency+to+zero+to+hear+the+raw+wave%2c+then+increase+frequency%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eNotice+the+LFO+wave+on+the+scope+goes+below+zero+but+there+is+no+effect+on+the+sound%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eFix+this+by+changing+the+LFO+OFST+to+unipolar%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eNotice+the+volume+goes+to+zero+when+the+LFO+goes+to+zero%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eFix+this+by+connecting+VCO+square+out+to+QuadVCA+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+mix+to+get+the+right+baseline+volume+and+depth+of+modulation%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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6.4 Synchronization

Techniques that allow you to remove/reduce phase relationships between oscil-
lators are called synchronization (sync). Despite seeming contradictory to the
preceding discussion, sync can create interesting effects exactly because phase
relationships have been removed/reduced. The basic idea of sync is quite sim-
ple. Every oscillator has an internal reset trigger that tells it when to start
drawing its waveshape again. A sync signal overrides this internal trigger, so
we can control when the reset happens.

The most common form of sync is known as hard sync. In hard sync, the sync
signal removes phase by forcing an immediate reset. Typically the sync signal
is the wave output of one oscillator (the leader), which is connected to the sync
input of another oscillator (the follower). If the two waves were identical in
frequency, hard sync would simply align them in phase; however this is rarely
the case. When the two waves are different in frequency, one wave is reset and
therefore has a sharp edges in its waveshape. As discussed in Section 3.2, sharp
edges contribute higher partials Sync therefore changes the harmonic content
of a wave in a different way than chorus type effects. Notably, the closer the
follower’s frequency is to an integer multiple of the leader’s frequency, the more
the sync will emphasize the harmonics of the leader, but in general the new
partials will not be harmonically related to the leader. An example of hard
sync is shown in Figure 6.12, where the two sine waves on the left are hard
synchronized on the right.

Figure 6.12: An example of hard sync using two sine waves. On the left, the sine
waves are not synchronized. On the right, the leader’s sine output is connected
to the follower’s sync input. As soon as the leader’s sine wave (blue) increases
above zero, the follower’s sine wave (red) resets and begins its cycle again,
creating a sharp edge in its waveshape.

There are several variations of sync known as soft sync, but they all attempt
to align the two oscillators in phase without creating the sharp edge found in
hard sync. One notable form of soft sync is reverse soft sync (or flip soft sync).
Reverse soft sync reverses the direction of the wave at the moment of reset.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oscillator_sync#Soft_Sync
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This causes the follower to match the direction of the leader without exactly
matching the leader’s phase. An example of reverse soft sync is shown in Figure
6.13, where the two sine waves on the left are soft synchronized on the right.

Figure 6.13: An example of reverse soft sync using two sine waves. On the
left, the sine waves are not synchronized. On the right, the leader’s sine output
is connected to the follower’s sync input. As soon as the leader’s sine wave
(blue) increases above zero, the follower’s sine wave (red) reverses, i.e. runs in
the opposite direction, and begins its cycle again, creating a less sharp edge in
its waveshape than hard sync.

Try to create hard and soft sync using the button in Figure 6.14 and that
matches Figures 6.12 and 6.13, respectively. Each type of sync produces a
characteristic sound that depends on the waveshapes involved and their relative
frequencies.

Figure 6.14: Virtual modular for implementing hard and soft sync.

6.5 Noise

Noise is commonly used in synthesis to complement other sounds. As discussed
in Section 3.3, there are many different kinds of noise that can be distinguished
by the frequencies they emphasize. In modular, noise is typically provided by
specialized modules, with separate jacks for different colors of noise.

Noise blended with other generators can create transients and complementary
sounds that produce more realistic percussion. For example, a kick drum has
an initial noise transient that quickly dies out, and a snare has a long-lasting
noise component that comes from the metal snares below the bottom membrane.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=tremelo-lfo-vca-vco-scope.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fhard-soft-sync.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eDisconnect+all+cables+and+move+the+QuadVCA+between+the+Scope+and+Host+Audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eReplace+the+VCO+with+an+LFO.+We%27ll+call+this+the+lead+VCO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+lead+VCO+sine+out+to+follower+VCO+sync+in+and+Scope+in+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+follower+VCO+sine+out+to+Scope+in+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+out+1+and+2+to+QuadVCA+in+1+and+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+QuadVCA+mix+out+to+Host+audio+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+QuadVCA+gain+to+hear+only+the+follower%2c+then+a+mix+of+both%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTurn+the+leader+frequency+up+and+down%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTurn+the+follower+frequency+up+and+down%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+the+follower+frequency+at+an+integer+multiple+of+the+leader%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTurn+on+soft+sync+using+the+button+next+to+the+input+jack%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+same+changes+above+with+soft+sync+active%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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However, the kick drum noise is tilted towards lower frequencies (e.g. red noise)
and the snare is tilted towards higher frequencies (e.g. blue noise). Try to create
kick and snare drums with noise using the button in Figure 6.15. The patches
are identical except for different noise sources and knob settings.

Figure 6.15: Virtual modular for adding noise to kick and snare drums.

6.6 Samplers

Samplers are popular type of generator that can be used to produce very realistic
sounds but simply playing back prerecorded sounds. Samplers are thus very
useful for performing with sounds that are difficult to synthesize (e.g. speech)
or when it is impractical to use modules to synthesize multiple instruments due
to cost/space constraints (as is often the case with percussion).
Samplers do not perform synthesis per se, though there are crossovers like
wavetable synthesis, as discussed in Section 2.4. Instead, samplers represent
audio data, typically digital audio data, without representing the process that
generated the data. Digital audio data is represented according to two param-
eters that each can be considered a kind of resolution, as shown in Figure 6.16.
Sampling rate measures how close together each sample is taken. If the distance
between the samples is small, a straight line is a good approximation of the curve
of the wave, and the digital representation has good fidelity to the original
sound. However, if frequency of the wave is high or the wave otherwise changes
suddenly, those changes may be between samples and not show up in the digital
representation at all. Common sample rates are 8 kHz (phone quality), 16 kHz
(speech recognition quality), and 44.1 kHz (CD quality).
Why sample at 44.1 kHz when the upper limit of human hearing is around 20
kHz? The 44.1 kHz rate is the Nyquist rate for 22,050 Hz, i.e. the Nyquist
rate is double that frequency, which is about 2 kHz above the standard human
limit.6 The reason to sample at twice the highest frequency is pretty simple. If
we assume all sounds are made of sine waves, as covered in Section 3.2, then
we need to be able to define the highest frequency component in our audio as a
sine wave. If we evenly sample at least two points for a cycle of that sine wave,
and we know the maximum possible frequency, then there is only one sine wave
that can pass through those points.7 Without that limit, there are an infinite

6The 2 kHz padding allows use of an anti-aliasing filter that prevents higher frequencies
from being sampled. We’ll cover how filters work in the next chapter, but the basic idea here
is that filters are imperfect and so need a little padding beyond the Nyquist rate.

7This is analogous to two data points to solve for two unknowns using linear algebra.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=clock-kick-bpm-vco-adsr-vca-scope-out.vcv&solution=%3ch4%3eOnly+kick+drum+shown%3c%2fh4%3e%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fkick-bpm-noiz-adsr-vco-adsr-vca-scope.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+500px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eReplace+the+VCA+with+QuadVCA%2fMixer%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCO+sine+out+to+QuadVCA+in+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADSR+out+to+QuadVCA+CH+1+gain+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+QuadVCA+mix+out+to+Scope+in+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+out+1+to+Host+audio+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Noiz+module+below+VCO+and+put+new+ADSR+next+to+Noiz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Noiz+Red+out+to+QuadVCA+in+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+out+to+noise+ADSR+gate+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+noise+ADSR+out+to+QuadVCA+CH+2+gain+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+noise+ADSR+knobs+to+1+%28lowest+setting%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+QuadVCA+ch+1+gain+to+max+and+ch2+gain+to+20%25%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+QuadVCA+gain+to+make+the+sine+kick+quiter+and+noise+louder%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+noise+ADSR+to+make+the+noise+slower%2flonger%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTo+make+a+snare%2c+change+the+noise+source+to+blue%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIncrease+the+noise+ADSR+decay+to+25ms%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIncrease+the+VCO+frequency+to+180+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+QuadVCA+gain+so+drum+and+noise+are+equal%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+adjustments+suggested+for+the+kick+and+note+changes+in+sound%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fnoiz-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyquist_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-aliasing_filter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_of_linear_equations
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Figure 6.16: A wave digitized by sampling. The sampling rate corresponds
to the distance between sample times on the horizontal 𝑡 axis. The bit depth
corresponds to the accuracy of distance between the axis and sampled points
on the wave. The straight red segments are the digital reconstruction of the
original wave based on the samples. Image public domain.

number of alternative sine waves that will pass between the two points, leading
to an ambiguity problem called aliasing where we don’t know what sine wave
was sampled. A familiar example of aliasing occurs when speed of wheels exceed
the sample rate (frame rate) in video/film.

Bit depth measures the accuracy at which the sample points are measured from
0. Imagine you had a ruler with only inches marked - you could only measure
inches, right? Digital representations are similar in that we can only divide a
space into as many pieces as we have bits. A byte, which is 8 bits, has 28 = 256
possible partitions, so if we represent a 10 V peak-to-peak signal with 8 bits,
we have a resolution of 10/256 ≈ .04. This means is that if two different points
of the wave are within this resolution, they will be digitized to the same value.
This is why higher bit depths have better fidelity to the original signal. Common
bit depths are 16 and 24 bits per sample.

While samplers offer less control over their representations than other forms
of synthesis, they typically have many options for control, including playback
within a sample, playing a sample at a faster/slower speed than the original,
playing a sample in reverse, etc. These performance parameters are typically
under voltage control and so can be controlled by a keyboard, sequencer, or other
controller. Let’s take a look at keyboard control of a sampler that changes the
playback position of a sample based on the keyboard’s output voltage. Try this
patch using the button in Figure 6.17. You will need to download the sample
file to load it into the sampler.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Signal_Sampling.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aliasing
https://youtu.be/6XwgbHjRo30?t=8
https://youtu.be/6XwgbHjRo30?t=8
images/moonshot.wav
images/moonshot.wav
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Figure 6.17: Virtual modular for keyboard control of a sampler’s playback po-
sition.

We can play, reverse play, and change the playback speed the sample by using
an LFO and a gate-style controller. Try to construct this patch using the button
in Figure 6.18. Because the LFO produces continuous changes in voltage, the
playback is continuous, unlike the keyboard-controlled playback where each key
stepped the voltage by 1/12 of a volt.

Figure 6.18: Virtual modular for LFO control of a sampler’s playback: forward,
reverse, and speed.

6.7 Check your understanding

1. Which of the following can create the effect of two interfering oscillators
with only one VCO?

• amplitude modulation
• pulse width modulation
• phase modulation
• frequency modulation

2. Which of the following must be set to for an LFO to work with a VCA?

• bipolar LFO output
• unipolar VCA input
• unipolar LFO output
• bipolar VCA input

3. When a follower VCO with an integer multiple frequency of a leader VCO
is synchronized, what is emphasized?

• leader partials

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fsample-12key-ouaive.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+12+key%2c+OUAIve+sampler%2c+and+Host+audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRight+click+sampler%2c+choose+%27Load+sample%27%2c+and+load+the+sample+file%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+12+key+CV+out+to+OUAIve+POS+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+12+key+Gate+out+to+OUAIve+Trig+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3ePress+OUAIve+Type+button+until+Trig+is+shown%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3ePress+OUAIve+Play+button+until+a+single+play+icon+appears%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+OUAIve+outs+to+Host+audio+ins%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+playing+different+notes+on+the+keyboard+to+play+the+sample+at+different+locations%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+can+interrupt+the+playback+by+pressing+another+key+before+the+sample+finishes%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fouaive-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=sample-12key-ouaive.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fsample-lfo-trigger-ouaive.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eDelete+12+key%3b+add+LFO+and+Triggers+MK1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRight+click+sampler%2c+choose+%27Load+sample%27%2c+and+load+the+sample+file%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+LFO+triangle+out+to+OUAIve+POS+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+LFO+OFST+to+unipolar%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Triggers+MK1+out+to+OUAIve+Trig+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3ePress+OUAIve+Type+button+until+Gate+is+shown%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3ePress+OUAIve+Play+button+until+a+single+play+icon+appears%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3ePress+the+Triggers+MK1+Latch+button+to+start+playback%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+adjusting+the+LFO+frequency+to+change+the+playback+speed%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2ftriggers-mk1-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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• follower harmonics
• follower partials
• leader harmonics

4. What is the term for two near identical notes played simultaneously?

• chord
• tetrachord
• interval
• chorus

5. Which of the following cannot be implemented using an LFO?

• tremolo
• vibrato
• chorus
• pulse width modulation

6. At what frequency would aliasing be expected with a 16 kHz sampling
rate?

• 16 kHz
• 8 kHz
• 4 kHz
• 32 kHz



Chapter 7

Modifiers

Modifiers modify incoming signals that may be either audio or control signals.
Chapter 4 introduced voltage controlled amplifiers (VCAs) that modify the am-
plitude of incoming signals, which can be either audio or control voltage. That
chapter also introduced envelopes that modify control voltage, and we have
routinely used envelopes to control VCAs in order to model the dynamics of
various instruments.

This chapter expands upon audio modifiers specifically and focuses on two foun-
dational categories of modifiers, effects and voltage controlled filters. Effects can
substantially enrich the sounds you create both in terms of thickness of sound
and sense of acoustic space, and voltage controlled filters create some of the
most defining sounds in electronic music.

7.1 Time-based effects

There are perhaps an infinite number of possible audio effects. This section
focuses on time-based effects, as the ideas behind these are complementary to
the following discussion of voltage controlled filters. Time and phase are closely
related when we’re talking about a repeating waveshape. Imagine you put a red
dot on the outside of a car tire and start driving. At any moment, you can stop
the car and the red dot will be in a certain position, which you can describe
as an angle relative to the ground. If the car has been moving at the same
speed the entire time, you can exactly predict where the red dot will be. Figure
7.1 shows an abstract rendering of this example, highlighting the relationship
between the rotation of the wheel (in radians) and the shape of a sine wave.

The discussion of simultaneously-sounding oscillators in Chapter 6 emphasized
phase relationships between the oscillators as well as slight tuning differences
between the oscillators, both of which can give a fuller sound. Phase captures
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Figure 7.1: Relation between a unit circle and a sine wave. Image © Brews
ohare/CC-BY-4.0.

everything about the relationship between continuous tones because the amount
one signal has been offset relative to another can always be reduced to between
0 and 360 degrees (or 2𝑝𝑖).1 However, music does not consist of continuous
tones.

When we begin to consider music more broadly, it makes sense to think of
phase and offset distance being decoupled depending on how much time has
passed. In real music, simultaneous sounds don’t repeat forever but rather
change over fairly short timescales, e.g. the envelope of a kick drum. For brief
moments of time, phase relationships capture most everything, but for longer
offset distances, the amount of time that has passed is more relevant than phase
relationships. For this reason, time-based effects for short periods of time are
often described in terms of phase, and longer-period effects are described in
terms to time. Figure 7.2 illustrates this idea with 6 seconds of natural sound
(upper) compared to .03 seconds of that same sound (lower). While the longer
stretch is clearly not repeating, the shorter stretch is approximately repeating
and could be usefully characterized in terms of phase.

Unlike the topics we’ve previously covered, time-based effects tend to be im-
plemented by single modules rather than by collections of modules working
together. Therefore our discussion will focus on the concepts behind these ef-
fects and modules that implement them. We’ll begin with effects operating on
the longest time scales and move progressively downward until the effects are
based in phase.

7.1.1 Delays

A delay effect copies some portion of of the signal and then replays it, typically
mixed in with the original signal. The ratio of original signal to processed signal
is commonly referred to as dry/wet, where dry is the original signal and wet is
the processed signal. Common parameters of delays include the length of the

1If the offset is more than 360 degrees, it simply wraps around to a value equivalent to a
value between 0 and 360 degrees, e.g. 370 degrees is the same as 10 degrees.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/08/Sine_curve_drawing_animation.gif
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sine_curve_drawing_animation.gif
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sine_curve_drawing_animation.gif
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delay_(audio_effect)
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Figure 7.2: Six seconds of natural sound (upper) with no clear repeating struc-
ture and .03 seconds of that same sound (lower) with approximate repeating
structure.

delayed and the number of times it repeats. Often a decay parameter is applied
so that the delayed copy gets attenuated with each repetition. Some delays can
play back multiple copies at once, which blurs the boundary between a delay
effect and reverb. An example delay effect is shown in Figure 7.3. The original
signal (JFK’s famous moon speech), is copied and then a delay effect applied to
the copy, with decay. Note that the delay effect extends well beyond the length
of the original audio. Delay is the longest time-based effect we will discuss,
typically ranging from a hundred milliseconds to multiple seconds.

Let’s take a look at a delay module. The main controls are the time (length of
the delay offset), the feedback (amount of decay), and the wet/dry mix. These
parameters can be set using knobs for a consistent sound but also modulated
to create very unusual sounds. Try patching up a reverb into a single voice
keyboard patch using the button in Figure 7.4.

7.1.2 Reverb

A reverb effect is a delay-time effect with multiple overlapping copies and rel-
atively fast decays. Reverb conveys a sense of space, or room that the sound
is occurring in, because it emulates the reflections of sound off various surfaces
at different distances. Sound travels at about 1100 feet per second, or a 1.1
feet per millisecond, so each foot of different distance in the reflection should
cause an offset of about 1 millisecond relative to other reflections and the orig-
inal sound. One of the earliest ways of creating reverb was to take a recording
and play it back in a particular space while simultaneously re-recording it with
a microphone in that space. The approach effectively “bakes in” the natural
reverb of the room onto the recording. Various electronic methods have been

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/We_choose_to_go_to_the_Moon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverb_effect
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Figure 7.3: Delay applied to an audio clip. The original sound (upper) is dupli-
cated (lower) and the effect applied. The decaying echos of the delay make the
lower track significantly longer than the original.

Figure 7.4: Virtual modular for a delay effect.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/moonshot-delay2s.png-moonshot-delay2s.ogg-local.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/moonshot-delay2s.png-moonshot-delay2s.ogg-local.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=key-envelope_12key-vco-env-vca-scope-out.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftwelvekey-env-delay.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Delay+between+Scope+and+Host+audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+out+1+to+Delay+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Delay+wet+to+Host+Audio+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3ePeriodically+pressing+the+12+key%2c+change+the+time+setting+on+the+delay%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3ePeriodically+pressing+the+12+key%2c+change+the+feedback+setting+on+the+delay%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+Delay+wet+out+to+mix+out+and+then+use+the+mix+knob+to+mix+the+dry%2fwet+sound%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADSR+out+to+Delay+Time+in+and+FDBK+in%2c+make+their+attenuator+knobs+slightly+positive%2c+and+press+a+key%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+could+similarly+control+the+effect+using+an+LFO+or+other+modulator%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fdelay-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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used to create a reverb effect using physical media. Notably among these is the
spring reverb, which passes the signal through a spring and uses the reflections
created in the spring to model the reflections of sound.

Reverb has been added to the speech example in in Figure 7.5, and like delay
extends beyond the length of the original audio. However, the duration it ex-
tends is much shorter (about 300 milliseconds), reflecting a faster decay time.
Note that this recording was taken in a stadium that already had significant
natural reverb.

Figure 7.5: Reverb applied to an audio clip. The original sound (upper) is
duplicated (lower) and the effect applied. The added reverb slightly extends
the length of the original track and is most noticeable at that point due to the
natural reverb in the original recording.

Let’s take a look at a reverb module. The main controls are the input level, high-
pass filtering2, and the wet/dry mix. This reverb module uses a combinations of
sliders and knobs for parameter settings, but these can again be both manually
set and modulated to create interesting sounds. Try patching up a reverb into
a single voice keyboard patch using the button in Figure 7.6.

2High-pass filtering will be explained in detail later in the chapter.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/moonshot-reverb75.png-moonshot-reverb75.ogg-local.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/moonshot-reverb75.png-moonshot-reverb75.ogg-local.html
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Figure 7.6: Virtual modular for a reverb effect.

7.1.3 Chorus

A chorus effect creates copies of the original signal with slight frequency and
phase changes relative to the original. We previously discussed chorus in Section
6.2 in the context of multiple oscillators playing together. The chorus effect is
similar except that it applies to the overall audio signal, and it typically has an
internal LFO that controls the phase offsets between copies of the signal.

Chorus has been added to the speech example in in Figure 7.7, and unlike the
previous effects, does not noticeably extend beyond the length of the original
audio. Instead you can see an effect on the shape of the wave as the copies
interfere with each other. In this example, the chorus delay is 20 milliseconds,
which is in the middle of the typical chorus range of 10-30 milliseconds.

Let’s take a look at a chorus module. The main controls are the rate and
depth of the internal LFO and the wet/dry mix. As before, the controls can be
manually set or voltage-controlled. Try patching up a chorus into a single voice
keyboard patch using the button in Figure 7.8.

7.1.4 Flanger

A flanger, or flanging effect is created by creating one copy of the signal and
delaying it very briefly, typically 1-5 milliseconds. This slight shift causes
harmonically-related frequencies in the signal to be amplified. For example,
1 millisecond shift means that every 1000 Hz, the original signal will be doubled
in amplitude through constructive interference. This doubling will occur for all
integer multiples of 1000 Hz, and so produces a harmonic series with 1000 Hz as
the fundamental. Thus a stable offset can create a harmonic sound even out of
noise, as shown in Figure 7.9. Flangers typically use an LFO to vary the offset
to create a sweep across such sounds.

A flanger has been added to the speech example in in Figure 7.10, and like chorus
does not noticeably extend beyond the length of the original audio. Additionally,
and like chorus, you can see an effect on the shape of the wave as the delayed
copy of the signal interferes with the original. In this example, the flanger delay
is 1 millisecond and so produces a sweeping tone around 1000 Hz.

Let’s take a look at a flanger module. The main controls are the rate and depth
of the internal LFO and the flanging offset. As before, the controls can be

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=key-envelope_12key-vco-env-vca-scope-out.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftwelvekey-env-reverb.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Spring+reverb+between+Scope+and+Host+audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+out+1+to+Spring+reverb+in+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Spring+reverb+wet+to+Host+Audio+L+and+Scope+in+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eMove+the+left+slider+on+Spring+reverb+up+to+set+the+level+of+the+effect%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3ePeriodically+pressing+the+12+key%2c+change+the+level+setting+on+the+reverb%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3ePeriodically+pressing+the+12+key%2c+change+the+HPF+%28high+pass+filter%29+setting+on+the+reverb%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+Spring+reverb+wet+out+to+mix+out+and+then+use+the+mix+knob+to+mix+the+dry%2fwet+sound%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADSR+out+to+Spring+reverb+CV+in+1+and+press+a+key+%28the+change+is+subtle%3b+see+the+level+difference+on+the+scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+ADSR+to+the+Gate+from+the+12+key%3b+this+will+produce+a+knocking+sound%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fbefaco-spring-reverb-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chorus_(audio_effect)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flanging#Comparison_with_phase_shifting
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Figure 7.7: Chorus applied to an audio clip. The original sound (upper) is
duplicated (lower) and the effect applied. The shape of the wave is affected by
the interference of copies of the original signal delayed by 20 milliseconds.

Figure 7.8: Virtual modular for a chorus effect.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/moonshot-chorus.png-moonshot-chorus.ogg-local.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/moonshot-chorus.png-moonshot-chorus.ogg-local.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=key-envelope_12key-vco-env-vca-scope-out.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftwelvekey-env-chorus.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Chorus+between+Scope+and+Host+audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+out+1+to+Chours+in+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Chorus+out+L+to+Host+Audio+L+and+Scope+in+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3ePeriodically+pressing+the+12+key%2c+change+the+range+setting+on+the+chorus%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3ePeriodically+pressing+the+12+key%2c+change+the+speed+setting+on+the+chorus%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3ePeriodically+pressing+the+12+key%2c+change+the+the+dry%2fwet+mix+on+the+chorus%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADSR+out+to+speed+and+range+to+get+some+bird-like+sounds%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+could+similarly+control+the+effect+using+an+LFO+or+other+modulator%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2frackwindows-chorus-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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Figure 7.9: Youtube video of pink noise with increasing 1 millisecond offsets.
Note the harmonic noise that emerges as well as the comb shape of the frequency
spectrum. Image © Sweetwater.

manually set or voltage-controlled. Try patching up a flanger into a single voice
keyboard patch using the button in Figure 7.11.

7.1.5 Phaser

A phaser effect does not apply a delay. Instead, a phaser shifts the phase of
frequencies based on the values of those frequencies. As a result, some frequen-
cies are phase shifted behind the original signal while others are phase shifted
ahead of the original signal. Typically phasers have multiple stages of phase
shifting to magnify the effect. The variation in phase shifting means that while
a phaser produces peaks in frequency spectrum like a flanger, those peaks are
not harmonically related. A rough analogy would be that a flanger is to a phaser
like a single delay is to a reverb: the former cases use a single copy whereas the
latter cases use multiple diffuse copies.

A phaser has been added to the speech example in in Figure 7.12, and like
chorus and flanger does not noticeably extend beyond the length of the original
audio. The effect on the shape of the wave is quite subtle compared to the
flanger, reflecting the constructive and destructive interference resulting from
the phaser.

Let’s take a look at a phaser module. The main controls are the rate and depth
of the internal LFO and feedback. As before, the controls can be manually set
or voltage-controlled. Try patching up a phaser into a single voice keyboard
patch using the button in Figure 7.13.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5ewou_8Abc
https://www.youtube.com/c/sweetwater
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phaser_(effect)
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Figure 7.10: Flanger applied to an audio clip. The original sound (upper) is
duplicated (lower) and the effect applied. The shape of the wave is affected by
the interference of a copy of the original signal delayed by 1 millisecond.

Figure 7.11: Virtual modular for a flanger effect.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/moonshot-flanger5ms.png-moonshot-flanger5ms.ogg-local.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/moonshot-flanger5ms.png-moonshot-flanger5ms.ogg-local.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=key-envelope_12key-vco-env-vca-scope-out.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftwelvekey-env-flanger.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Vibrato+between+Scope+and+Host+audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+out+1+to+Vibrato+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Vibrato+out+to+Host+Audio+L+and+Scope+in+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3ePeriodically+pressing+the+12+key%2c+change+the+flange+setting%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3ePeriodically+pressing+the+12+key%2c+change+the+frequency+setting%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3ePeriodically+pressing+the+12+key%2c+change+the+width+setting%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADSR+out+to+freq%2c+width%2c+and+flange+to+get+some+bird-like+sounds%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eUse+the+attenuator+knobs+below+these+jacks+to+change+the+depth+of+the+modulation+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+could+similarly+control+the+effect+using+an+LFO+or+other+modulator%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fautinn-vibrato-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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Figure 7.12: Phaser applied to an audio clip. The original sound (upper) is
duplicated (lower) and the effect applied. The effect on the shape of the wave
is subtle and reflects both constructive and destructive interference.

Figure 7.13: Virtual modular for a phaser effect.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/moonshot-phaser.png-moonshot-phaser.ogg-local.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/moonshot-phaser.png-moonshot-phaser.ogg-local.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=key-envelope_12key-vco-env-vca-scope-out.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftwelvekey-env-phaser.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Phaser+FX+between+Scope+and+Host+audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+out+1+to+Phaser+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Phaser+out+to+Host+Audio+L+and+Scope+in+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3ePeriodically+pressing+the+12+key%2c+change+the+rate+setting%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3ePeriodically+pressing+the+12+key%2c+change+the+feedback+setting+%28try+holding+down+the+key%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3ePeriodically+pressing+the+12+key%2c+change+the+depth+setting%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADSR+out+to+the+CV+inputs+for+these+knobs%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eOnce+connected%2c+these+knobs+act+like+attenuators+and+control+the+depth+of+the+modulation+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+could+similarly+control+the+effect+using+an+LFO+or+other+modulator%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fbitcrusher-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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7.2 Voltage controlled filters

Voltage controlled filters (VCFs) are an essential component of subtractive syn-
thesis. Subtractive synthesis, as you recall, is characterized by taking harmon-
ically complex waveshapes and then removing harmonic content to create the
desired sounds. The opposite approach, additive synthesis, takes harmonically
simple waveshapes and adds them together to create desired sounds; however,
this becomes complex in analogue circuitry and is better suited to digital com-
puters, which is why subtractive synthesis has historically been the dominant
approach to synthesis. Filters, if you haven’t already guessed, are a primary
method for removing harmonic content, which is why VCFs are an essential
component of subtractive synthesis.

7.2.1 Filters are imperfect

As discussed in Chapter 3, timbre is intimately connected to waveshape, and
removing harmonic content affects both the shape of the wave and its timbre.
You may assume from our discussion of Fourier analysis that a filter will remove
selected harmonics completely. If that were the case, we might expect a square
wave with all but the first two harmonics filtered to look like Figure 7.14.3

Figure 7.14: Fourier approximation of the first 11 harmonics of a square wave.

Using Fourier decomposition to understand VCFs is misleading in many re-
spects, as will become clear by the end of this section. It is also not practical to
build a filter based on Fourier decomposition for two at least two reasons. First,
we want our filter to happen in real time, i.e. before a wave has even completed
its cycle, which Fourier can’t do. Second, Fourier introduces Gibbs error that
you can see in Figure 7.14 as peaks where there should be 90 degree angles in
the square wave. If we were to use Fourier as the basis of a filter, those peaks
would introduce ringing artifacts.

The output of a real VCF filtering out all but the first 11 harmonics is shown
in Figure 7.15. The VCF output has two striking differences with the Fourier
example. First, the transition from maximum positive to maximum negative

3This figure was created using the simulator in Section 3.2 which you can use to further
explore these concepts.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gibbs_phenomenon
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Figure 7.15: VCF output on a square wave that has been aligned and scaled for
comparison to Figure 7.14. Note the relatively flat low and high regions of the
wave, which imply the presence of higher harmonics.

(and vice versa) is substantially smoother for the VCF, creating rounder edges.
Second, the VCF has relatively flat maximum regions of the wave, which imply
higher harmonics. By comparing the Fourier and VCF outputs, we can see
that the VCF is removing more low frequency content than we would expect
(rounder edges) but that the VCF is removing less high frequency content than
we would expect (flatter maximum regions of the wave). So a VCF is not like a
net that either lets harmonics through or not. Instead, a VCF affects a range of
harmonics, but within that range, it affects some harmonics more than others.

Let’s take a look at this in some patches that filter white noise. The advantage
of filtering white noise is that white noise contains all frequencies, so it is easy to
see the shape of the filter’s effect. The patches will use two common filters: low-
pass filters and high-pass filters. Low-pass filters (LPF) let low frequencies pass
through relatively unaffected, and high-pass filters (HPF) let high frequencies
pass through relatively unaffected. The effect of each filter is controlled using
the cutoff frequency, which defines a range of affected frequencies. Try patching
up the two filters using the button in Figure 7.16.

Figure 7.16: Virtual modular for applying low- and high-pass filtering on white
noise.

Let’s take another look, this time with a square wave and an oscilloscope, which
will let us look at the effect on the wave rather than the frequency spectrum.
Of course the disadvantage of white noise is that you can’t usefully look at the
effect Try modifying your patch to use an audio rate LFO and an oscilloscope
using the button in Figure 7.17. As you can see, LPF creates curious shapes
that occasionally approximate shapes we recognize, like triangle and sine waves
(though with reduced amplitude). HPF creates perhaps even more curious
shapes that quickly turn into increasingly sharp pulses.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fnoiz-lfp-out-fft.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Noiz%2c+VCF%2c+Host+audio+out%2c+and+Sassy+Scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Noiz+white+out+to+VCF+in+and+Sassy+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCF+LPF+out+to+Host+audio+L+and+Sassy+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRight+click+the+Sassy+cable+inputs+to+change+the+colors+of+inputs+1%2f2+if+needed%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+Sassy+to+Freq+mode+using+button%2c+raise+nearby+slider+to+100ms+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSassy+shows+the+frequency+spectrum+of+both+the+white+noise+and+filtered+noise%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+spectrum%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+cutoff+frequency+from+zero+to+far+right%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eMouse+over+the+cutoff+knob+to+get+the+cutoff+freq%2c+then+mouse+over+spectrum+to+find+that+freq%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRepeat+with+the+HPF+out+to+observe+high-pass+filtering%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fsassy-scope-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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Figure 7.17: Virtual modular for applying low- and high-pass filtering on a
square wave.

7.2.2 Filters change frequency and phase

To understand why VCFs are behaving this way, we need to understand how
they work. The best way to understand VCFs, which are complex, is in terms
of the passive RC circuit. When a signal runs through an RC circuit, the circuit
leeches out energy from certain parts of the waveshape and returns that energy
at other parts, as shown in Figure 7.18. While a full explanation of how the
RC circuit works is out of scope,4 we can nevertheless describe what it does to
explain what a VCF does. The overarching idea is that when an RC circuit
leeches energy out of a signal, it slows down or speeds up frequency components
of the signal and so phase shifts those components. Again, VCFs change more
than just frequency spectrum - they also change phase across the frequency
spectrum.

Figure 7.18: Square wave through a low-pass (left) and high-pass (right) filter.
Note the symmetry of the difference between the square wave and the filtered
signal: the shape of the filtered signal below the square wave in the positive
region is the same as the filtered signal above the square wave in the negative
region, but flipped.

Let’s look first at the LPF case, using the left side of Figure 7.18 as a reference.
As the signal increases, the RC circuit leeches out energy until it fills up, at which
point it has no effect on the signal. Once the signal starts decreasing, the RC
circuit releases energy until it runs out. Sharp signal increases are slowed down,
meaning they are phase shifted negatively. Slowing them means removing high
frequencies. Here’s an analogy that might help. Imagine you’re driving on the
freeway and a wind blows from ahead whenever you try to accelerate and blows
from behind whenever you decelerate. The wind is opposing your ability to
change speed. The RC circuit likewise is opposing the signal’s voltage changes.

4For a good basic explanation of an RC circuit, see this video.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=noiz-lfp-out-fft.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2flfo-lfp-out-scope-fft.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+an+LFO+to+the+left+of+Noiz+and+Scope+between+Host+Audio+and+Sassy+Scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+LFO+square+to+VCF+in%2c+Scope+in+1%2c+and+to+Sassy+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCF+LPF+out+to+Host+audio+L%2c+Scope+i+n2%2c+and+Sassy+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRight+click+the+Sassy+cable+inputs+to+change+the+colors+of+inputs+1%2f2+if+needed%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+LFO+freq+to+around+100+Hz%2c+VCF+cutoff+to+around+400+Hz%2c+Scope+time+to+around+12+ms%2c+and+enable+Scope+TRG+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eThe+Scope+shows+the+square+wave+and+filtered+square+wave%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+spectrum%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+cutoff+frequency+from+zero+to+far+right%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAt+various+points%2c+the+wave+should+looke+more+like+a+triangle+wave+and+then+a+sine+wave%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRepeat+with+the+HPF+out+to+observe+high-pass+filtering%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RC_circuit
https://youtu.be/3tMGNI--ofU
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The HPF case on the right side of Figure 7.18 is different. As the signal increases
and stops changing, the RC circuit leeches out energy until the capacitor fills up,
at which point it has no effect on the signal. Once the signal starts decreasing
and stops changing, the capacitor releases energy until it runs out. Flat signals
are speeded up, meaning they are phase shifted positively. Speeding them up
means removing lower frequencies. Using the wind and car analogy, imagine
you’re driving on the freeway and a wind blows whenever you try to keep a
constant speed.5 The wind is opposing your ability to maintain constant speed.
The RC circuit likewise is opposing the signal’s constant voltage.

Figure 7.19: A Bode plot for a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 100
Hz. Note the lines marked Bode pole represent idealized behavior of the filter
and the Low Pass markers indicate actual behavior. The cutoff point is exactly
aligned with a -45 degree phase shift. Image public domain.

The effect of the RC circuit on frequency and phase spectrum can be summarized
by a Bode plot, as shown for an LPF in Figure 7.19. The lines labeled “Bode
pole” are idealized and the actual behavior of the LPF is indicated by the
markers. Let’s start with the upper subplot, which shows how the filter reduces
the amplitude of the signal across frequencies. The cutoff frequency occurs
where the line changes from 0 dB to a downward angle. As you can see, the
actual behavior of the LPF is to reduce frequencies even before this point as
shown by the markers below the line to the left of the cutoff point. The decrease
in amplitude at the cutoff frequency is 3 dB.6 The decrease to the right of the

5More precisely, the wind blows from ahead when you start cruising after increasing speed,
and the wind blows from behind when you start cruising after reducing speed.

6Recall a 6 dB decrease means amplitude is cut in half.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sine_curve_drawing_animation.gif
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bode_plot
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cutoff point is 6 dB for each doubling of frequency, or 6 dB/Oct. That means the
amplitude of the signal will decrease by half for each additional octave above the
cutoff frequency. Let’s look at the lower subplot, which shows phase shift how
the filter changes phase across frequencies. As previously explained, the LPF
slows down higher frequency components of the wave, and creates a maximum
phase shift of -90 degrees for those frequencies. At the cutoff, the phase shift is
already -45 degrees.

Figure 7.20: A Bode plot for a high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 100
Hz. Note the lines marked Bode pole represent idealized behavior of the filter
and the High Pass markers indicate actual behavior. The cutoff point is exactly
aligned with a 45 degree phase shift. Image © Brews ohare/CC-BY-4.0.

The Bode plot for an HPF looks very similar to that of an LPF, but reversed as
shown in Figure 7.20. As before the range of frequencies affected by the filter
extends on both sides of the cutoff point, the signal is already attenuated by 3
dB at the cutoff point, and the decrease in amplitude (this time to the left of
the cutoff) is 6 dB/Oct. The main difference is in the sign of the phase shift in
the lower subplot. Instead of being negative because the frequencies have been
slowed down, the phase shift is now positive because the affected frequencies
have been sped up.

7.2.3 Combining filters

In the previous Bode plots, the cutoff frequency marked the location past which
the amplitude reduced by 6 dB/Oct. This bend in the frequency response of

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bode_High-Pass.PNG
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the filter is called a pole, and the RC circuit is therefore an example of a 1-pole
filter element. To get greater reductions than 6 dB/Oct, multiple 1-pole filter
elements can be combined.7 Each filter element has a distinct pole, so the overall
shape of the drop off has bends corresponding to these poles. This means that
a 4-pole filter would have four distinct regions of drop off rather than the single
region we looked at before. Each region would contribute both to amplitude
attenuation and phase shift at a given frequency. Common VCFs range from 1-4
poles and therefore implement 6, 12, 18, or 24 dB/Oct reductions in amplitude.
It should now be clear why filters have such characteristic sounds: the many
different design choices in a filter, ranging from the selection of components to
the arrangement of filter elements, each contributes to a specific effect on both
amplitude attenuation and phase for each frequency filtered.
In addition to combining filters of the same type, we can also combine filters
of different types. As you might expect, multiple filters working in different
frequency directions create complex phase relationships as each independently
contributes to amplitude attenuation and phase for each frequency filtered. A
band-pass filter can be created by combining an LPF and HPF in series. A
band-pass filter mostly lets through frequencies within a range but more strongly
attenuates frequencies outside that range. Try making a band-pass filter using
two VCFs using the button in Figure 7.21. Since there are now two cutoffs to
control to hear the combined filter sweep, hook up an LFO to each VCF cutoff
frequency.

Figure 7.21: Virtual modular for combining LPF and HPF filters to make a
band-pass filter and animating it with an LFO.

A notch filter8 can be created by combining an LPF and HPF in parallel. A
notch filter mostly lets through every thing but frequencies within a range. Try
making a notch filter using two VCFs and a mixer using the button in Figure
7.22. As before, there are two cutoffs to control to hear the combined filter
sweep, so an LFO can be used to control each VCF cutoff frequency.

7.2.4 Resonance

Resonant filters have been an important sound in electronic music even before
modular synthesizers9. We previously discussed resonance in Section 3.2, but in

7RC circuits cannot be simply combined, but they remain useful for understanding the
additive effect of each element.

8A notch filter is sometimes called a band-reject filter.
9https://120years.net/wordpress/the-fonosynth-paul-ketoff-paolo-ketoff-julian-strini-

gino-marinuzzi-jr-italy-1958/

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=lfo-lfp-out-scope-fft.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2flfo-lpf-hpf-out-scope-fft.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+another+VCF+to+the+right+of+the+existing+VCF.+The+left+will+be+LPF+and+the+right+HPF%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+LPF+out+to+HPF+in+and+remove+all+other+connections+from+LPF+out%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+HPF+out+to+Host+audio+L%2c+Scope+input+2%2c+and+Sassy+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+may+wish+to+use+a+square+wave+as+Scope+EXT+TRG%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+spectrum%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eYour+two+VCFs+should+have+the+same+cutoff+freq+now%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+to+change+the+two+cutoffs+to+make+the+peak+higher+without+making+it+wider%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+an+LFO+to+control+the+cutoff+frequencies+of+both+VCFs%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+that+LFO+triangle+out+to+both+VCF+cutoffs%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+VCF+cutoffs+attenuators+to+100%25+to+allow+the+full+LFO+signal%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+a+low+LFO+frequency+%28%3c+.5%29+and+note+the+changes+in+sound+and+the+spectrum%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://120years.net/wordpress/the-fonosynth-paul-ketoff-paolo-ketoff-julian-strini-gino-marinuzzi-jr-italy-1958/
https://120years.net/wordpress/the-fonosynth-paul-ketoff-paolo-ketoff-julian-strini-gino-marinuzzi-jr-italy-1958/
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Figure 7.22: Virtual modular for combining LPF and HPF filters to make a
notch filter and animating it with an LFO.

terms of real instruments. Electrical resonance is similar and can be understood
analogously to waves reflecting off the fixed end of a string to create a standing
wave. In the case of the filter, feedback from the frequency at the filter cutoff
point “reflects” back into the circuit and interferes with the original signal. As
long as the two signals are aligned in phase, they will constructively interfere
and amplify the frequencies at the cutoff point. If the feedback increases beyond
a certain point, the filter will begin to oscillate and effectively turn into a sine
wave VCO. Try patching up a resonant filter using white noise using the button
in Figure 7.23. If you crank up the resonance on the filter, you will get a sine
wave even though the input is just noise. This illustrates that resonance is
a property of the filter itself, not of the input. Try also extending the patch
using square wave input to see what resonant filter sweeps sound and look like
on a wave. You should see that the cutoff frequency and resonance interact in
interesting ways and that resonance can, in some cases, add frequency content
back into the sound that the filter had removed.

Figure 7.23: Virtual modular for applying resonant filtering on white noise and
a square wave.

Although filter resonance has clear regions where the filter is self-oscillating or
not, there is also an intermediate region where the filter begins to oscillate but
the oscillation quickly dies out. This is analogous to plucking a string or pushing
on a pendulum. Because energy is not continuously being introduced into the
system, the dampening in the system brings it to rest. The filter resonance
region that acts as a dampened oscillator is used for an effect called pinging.
Pinging sends a gate or trigger to a filter in the dampened oscillator region of
resonance. That signal excites the filter enough to create a short oscillation that
quickly decays. So instead of using a VCO, VCA, and envelop to get a brief
oscillation, one can simply ping a resonant filter. This is particularly useful for
percussive sounds.

Try to ping a filter using the button in Figure 7.24. Once the resonance is
adjusted to be on the edge of oscillation, you can ping it by sending a pulse
from a square LFO. The pitch of the pinged response can be adjusted by the

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=lfo-lpf-hpf-out-scope-fft.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2flfo-lfo-lpf-hpf-mixer-out-scope-fft.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+VCF+cutoffs+attenuators+to+0%25+to+temporarily+disable+the+LFO+signal+changing+those+cutoffs%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+a+QuadVCA%2fMixer+between+the+last+VCF+and+Host+audio+out%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+audio+rate+LFO+square+out+to+VCF+1+in+and+VCF+2+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCF+1+LPF+out+to+QuadVCA+input+1+and+remove+all+other+connections+from+LPF+out%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCF+2+HPF+out+to++QuadVCA+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+QuadVCA+mix+out+to+Scope+input+2%2c+and+Sassy+input+2%2c+and+Host+audio+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+top+left+sliders+for+Sassy+to+1x%3b+this+will+make+it+easier+to+see+the+notch%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+spectrum%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eYour+two+VCFs+should+have+the+same+cutoff+freq+now%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+to+change+the+two+cutoffs+to+make+the+notch+low+without+making+it+wide%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+VCF+cutoffs+attenuators+to+100%25+to+allow+the+full+LFO+signal%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+a+low+LFO+frequency+%28%3c+.5%29+and+note+the+changes+in+sound+and+the+spectrum%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_resonance
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=lfo-lfp-out-scope-fft.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fnoiz-lpf-out-scope-fft.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Noiz+white+out+to+VCF+in%2c+Scope+input+1%2c+and+Sassy+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCF+LPF+out+to+Host+audio+L%2c+Scope+input+2%2c+and+Sassy+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCF+LPF+out+to+Scope+EXT+TRG+%28external+trigger%29++%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTurn+the+VCF+resonance+up+until+you+see+a+sine+wave+on+the+scope+and+a+distinct+peak+on+Sassy%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eNow+reconnect+everything+using+a+square+wave+as+your+VCF+input+and+EXT+TRG%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+spectrum%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+the+resonance+at+20%25+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+cutoff+frequency+from+zero+to+far+right%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRepeat+with+the+resonace+at+50%25+and+80%25%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRepeat+with+the+HPF+out+to+observe+high-pass+filtering%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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filter’s cutoff. Because the shape of the pulse used to ping a filter represents
energy over time, the shape of the pulse will affect how the filter rings in response
to the ping. Any kind of pulse can be used to ping a filter, including envelopes.

Figure 7.24: Virtual modular for applying resonant filtering on white noise and
a square wave.

7.3 Waveguides

Time-based effects and filters can be combined to make a synthesis technique
called a waveguide. The simplest waveguide is known as the Karplus-Strong
algorithm. The basic idea of a waveguide is somewhat similar to a resonant
filter. A resonant filter has a feedback path that cycles energy back into the
circuit and sets up oscillation. A waveguide creates a delayed copy of the signal
(often noise), filters it, and the feeds back to mixes it in with the incoming
signal as shown in Figure 7.25. Unlike a resonant filter, however, waveguides
are highly influenced by the nature of the delay. The time-based effects discussed
in this chapter apply to waveguides. For example, the flanger effect of creating
harmonics in a short delay will affect the harmonics of a waveguide. While
waveguides can be used to create a wide range of sounds, Karplus-Strong is
typically used for string pluck sounds.

Figure 7.25: A diagram of the Karplus-Strong algorithm. The plus symbol
mixes the feedback path with the incoming signal. Image © PoroCYon/CC-BY-
SA-3.0.

Try to create a guitar string pluck by waveguide using the button in Figure 7.26.
One of the tricky things about waveguides is that they have many parameters
that depend on each other. The initial sound source will bleed through more
to the final sound if you use a wider envelope that lets more of it through.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=lfo-lfp-out-scope-fft.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2flfo-vcf-out-scope-fft.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+LFO+freq+to+.2+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+VCF+cutoff+to+280+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+VCF+resonance+to+60%25+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+Scope+time+to+9+o%27clock%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+spectrum%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eSlowly+move+resonance+between+40%25+and+63%25%3b+more+resonance+gives+longer+decay+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eWith+a+good+resonance%2c+move+the+cutoff+between+90+Hz+and+1000+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRepeat+with+the+HPF+out%3b+you+will+get+an+initial+click+and+a+brighter+sound%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_waveguide_synthesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karplus%E2%80%93Strong_string_synthesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karplus%E2%80%93Strong_string_synthesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Karplus-strong-schematic.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Karplus-strong-schematic.svg
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The delay time will set the fundamental and have some effect on the amount of
vibration. However, much of the vibration, i.e. how long it takes the vibration
to decay, is controlled by the filter cutoff, the mixer controlling feedback from
the delay loop, and the amount of initial sound. It’s best to go back and forth
between these settings to see what effect they have to get the sound you want.

Figure 7.26: Virtual modular for applying resonant filtering on white noise and
a square wave.

7.4 Bitcrushing

The bitcrushing effect is only somewhat related to time, but it is worth men-
tioning here not only because it is a popular effect but also because it directly
connects to Section 6.6 in the last chapter. Recall from that section that digi-
tal audio data is represented by two parameters that each represent a kind of
resolution.

Bit depth is the resolution of the height of wave, i.e. amplitude. The more bits
are used the specify the height of the wave, the greater the range of loudness in
our digital audio (often called dynamic range). For example, 8-bit depth encodes
256 possible values (28 = 256), and 16-bit depth encodes about 65 thousand
values (216 = 65, 536). Remember our perception of loudness is logarithmic,
so we are more sensitive to changes in loudness when amplitude is small than
when amplitude is large. As a result, low bit depth particularly reduces dynamic
range for quieter sounds, such that two sounds of different loudness will get
represented with the same value - this is called quantization noise. An example
of quantization noise is shown in Figure 7.27. The stair-step pattern is atypical
for analogue to digital conversion where interpolation is used, but it illustrates
quantization and is typical of bit crushing effects. Quantization noise depends on
the signal, and this dependence on the signal makes quantization noise an effect
rather than random noise. However, quantization noise is still noise, so at very
low bit depths, it might be hard for the ear to distinguish between quantization
noise and random noise. Older digital instruments and video games had lower
bit depth, so using bit depth reduction as an effect can help recreate those
sounds on modern instruments.

Sample rate is resolution of the frequency of the wave; sample rate is the fre-
quency at which the height of the wave is sampled. As discussed in Section 6.6,
the sample rate must be twice the highest frequency component of the signal
to be accurately reconstructed, otherwise a doppelganger of that component,

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=lfo-lfp-out-scope-fft.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fkarplus-strong-guitar-env-delay-filter.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eDelete+LFO+and+Noiz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+BPM+Clock%2c+ADSR%2c+QuadVCA%2fMixer%2c+and+Delay%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+beat+out+to+ADSR+gate+and+Scope+ext+trigger%3b+press+Scope+TRG+button%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADSR+out+to+Mixer+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Delay+wet+out+to+VCF+in%2c+VCF+LPF+out+to+Mixer+input+2%2c+and+Mixer+mix+out+to+Delay+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eNote+that+the+delay+path+starts+at+the+mixer+and+goes+back+to+the+mixer+-+this+is+the+feedback+loop+-+watch+out+because+you+can+create+out+of+control+feedback+quickly%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+ADSR+parameters+to+1ms%2f1%25%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+Mixer+A+level+to+100%25+and+B+level+on+the+high+end.+The+B+level+controls+the+length+of+the+vibration%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+Delay+time+between+7+o%27clock+and+midnight.+This+sets+the+fundamental+pitch%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+VCF+cutoff+between+9+o%27clock+and+3+o%27clock.+This+affects+timbre%2c+amplitude%2c+and+slightly+pitch%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+spectrum%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eSlowly+change+ADSR+decay%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSlowly+change+Mixer+B+level+%28watch+out+for+feedback!%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSlowly+change+Delay+time%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSlowly+change+VCF+cutoff%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_range
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantization_(signal_processing)#Noise
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Figure 7.27: The effect of bit depth reduction (left) and sample rate reduction
(right). Bit depth reduction is most easily observed as a stair-step quantization
error. Sample rate reduction is most easily observed as the introduction of alias
frequencies (green) for an input signal, here a sine wave (pink). Note that these
effects in bit crushing differ from those in normal analogue to digital conversion,
which uses additional techniques and processing to avoid such artifacts.

or alias, will appear. One important tool in preventing aliasing is low-pass fil-
tering, which only lets through those frequency components that are below the
highest allowed frequency. Because filters have a slope, some padding is needed
on the sample rate in practical applications, which explains why we use a sam-
pling rate of 44.1 kHz when the upper limit of human hearing is around 20 kHz.
But what does an alias look like and sound like? Simply stated, an alias was
supposed to be a higher frequency but was represented as a lower frequency
due to the Nyquist limit. Specifically, the aliases reflect off the sampling rate.
For example, given a sampling rate of 16 kHz, a 17 kHz frequency (16 kHz +
1 kHz) would show up as an alias at 16 kHz (16 kHz - 1 kHz). Aliases there-
fore begin in the upper frequencies and can create inharmonic, metallic sounds,
since the reflections of frequencies off the sampling rate are not guaranteed to
be harmonically related to the original sounds.10 An example of aliasing on a
sine wave is shown in Figure 7.27.

Let’s take a look at a bitcrusher module. The main controls are the bit depth and
the sample rate. In this module, only the bit depth can be voltage-controlled.
Try patching up a bitcrusher into a single voice keyboard patch using the button
in Figure 7.28.

Figure 7.28: Virtual modular for a bitcrusher effect.

10We will cover these ideas in more detail in Chapter 11.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=key-envelope_12key-vco-env-vca-scope-out.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fbitcrush.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eDelete+the+ADSR+module.+This+will+make+it+easier+to+hear+sweeps+of+the+bitcrusher+knobs.%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Bitcrusher+between+the+VCA+and+Scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Sassy+to+the+right+of+Host+Audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCA+out+to+Scope+in+1+and+Bitcrusher+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Bitcrusher+out+to+Scope+in+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+out+1+Sassy+in+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+out+2+to+Host+Audio+L+and+Sassy+in+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+Sassy+to+frequency+mode%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scopes%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eReduce+the+bit+rate+one+step+at+a+time+%28it+moves+in+increments+of+1%29+and+then+back+up.+Note+the+stair+steps+that+emerge+introduce+higher+frequency+components+to+the+sound+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+to+the+lowest+bit+rate%2c+then+drag+the+VCA+level+down+to+about+half.+Note+the+audio+goes+silent+at+this+point.+This+is+the+quantization+error+previously+discussed+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRaise+the+bit+rate+to+its+highest+setting%2c+then+sweep+the+sample+rate+down.+Note+the+introduction+of+higher+alias+frequencies+both+in+sound+and+on+scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fbitcrusher-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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7.5 Check your understanding

1. Which effect creates a harmonic series?

• phaser
• chorus
• delay
• flanger

2. Which of the following is not a reason why the Fourier transform is im-
practical as a modular filter?

• real-time processing
• ringing artifacts
• diffraction

3. In a low pass filter, when the signal is decreasing, the energy in the RC
circuit is:

• decreasing
• remaining the same
• increasing
• holding steady

3. What is the phase shift at the cutoff point in a low pass filter?

• 180 degrees
• -45 degrees
• -90 degrees
• 90 degrees

4. How much is the signal attenuated at the cutoff point in a low pass filter?

• 3 dB
• 6 dB
• 0 dB
• 18 dB

5. Filter resonance is caused by

• self-oscillation
• poles
• feedback
• phase shift
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Chapter 8

Designing a Kick Drum

This chapter focuses on sound design for synthesizing a specific sound, a kick
drum, as well as the problem solving that accompanies that process. The goal
is to outline and emphasize the thinking process rather than presenting a recipe
for a kick drum sound. By understanding the thinking process, you should be
able to apply it to new sounds that you want to synthesize in the future.

Before proceeding, a quick disclaimer on the term “sound design” and the narrow
usage of that term here. Sound design is a widely-used term that has deep roots
in the film and theatre industries. It encompasses all aspects of creating sound,
including performance and editing. Even in the music production industry,
sound design includes editing, mixing, and processing recorded sound. Herein
sound design refers to only the creation of sounds and effects using modular
synthesis.

8.1 Problem solving for sound synthesis

Let’s revisit and expand upon the problem solving approach introduced in Chap-
ters 1 and 4. The general problem solving stages are (Polya, 2004):

• Understand the problem
• Make a plan
• Implement the plan
• Evaluate the solution

The make/implement a plan stages of problem solving involves building a model
by connecting modules together with patch cables, as we’ve covered in the last
few chapters. While reasonable at first glance, the above problem solving ap-
proach is much more useful if it is expanded and elaborated in the context of
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sound design. Below is my interpretation of general problem solving (Polya,
2004) and computational thinking principles (Papert, 1980) (Anderson, 2016)
as they fit into these stages.

8.1.1 Understand the problem

The problem is to create a specific sound. It may be a natural, physically
produced sound, a sound of unknown origin from a recording, or a sound that
exists only in your mind. The key questions are then:

• What is the sound? What are its defining characteristics? How does it
differ from other sounds?

• How is the sound made in real life? Do you understand the principles and
mechanism for how the sound is created? If it doesn’t exist in real life,
how could it be made if it did?

• Is all the information needed to make the sound available? If it is not
available, how could you get the information you need?

8.1.2 Devise a plan

This stage is the most complex because you must think about your thinking1.
It’s best to try to stay flexible and evaluate multiple alternatives so you can pick
the most promising one. This will prevent you from wasting effort on suboptimal
strategies.

There are many ways to solve a problem, and often a combination of approaches
is required. Approaches in the list below require different levels of information
and expertise.

• Guess and check is the simplest strategy, but if the guesses are unin-
formed, it is the same as blind search. Given the number of ways modules
can be combined, there are too many possibilities for a blind search to
be efficient. However, informed guesses can be efficient, and thoughtful
exploration can lead to brand new ideas.

• Looking at related problems is sometimes called reasoning by analogy.
The idea is to find a known solution to a similar problem and then adapt
the solution to the current problem. To do that, you need to identify
what parts of the solution should carry over and what parts shouldn’t
(also known as abstraction and generalization).

• Decomposing the problem is a very powerful strategy that is easily
combined with other strategies. The key idea is to divide a complex prob-
lem into smaller problems that are easier to solve. Because there’s often

1Thinking about your thinking is often called metacognition.
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more than one way to decompose a problem, it can help to think deeply
about different decompositions. For example, related problems might sug-
gest decompositions, and a particular decomposition might create smaller
problems you already know how to solve.

• Using a model of how sound is made in real life can help identify
modules that correspond to that model. It can also help with deciding
how to decompose a problem and identifying related problems.

• Working backwards is a data-driven strategy that easily combines with
other strategies. Instead of using your perception of the sound or pre-
conceived notions about the sound, this strategy analyzes the properties
of the sound itself to identify key features like frequency spectrum and
dynamics.

8.1.3 Carry out the plan (and replanning)

This stage involves both model building and keeping track of what’s working and
what isn’t. Model building has been well elaborated in the last few chapters, but
it’s worth reminding that sometimes the model idea is correct but parameters,
i.e. knob positions, aren’t quite right. Additionally, sometimes the module type
may be correct, but the specific choice in module isn’t quite right for the effect
to be achieved. For example, in a previous patch we looked at a flanger module
that has an internal LFO that can’t be completely disabled, so if your patch
idea required flanging without an LFO controlling the offset, this would be a
suboptimal choice. So it’s important as you carry out the plan that you consider
how issues like these might trick you into thinking that your solution isn’t good
when it actually is but just needs a little tweaking.

Keeping track of what working and what isn’t can get rather involved for any
amount of extended problem solving. Here are some strategies to help with
managing alternative solutions to a sound design problem.

• Having evaluation criteria is absolutely essential because otherwise,
you won’t know if you succeeded. You also won’t be able to say whether
one solution is better than another. The simplest criteria might be a single
scale, e.g. 1-10, whereas better criteria can have scales for the defining
characteristics of the sound.

• Keeping notes like a list can help keep track of what has been done
and prevent repeating solutions. If each solution is documented with its
evaluation, it makes it easier to identify common solution elements that
seem to be beneficial or not.

• Eliminating possibilities can help you avoid unpromising directions. If
every approach with a certain element hasn’t worked well, then you might
consider avoiding those elements in future attempts.

• Using symmetry can similarly help you understand what elements are
exchangeable in a solution and might help generate new approaches. For
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example, you might have an approximate solution but realize that a mod-
ule or two could be substituted with something that has a similar function
for a better effect.

8.1.4 Evaluate the solution

Because this is a design problem, there’s never a single absolute solution. It’s
best to consider solutions relative to each other in terms of evaluation criteria.
Additionally, if resources are limited, it makes sense to consider solutions in
terms of efficient use of resources, i.e. does one solution use fewer modules than
another. Regardless of whether the solution is better than one you already gen-
erated, its worthwhile pausing to consider what you can learn from this example
both in terms of the current problem as well as other potential problems.

It may be obvious that the stages of problem solving blend into each other and
that the process of solving problems is iterative. Especially in design problems,
there is never an absolute end to the process because there is never a single
absolute solution. Thus the process iterates until you are either satisfied with
your best solution or run out of time.

8.2 Reviewing previous kick drum patches

Let’s review the kick drum patches from previous chapters to outline the think-
ing behind them and consider how they could be improved. The evaluation
criteria for the kick drum sound is that it should be realistic and clean (not
muffled). This review in some sense reflects the notes you might keep while
carrying out your sound design plan.

8.2.1 Sine with envelope

The first patch was presented in Section 5.2.1, and it used a sine wave with an
envelope to control its amplitude.

Understanding the problem. The only identifying characteristic considered was
that kick is a low frequency sound. We know an idealized membrane (like a
drum head) is inharmonic from Section 3.3 so it doesn’t make sense to use a
harmonically rich waveform.

Devising a plan. Looking at related problems of generating sound, we used the
fundamental patch of an oscillator through an envelope to control its amplitude
to create a single pitched note. Our model of the sound in real life considered
the vibration of the drum after the head was hit by the mallet.

Carrying out the plan/Evaluating the solution
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No particular care was given to these stages because the goal at the time was to
demonstrate clocks as a sequencer. However, we can do this now by reviewing
the patch itself and the associated sound, both of which are presented in Figure
8.1. The sound gets a 5 for realism but a 10 for cleanliness. Altogether this was
a pretty naive attempt.

Figure 8.1: Kick made using a sine wave with an envelope to control its ampli-
tude.

8.2.2 Sine with an envelope plus noise burst

The second patch was in Section 6.5, and it extended the first by mixing in red
noise with an envelope to control its amplitude.

Understanding the problem. The new identifying characteristic was the sound
of a mallet contact on the membrane in addition to the resonant sound of the
drum. Intuitively, this would be a bunch of short lived frequencies, i.e. noise.

Devising a plan. This patched used decomposition by breaking down the kick
sound into two components and using the existing patch as a solution for one
of the components. Our model of the sound in real life added the sound when
the head was hit by the mallet.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/clock-kick-bpm-vco-adsr-vca-scope-out.png-clock-kick-bpm-vco-adsr-vca-scope-out.ogg-local.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/clock-kick-bpm-vco-adsr-vca-scope-out.png-clock-kick-bpm-vco-adsr-vca-scope-out.ogg-local.html
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Carrying out the plan/Evaluating the solution

As before, no particular care was given to these stages because the goal then
was to demonstrate different types of noise. Reviewing the patch itself and the
associated sound presented in Figure 8.2, the realism in the sound has improved
a bit (6) but also dropped in cleanliness (8). Of course it might be possible to
improve on it by tweaking the noise envelope or the mix levels a bit more.

Figure 8.2: Kick made using a sine wave with an envelope to control its ampli-
tude and mixed with red noise through an envelope to control amplitude.

8.3 Alternative approaches

We need strategies to develop alternative approaches if we’re going to improve on
these kick drum patches. The most relevant problem solving stages to consider
are understanding the problem and devising a plan.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/kick-bpm-noiz-adsr-vco-adsr-vca-scope.png-kick-bpm-noiz-adsr-vco-adsr-vca-scope.ogg-local.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/kick-bpm-noiz-adsr-vco-adsr-vca-scope.png-kick-bpm-noiz-adsr-vco-adsr-vca-scope.ogg-local.html
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8.3.1 Improving our understanding of the problem

Let’s return to the understanding the problem stage: can we come up with more
defining characteristics of the sound or elaborate on how the sound is made in
real life? Personally, I can’t come up with anything beyond what’s already been
said. However, we can turn to the Internet to see what research has been done
on the acoustics of kick drums for more ideas.

One acoustic study found that the frequency of the kick drum isn’t constant as
we assumed but rather changes very quickly from a higher pitch to a lower pitch
(a drop of about 5 Hz)(Fletcher and Bassett, 1978). The presumed mechanism
for this behavior is that the drum head’s tension is very high just after it has
been struck, and so it vibrates at a higher frequency until is resumes its initial
position. We can operationalize this in modular using an envelope to control the
pitch of the sine wave so that it goes high and then decays to the fundamental
pitch. Similarly we can envelope the pitch of the noise. Since our noise module
doesn’t have frequency control, we can control the pitch of the noise using a filter
on the noise module, and controlling the cutoff of the filter with an envelope.
This raises another idea: we probably don’t need low frequency noise below the
fundamental, so let’s use another filter, a high pass filter, to remove that noise
to get a cleaner kick. Try patching these improvements into the last kick patch
using the button in Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.3: Virtual modular for a kick drum using a sine mixed with noise where
both have frequency controlled, either by envelopes or by filters.

A version of this patch with my specific settings is shown in Figure 8.4 along
with a recording of the sound. It seems much improved compared to the last
version in realism (8) and cleanliness (9).

8.3.2 Devising new plans

What more can be done with this patch? The problem has been decomposed into
generation of a fundamental and a noise burst, each with their own envelopes
to control dynamics. If we consider related problems, we recently learned two
ways of generating a fundamental that doesn’t use a VCO. First, we can ping a
resonant filter. We saw in Section 7.2.4 that pinging can give a somewhat natural
plucky or percussive sound because the ping acts like a dampened oscillator.
Second, we can use a waveguide as shown in Section 7.3. The waveguide also
created a plucky sound, but that was much more string like. If we consider the
symmetry between these two approaches and a VCO sine wave with an envelope,

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=kick-bpm-noiz-adsr-vco-adsr-vca-scope.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fkick-noiz-adsr-vco-adsr-lpf-hpf-adsr.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+ADSR+and+VCA+between+Clock+and+VCO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+out+1+to+Delay+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Beat+out+to+ADSR+Gate%2c+ADSR+out+to+VCA+in%2c+and+VCA+out+to+VCO+V%2fOct%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+Scope+time+to+see+a+single+beat%3b+use+TRG+button+to+sync+the+scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+two+VCFs+and+Sassy+scope+at+the+bottom%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Noiz+red+to+VCF+1+in%2c+VCF+1+LPF+to+VCF+2+in%2c+VCF+2+HPF+to+Sassy+and+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+frequency+ADSR+to+the+VCF+1+%28LPF%29+cutoff+in+and+adjust+the+attenuator+to+allow+it+to+have+some+effect%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+cutoffs+of+the+two+VCFs+using+Sassy+to+set+up+your+band+pass+filter%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+cutoff+attenuator+on+VCF+1+%28LPF%29+to+control+the+change+in+noise+frequency%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+sine+ADSR+decay+and+VCA+level+so+that+frequency+change+shows+in+first+part+of+beat%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+QuadVCA+mix+levels+to+taste%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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Figure 8.4: Kick made using a sine wave with an envelope to control its am-
plitude and mixed with red noise through an envelope to control amplitude,
with additional envelope control of initial frequency of the sine and band-pass
filtering of the noise.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/kick-noiz-adsr-vco-adsr-lpf-hpf-adsr.png-kick-noiz-adsr-vco-adsr-lpf-hpf-adsr.ogg-local.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/kick-noiz-adsr-vco-adsr-lpf-hpf-adsr.png-kick-noiz-adsr-vco-adsr-lpf-hpf-adsr.ogg-local.html
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we realize that we can substitute these into our last patch to see if the sound is
improved. Try patching a resonant filter in place of the VCO sine wave with an
envelope using the button in Figure 8.5.

Figure 8.5: Virtual modular for a kick drum using a resonant filter mixed with
noise where both have frequency controlled, either by envelopes or by filters.

A version of this patch with my specific settings is shown in Figure 8.6 along
with a recording of the sound. It sounds much more realistic, perhaps because
of the way the resonant filter handles the dampened oscillation (9) However
it is also a bit muffled and loses out on cleanliness (6). One of the problems
we seem to have with this approach is a lack of control of the frequency of
the fundamental. The cutoff and resonance parameters affect both the initial
transient as well as the body of the kick, whereas with a sine wave there was
better separation in control of these two phases.

Let’s see if the waveguide would be any better than the resonant filter, both in
terms of sound and our ability to control the sound. Try patching a waveguide
in place of the resonant filter using the button in Figure 8.7.

A version of this patch with my specific settings is shown in Figure 8.8 along
with a recording of the sound. The sound seems worse and is more like a bass
string pluck than a kick drum. So it sounds realistic but the wrong instrument
(4), and the sound is a bit muffled too (6). As with the resonant filter, it
seems the problem in making this patch work towards our goal is the difficulty
in controlling specific aspects of the sound, since any one parameter changes
seems to affect multiple aspects of the sound at once.

Personally my favorite of these patches so far is the resonant filter for the overall
realism and quality of sound, but I suspect that in some contexts it would muddy
up a mix, i.e. it’s not clean enough for some uses.

8.3.3 Working backwards

So far the approach has been to create “a” kick sound, one that scores highly
on realism and cleanliness. But what if we wanted to synthesize a kick sound
based on a recording of a real kick? We’d need more information to do this,
specifically:

• A recording of the sound
• A diagram of the wave shape of that sound

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=kick-noiz-adsr-vco-adsr-lpf-hpf-adsr.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fkick-noiz-res-filter-lpf-hpf-adsr.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eRemove+the+small+VCA+and+VCO%2c+and+disconnect+the+top+ADSR+outs%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+a+VCF+between+the+ADSR+and+QuadVCA%2fMixer%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+beat+out+to+both+ADSR+gates+and+Scope+external+trigger%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+first+ADSR+out+to+pinging+VCF+cuttoff+in+and+resonance+in%2c+and+also+connect+to+noise+VCF+%28LPF%29+cutoff+cv+in+and+adjust+attenuator+to+let+some+signal+through.%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+second+ADSR+out+to+only+the+VCF+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+VCF+out+to+Sassy+input+2+and+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+Scope+time+to+see+a+single+beat%3b+use+TRG+button+to+sync+the+scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+two+VCFs+and+Sassy+scope+at+the+bottom%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+VCF+cutoff+for+a+kick-appropriate+frequency+and+the+resonance+to+be+almost+oscillating+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+attenuators+on+the+VCF+cutoff+and+resonance+so+the+ADSR+has+an+effect%2c+and+change+that+ADSR%27s+decay+amount+to+influence+the+frequency+decay+of+the+kick%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+noise+VCF+%28LPF%29+cutoff+attenuator+for+noise+frequency+shift+amount%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+QuadVCA+mix+levels+to+taste%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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Figure 8.6: Kick made using a resonant filter mixed with red noise, with addi-
tional envelopes to control of initial frequency and resonance of the filter and
band-pass filtering of the noise.

Figure 8.7: Virtual modular for a kick drum using a waveguide mixed with noise
where the noise frequency is controlled by filters.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/kick-noiz-res-filter-lpf-hpf-adsr.png-kick-noiz-res-filter-lpf-hpf-adsr.ogg-local.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/kick-noiz-res-filter-lpf-hpf-adsr.png-kick-noiz-res-filter-lpf-hpf-adsr.ogg-local.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=kick-noiz-res-filter-lpf-hpf-adsr.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fkick-noiz-waveguide-lpf-hpf-adsr.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+a+QuadVCA%2fMixer+and+Delay+between+the+top+right+ADSR+and+the+VCF%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+ADSR+out+to+the+waveguide+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+Delay+mix+to+the+VCF+in%2c+the+VCF+LPF+to+output+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+1%2c+Sassy+input+2%2c+and+back+to+waveguide+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+waveguide+QuadVCA%2fMixer+mix+output+to+Delay+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+ADSR+decay+to+get+a+little+bit+of+input+to+the+waveguide%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+Delay+time+to+set+the+waveguide+frequency+and+oscillation%2c+and+adjust+the+Delay+mix+to+control+the+depth+of+the+waveguide+feedback%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+VCF+cutoff+for+a+kick-appropriate+frequency%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+QuadVCA+mix+levels+to+taste%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3e%3cb%3eThe+parameters+for+this+patch+are+very+fiddly+for+getting+a+good+sound%3c%2fb%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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Figure 8.8: Kick made using a waveguide mixed with red noise, with additional
envelopes to control of initial frequency and resonance of the filter and band-pass
filtering of the noise.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/kick-noiz-waveguide-lpf-hpf-adsr.png-kick-noiz-waveguide-lpf-hpf-adsr.ogg-local.html
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• A diagram of how the frequency spectrum of the sound changes over time
(a spectrogram)

• Diagrams of frequency spectrum at key time points in the sound

Unfortunately, the modules currently available in VCVRack/Cardinal are in-
sufficient for most of the diagram needs. There are no modules that produce
quality spectograms, and the tools for frequency spectra (like Sassy scope) are
too coarse/noisy to give good information. We can use some additional soft-
ware to help analyze the sound instead, and since this book is written using
the R programming language, the analysis below uses that language. You could
reasonably install R along with the libraries used below and run the commands
yourself with your own sound files, or you may already have access to other
software that would create spectrograms and frequency spectra, like Audacity2.

Figure 8.9: Kick recording used as the reference sound. Sound ©
Mattgirling/CC-BY-SA-3.0.

The real kick recording we’ll use is presented in Figure 8.9. A spectrogram
of this recording is presented in Figure 8.10. A spectrogram is merely the
frequency spectrum of a sound over time. Because frequency spectra already
have two dimensions and this adds a third dimension (time), the amplitude of
each frequency is shown using color instead of an axis. The R code below loads
the kick sound file and then creates a spectrogram with a maximum frequency
of .7 kHz and uses 20 𝜇𝑃𝑎 as 0 dB.

s <- tuneR::readWave("images/kick2.wav")
seewave::spectro(s,flim=c(0,.7),osc=T,dBref=2*10e-5,heights=c(1,1))

The spectrogram shows an initial burst of frequencies, with the most energy at
about 200 Hz, followed by a lower range of frequencies with the most energy
around 20-30 Hz. The corresponding diagram of the wave shape aligns with
these regions and shows the initial burst has higher frequency until around 25
milliseconds, followed by a more regular decaying frequency. These two phases
of the sound broadly align with our earlier patches, though our patches had
both noise and fundamental beginning at the same time rather than as separate
phases.

2See Audacity documentation for creating spectrograms and plotting frequency spectrum

https://www.computerworld.com/article/2497143/business-intelligence-beginner-s-guide-to-r-introduction.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/kick2.png-kick2.ogg-local.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/kick2.png-kick2.ogg-local.html
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Drum_beat.ogg
https://manual.audacityteam.org/man/spectrogram_view.html
https://manual.audacityteam.org/man/plot_spectrum.html
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Figure 8.10: Spectrogram of the reference kick sound (upper) and corresponding
wave (lower).
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A closer examination of the frequency spectrum during the first phase shown in
Figure 8.11 indicates a peak around 200 Hz but a fairly wide range of frequen-
cies between 50 Hz and 350 Hz. The shape of the noise burst seems reasonably
well aligned with the band pass filter used in the above patches, though some
additional tuning of the shape of that filter may be needed to match this spec-
trum. The code below was used to generate the figure and look for frequency
peaks.

s.spec <- seewave::spec(s,flim=c(0,.7),from=0,to=0.025,norm=F)
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Figure 8.11: Frequency spectrum of the reference kick sound from 0 to 25 ms.

seewave::fpeaks(s.spec,f=44100,nmax=4,plot=F)

Table 8.1: Frequency peaks in the spectrum of the reference kick
sound from 0 to 25 ms. Harmonics of the fundamental are indicated
in bold.

Frequency (Hz) Amplitude (𝜇𝑃𝑎) Harmonic ratio
200 595,588.06 1.00
600 104,763.07 3.00

1201 78,152.55 6.00
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Frequency (Hz) Amplitude (𝜇𝑃𝑎) Harmonic ratio
1801 35,439.71 9.00

Table 8.1 reveals that the smoothed frequency spectrum in Figure 8.11 is hiding
a number of frequency peaks, a few of which are harmonics of the fundamental
200 Hz. This suggests that while there is an initial noise burst, presumably
from the mallet hitting the drum head, there is additionally an early harmonic
resonant sound happening at the same time. Presumably this is the frequency-
shifted sound discussed earlier, caused by the increased tension on the drum
head shortly after impact, but a much higher frequency shift than previously
patched.

A similar examination of the frequency spectrum during the second phase of the
kick sound is shown in Figure 8.12. Unlike the first phase, there are multiple
clear peaks in the frequency spectrum, with an apparent fundamental around
50 Hz. The code below was used to generate the figure and look for frequency
peaks.

s.spec <- seewave::spec(s,flim=c(0,.7),from=0.025,norm = F)

seewave::fpeaks(s.spec,f=44100,nmax=4,plot=F)

Table 8.2: Frequency peaks in the spectrum of the reference kick
sound from 25 to the end. Harmonics of the fundamental are indi-
cated in bold.

Frequency (Hz) Amplitude (𝜇𝑃𝑎) Harmonic ratio
22 452,508.80 1.00
54 2,630,931.40 2.40
94 438,928.40 4.20
125 715,718.10 5.60

Table 8.2 shows the frequency peaks in Figure 8.12. There are no harmonics of
the lowest frequency, and interestingly the loudest frequency, 54 Hz, is not the
lowest This aligns with our general assumptions about percussion being largely
inharmonic.

Let’s summarize the findings. The spectrogram reveals two distinct phases of
the sound. The first phase, up to 25 ms, blends noise (mostly 0 to 400 Hz)
with harmonics. The second phase, from 25 ms on, is inharmonic but with clear
peaks.
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Figure 8.12: (ref:kick-spectrum-late)

There are many ways to model the above findings in modular, and we can get as
complex as we want. However, to keep things simple, let’s stay relatively close
to previous patches and techniques that have already been introduced. Let’s use
three envelopes for three different sound sources: a band-passed noise source, an
early harmonic sound, and a late inharmonic sound. For the non-noise sources,
we can use separate oscillators for the partials (additive synthesis). All partials
for a source will run through a mixer to produce the composite sound for that
source, then all sources will run through a final stage mixer. Because there’s
clearly some room sound in the recording, run the final mixer output through a
reverb to create a sense of space. Try patching this drum kick using the button
in Figure 8.13.

Figure 8.13: Virtual modular for a kick drum using two oscillator banks mixed
with noise where the noise frequency is controlled by filters.

A version of this patch with my specific settings is shown in Figure 8.14 along
with a recording of the sound. It’s not as close to the reference sound as I would
have hoped, as it both sounds pitched higher in that initial harmonic sound

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=kick-noiz-waveguide-lpf-hpf-adsr.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fkick-noiz-osc-banks-lpf-hpf-triple-adsr.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eRemove+the+top+Delay%2fVCF+and+drag+the+ADSR+controlling+the+band+pass+filter+down+to+the+bottom+rails%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+four+CZDblSine+oscillators+next+to+the+top+left+QuadVCA%2fMixer%2c+and+connect+the+output+of+each+to+inputs+of+that+mixer+%28remove+all+other+input+connections%29%2c+then+select+all+five+modules%2c+duplicate%2c+and+move+the+copy+down+to+the+bottom+rails.+These+assemblies+will+be+called+oscillator+banks+hereafter%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+mix+out+of+the+top+oscillator+bank+to+the+second+top+mixer+input+1+and+connect+the+top+ADSR+out+to+that+mixer+CV+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+to+adjust+the+sound+of+this+component%2c+the+body+of+the+drum%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+oscillator+bank+frequencies+to+match+the+table%3a+22%2c+54%2c+94%2c+and+125+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+oscillator+bank+mixer+levels+to+match+the+table.+Personally+I+like+to+normalize+each+bank+so+that+100%25+on+a+bank+is+the+max+volume+coming+from+that+bank.+The+amplitudes+are+453K%2c+2630K%2c+439K%2c+and+716K%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+mixer+switches+to+exponential+response%3b+this+makes+things+snappier%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+another+QuadVCA%2fMixer+to+the+bottom+rails%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+Noiz+to+white+and+connect+it+to+the+VCF+%28LPF%29+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eUsing+the+ADSR+already+controlling+the+LPF+cuttoff%2c+connect+that+ADSR+to+the+HPF+cutoff%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+bandpass+output+and+the+ADSR+controling+that+ouput+to+the+bottom+rail+mixer+that+isn%27t+part+of+the+oscillator+bank+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+output+of+the+lower+oscillator+bank+mixer+to+input+2+of+the+other+bottom+mixer%2c+and+connect+the+ADSR+not+controlling+noise+to+control+this+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+mixer+output+for+the+whole+bottom+row+to+the+final+mixer+on+the+top+row+input+2+as+well+as+Scope+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+to+adjust+the+sound+of+these+components%2c+the+noise+splash+and+initial+harmonic+pulse%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+oscillator+bank+frequencies+to+match+the+table%3a+200%2c+600%2c+1201%2c+and+1801+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+oscillator+bank+mixer+levels+to+match+the+table.+The+amplitudes+are+595K%2c+105K%2c+78K%2c+and+35K%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+mixer+switches+to+exponential+response%3b+this+makes+things+snappier%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSilence+to+kick+body+on+the+top+mixer+to+make+fine+adjustments+to+the+band+pass%2c+including+attenuators%2c+and+mixing+of+various+components.+Run+the+band+pass+through+Sassy+help+visualize+these+adjustments%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eOnce+the+basic+sound+is+acceptable%2c+run+the+final+mixer+output+through+Reverb+FX%2c+adjust+its+decay%2fblend%2c+and+run+the+reverb+output+into+Host+audio+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fczdblsine-mixer-solo.png%27+style%3d%27height%3a+300px%3b+width%3a+auto%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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and thinner in terms of noise frequencies. I suspect that there are extensive
inharmonic partials that are characterizing the body of the sound. Nevertheless,
the sound is quite realistic (10) and quite clean (8) especially since the reverb
can be controlled independently. It’s perhaps not fair to compare this sound
to the previous kick sounds because it is so different and would likely be used
in different contexts. Matching it to the previous kick sounds (rather than the
reference recording) would likely involve a tighter decay on the harmonic sound
and a drop in frequencies across the sine banks, which are currently pegged
around 55 Hz vs. the 40 Hz of the previous kicks.

Figure 8.14: Kick made using two sine oscillator banks mixed with white noise
with additional envelopes to control the decay of the sine banks and frequency
of the band-pass filtering of the noise.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/kick-noiz-osc-banks-lpf-hpf-triple-adsr.png-kick-noiz-osc-banks-lpf-hpf-triple-adsr.ogg-local.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/kick-noiz-osc-banks-lpf-hpf-triple-adsr.png-kick-noiz-osc-banks-lpf-hpf-triple-adsr.ogg-local.html
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Chapter 9

Eighties Lead & Chiptune

This chapter explores additional sound design problems using the problem solv-
ing approach elaborated in Chapter 8. The first problem is to recreate an
80’s-style lead from the show Stranger Things. The major strategy used to
this problem is working backwards, since the goal is to emulate something that
already exists. The second problem is to create a chiptune-style groove reminis-
cent of arcade games and early computers. For the chiptune problem, the main
strategies are decomposition and looking at related problems.

9.1 Eighties Lead

The music of the show Stranger Things uses vintage synthesizers in order to
match the 1980’s setting of the show. The theme song uses an arpeggio as a
lead. An arpeggio is a type of broken chord, or chord that is played one note at a
time. Arpeggios are a common element in electronic music likely because many
synthesizers (and VCOs) have historically been monophonic and so can only
play one note at a time. Recreating the Stranger Things arpeggio in modular
is an interesting sound design problem because it requires working backward
from the recording and doing a little detective work to infer how the sound was
originally created.

9.1.1 Waveshape

The first step is to determine the waveshape used in the arpeggio. Because the
theme is composed using vintage synthesizers, we can expect it to use basic
waveshapes like sine, triangle, saw, or square rather than a complex wavetable.
Listen to the theme in Figure 9.1 to see if you can identify what kind of wave-
shape is used, paying particular attention to the brightness of the sound, which
indicates higher harmonics.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stranger_Things
https://www.synthhistory.com/post/interview-with-kyle-dixon-michael-stein
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arpeggio
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Figure 9.1: YouTube video of the Stranger Things theme song. Image © Netflix.

To me, it starts off a bit dull, like a sine or triangle, then gets brighter around 15
seconds, duller again around 30 seconds, and has a quick run up to brightness
around 50 seconds. The brightness suggests that the waveshape is either saw or
square. We’ll return to the change in brightness in the next section.

Saws and square waves can be distinguished by their frequency spectrum as
discussed in Section 3.2. Specifically, saws have both even and odd harmonics,
whereas squares have only odd harmonics. Thus a frequency spectrum could
help identify which waveshape is being used. Using a frequency spectrum this
way allows us to use the working backwards strategy and also use the frequency
spectrum as an evaluation criteria.

It is much more convenient to use Audacity than R here because Audacity
allows a portion of a track to be auditioned and then frequency spectrum to be
computed for that portion. This makes it relatively easy to isolate a portion of
the song with just a single note of the arpeggio while it is bright.1 Figure 9.2
shows the frequency spectrum of a single note of the arpeggio around the 50
second mark.

Characteristics of the frequency peaks are shown in Table 9.1, including the
harmonic ratio of each peak with the fundamental. Assume for a moment that
these are harmonics even though the harmonic ratios are not strictly integers.
Since both even and odd harmonics are present, this spectrum is consistent with
a saw wave. However, this pattern is also close to that of two square waves, one
with a fundamental at 40 Hz and one with a fundamental at 82 Hz.2

1To calculate frequency spectrum in Audacity, drag select the region of the audio, audition
it using the play button, and then use Analyze -> Plot Spectrum. A high window size is
needed for a detailed spectrum, e.g. 4096.

2Because 80 Hz is the second harmonic of 40 Hz, the odd harmonics of the 80 Hz square

https://youtu.be/-RcPZdihrp4
https://www.youtube.com/c/strangerthings
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Figure 9.2: Frequency spectrum of a single note from the Stranger Things theme
arpeggio.

The ambiguity between a single saw and two squares can interrogated by ex-
amining the amplitudes in Table 9.1. The amplitude peaks at 82 Hz and 164
Hz could be from constructive interference, specifically a saw at 40 Hz and a
square at 82 Hz where the square reinforces the existing harmonics of the saw.
Alternatively, these amplitude peaks could potentially be created by two square
waves where the square wave at 82 Hz is mixed in more strongly.

Table 9.1: Characteristics of the frequency peaks in Figure 9.2.

Frequency Amplitude Harmonic Ratio
40 -39.1 1.00
82 -25.2 2.05
122 -39.6 3.05
164 -27.4 4.10
204 -40.5 5.10
247 -43.7 6.18
285 -43.4 7.13
326 -37.1 8.15
367 -46.9 9.18
410 -40.6 10.25

These possibilities can be examined by modeling each in modular. The problem
solving approach then is to create a model of each possibility and then use them
to reason about how the true frequency spectrum was created. This is a subtle,

wave would match half the even harmonics of 40 Hz.
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yet significant shift in using modular: we are now using it to create alternative
models in order to reason about the correct model.

Try patching two square waves at 40 and 82 Hz and a saw and square wave
at the same frequencies using the button in Figure 9.3. Because the current
spectrum analyzers available in Rack are too noisy to closely compare with the
target spectrum, you’ll need to record output with Audacity and plot spectrum
there.3

Figure 9.3: Virtual modular for assessing whether two square waves or a saw
and a square wave are a closer match for the target spectrum.

Figure 9.4 shows the frequency spectrum of the two square waves and the saw
plus square wave model. In both cases, the first three harmonics approximately
match the target spectrum in Figure 9.2, but they diverge on the 4th harmonic.
Our inability to get the 4th harmonic with either of these models suggests
another element is needed. One possibility is a third wave, but we may also be
able to further adjust the spectrum in our existing models by applying PWM to
the square waves. Try adding PWM to the 82 Hz square wave in both models
to match the target spectrum using the button in Figure 9.5.

Figure 9.6 shows the effect of PWM on the 82 Hz square wave. In both cases,
the 4th harmonic got boosted but not enough to match the target spectrum in
Figure 9.2. However there is a nice flattening of harmonics 5-7 that matches the
target spectrum, which suggests PWM should be kept. Thus it seems necessary
to add another wave at the 4th harmonic (164 Hz). A square wave is appropriate
because it would more precisely target the 4th harmonic, whereas a saw would
affect the 4th harmonic relatively less and increase successive harmonics more
evenly. Try adding an additional square VCO at 164 Hz square wave in both
models to match the target spectrum using the button in Figure 9.7.

Figure 9.8 shows the effect of the new 164 Hz square wave. In both cases, the
4th harmonic looks good and the spectrum is a good match to the target spec-
trum for the first 8 harmonics. Choosing between them is therefore somewhat
subjective, but the all square wave spectrum seems to match the target spec-
trum a bit more closely to me in the higher harmonics, so let’s use that as we
move to the next step.

3The Bogaudio spectrum analyzers are sufficient for approximately matching spectrum at
higher quality settings, but these are not currently working in Cardinal and so must be used
in VCVRack. High quality spectrum comparisons currently require Audacity regardless.

https://manual.audacityteam.org/man/tutorial_recording_audio_playing_on_the_computer.html
https://manual.audacityteam.org/man/plot_spectrum.html
https://manual.audacityteam.org/man/plot_spectrum.html
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3ch4%3eSolution+for+two+square+waves+only%3c%2fh4%3e%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fst-square40-square82.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+two+VCOs%2c+QuadVCA%2fMixer%2c+Scope%2c+Host+audio%2c+and+Sassy+Scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTune+VCO+1+to+40+Hz+and+VCO+2+to+82+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCO+1+square+out+to+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+1+and+VCO+2+square+out+to+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+QuadVCA%2fMixer+mix+out+to+Scope+in+1%2c+connect+Scope+out+1+to+Host+audio+L+and+Sassy+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+Scope+time+to+see+a+single+wave+or+two%3b+use+TRG+button+to+sync+the+scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+Sassy+to+Freq%2c+channel+1+level+down+to+1%2f32%2c+resolution+to+1000ms%2c+and+FFT+to+8x.+Note+it+is+challenging+to+get+the+relative+amplitudes+of+the+spectrum+using+this+or+other+settings+with+Sassy.%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%2c+scope+waveshape%2c+and+spectrum%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+mix+levels+for+the+two+oscillators+to+best+match+the+target+spectrum%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+tuning+of+VCO+1+to+41+Hz+and+note+the+waveshape+stabilizes+on+the+scope.+This+shows+the+effect+of+the+original+detuning.+Now+change+it+back.%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eCapture+audio+in+Audacity+and+compute+the+spectrum.+The+mix+ratios+to+match+the+target+spectrum+are+approximately+60%25+and+100%25%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAfter+changing+VCO+1+to+saw%2c+try+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%2c+scope+waveshape%2c+and+spectrum%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+mix+levels+for+the+two+oscillators+to+best+match+the+target+spectrum%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+tuning+of+VCO+1+to+41+Hz+and+note+the+waveshape+stabilizes+on+the+scope.+This+shows+the+effect+of+the+original+detuning.+Now+change+it+back.%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eCapture+audio+in+Audacity+and+compute+the+spectrum.+The+mix+ratios+to+match+the+target+spectrum+are+approximately+100%25+and+100%25%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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Figure 9.4: Frequency spectrum of two square waves (upper) and a saw and
square wave (lower) at 40 and 82 Hz, respectively.

Figure 9.5: Virtual modular for assessing whether two square waves or a saw
and a square wave are a closer match for the target spectrum, when PWM is
applied to the higher frequency square wave.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=st-square40-square82.vcv&solution=%3ch4%3eSolution+for+two+square+waves+only%3c%2fh4%3e%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fst-square40-square82at36pwm.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%2c+scope+waveshape%2c+and+spectrum%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAlternate+between+adjusting+the+PWM+and+adjusting+the+mix+levels+for+the+two+oscillators+to+best+match+the+target+spectrum%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eCapture+audio+in+Audacity+and+compute+the+spectrum.+The+mix+ratios+to+match+the+target+spectrum+are+approximately+60%25+and+100%25%2c+and+the+PWM+is+36%25%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAfter+changing+VCO+1+to+saw%2c+try+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%2c+scope+waveshape%2c+and+spectrum%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAlternate+between+adjusting+the+PWM+and+adjusting+the+mix+levels+for+the+two+oscillators+to+best+match+the+target+spectrum%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eCapture+audio+in+Audacity+and+compute+the+spectrum.+The+mix+ratios+to+match+the+target+spectrum+are+approximately+100%25+and+100%25%2c+and+the+PWM+is+36%25%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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Figure 9.6: Frequency spectrum of two square waves (upper) and a saw and
square wave (lower) at 40 and 82 Hz, respectively, when the 82 Hz wave is pulse
width modulated with a 36% duty cycle.

Figure 9.7: Virtual modular for assessing whether two square waves or a saw
and a square wave, both with PWM applied to the higher frequency square
wave, are a closer match for the target spectrum when an additional square
wave is added at the 4th harmonic.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=st-square40-square82at36pwm.vcv&solution=%3ch4%3eSolution+for+square+waves+only%3c%2fh4%3e%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fst-square40-square82at36pwm-square164.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+another+VCO+to+the+right+of+the+last+VCO%2c+set+its+frequncy+to+164%2c+and+connect+its+square+out+to+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+3%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%2c+scope+waveshape%2c+and+spectrum%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+mix+levels+for+the+two+oscillators+to+best+match+the+target+spectrum%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eCapture+audio+in+Audacity+and+compute+the+spectrum.+The+mix+ratios+to+match+the+target+spectrum+are+approximately+34%25%2c+100%25%2c+and+56%25%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAfter+changing+VCO+1+to+saw%2c+try+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound%2c+scope+waveshape%2c+and+spectrum%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+mix+levels+for+the+two+oscillators+to+best+match+the+target+spectrum%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eCapture+audio+in+Audacity+and+compute+the+spectrum.+The+mix+ratios+to+match+the+target+spectrum+are+approximately+the+same%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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Figure 9.8: Frequency spectrum of three square waves (upper) and a saw with
two square waves (lower) at 40, 82, and 164 Hz, respectively, when the 82 Hz
wave is pulse width modulated with a 36% duty cycle.
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9.1.2 Dynamics

It was previously noted that the arpeggio changes in brightness over time. We
know that filter sweeps are a common effect that would change brightness. Since
the brightness comes and goes every 15 seconds (1/15 = .07 Hz), we could set
up an LFO to change the cutoff on an LPF that would, presumably, create
the change in brightness we’re looking for. However, there seems to be another
more subtle change to the brightness, which is the shape of the envelope. Take
another listen to the target recording and see if you hear more pronounced notes
when the arpeggio is bright and more slurred notes when the the arpeggio is
dull. We can try to use the same LFO to affect the ASDR envelope to create
this effect as well.
Before moving on with dynamics, it makes sense to update the patch with
sequenced notes rather than a constant pitch. This will facilitate going back and
forth between the patch and the target recording when making small parameter
changes. Try setting up the arpeggio using the button in Figure 9.9. This will
require adding a clock and sequencer, tuning the sequencer steps, and running
the VCOs through an envelope. The arpeggio plays up and down over a broken
C major 7th chord: low C, E, G, B, C, B, G, and E.

Figure 9.9: Virtual modular for setting up an arpeggio using the final patch
from Section 9.1.1.

Now we can add dynamics to the patch as previously discussed. Try adding a
VCF and an LFO to control both the VCF and the ADSR using the button
in Figure 9.10. Deciding the VCF and ADSR’s setpoints and just how much
the LFO will affect them can require a lot of back and forth as the changes are
fairly subtle.

Figure 9.10: Virtual modular for adjusting dynamics using the arpeggio patch
from Figure 9.9.

Altogether the solution seems fairly reasonable, though since the waveshapes
were based on a sample of the the spectrum in a particular part of the overall
cycle, it could be that the lowest square wave should be a saw in order to sound
correct as the filter cutoff cycles up and down. Other possibilities in our current
design space include a slight detuning between square waves that changes over
time or PWM that changes over time.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=st-square40-square82at36pwm-square164.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fst-seq-arp-no-modulated-dynamics.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+BPM+Clock+and+ADDR-SEQ+to+the+top+left+row%2c+connect+ADDR-SEQ+out+to+V%2fOct+of+all+three+oscillators%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+16ths+out+to+ADDR-SEQ+clock+in+and+connect+Clock+Beat+to+Scope+ext+trig%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Reftone+and+Volt+meter%3b+connect+Reftone+V%2fOct+to+Volt+Meter+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eThe+ADDR-SEQ+knobs+control+the+notes+for+each+step%2c+and+you+can+select+the+current+note+using+the+select+knob.+Turn+this+knob+to+select+each+step+and+tune+the+following+way%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eUse+the+Reftone+pitch+and+octave+knobs+to+get+the+voltage+for+the+notes+you+need%3a+low+C%2c+E%2c+G%2c+B%2c+C%2c+B%2c+G%2c+and+E+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSelect+the+appropriate+ADDR-SEQ+step+using+the+select+knob%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eMove+the+knob+until+the+voltage+matches+your+target%3b+you+can+also+right+click+and+type+the+voltage+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+ADSR+between+last+VCO+and+Mixer%2c+connect+Clock+16th+out+to+ADSR+gate+and+then+connect+ADSR+out+to+first+three+mixer+gain+inputs%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRun+the+clock+and+adjust+the+BPM+to+match+the+target+song%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2freftone-voltmeter-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=st-seq-arp-no-modulated-dynamics.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fst-seq-arp-plus-dynamics.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+LFO+and+VCF+to+the+left+of+Sassy+on+the+lower+row%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+out+1+to+VCF+in+and+Sassy+input+1%2c+VCF+LPF+out+to+Scope+2+in%2c+and+Scope+2+out+to+Host+audio+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+LFO+out+%28pick+a+wave%29+to+VCF+cutoff+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+to+iteratively+adjust+the+following+and+note+the+change+in+sound%2c+scope%2c+and+spectrum%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+VCF+cutoff+to+either+the+floor+of+the+dull%2fbright+cycle+or+the+average+%28and+depending+on+your+choice%2c+change+the+offset+button+on+the+LFO%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+cutoff+attenuator+to+adjust+the+depth+of+the+change+coming+from+the+LFO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+shape+of+the+LFO+to+match+the+sound+-+does+it+spend+more+time+at+the+extremes+%28sine%29+or+move+evenly+between+them+%28triangle%29+or+something+else%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eOnce+you+have+the+VCF+adjusted%2c+connect+the+LFO+to+the+ADSR+parameter+inputs+%28attack%2c+decay%2c+etc%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+to+iteratively+adjust+the+following+and+note+the+change+in+sound%2c+scope%2c+and+spectrum%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+ADSR+parameters+to+either+the+floor+of+the+dull%2fbright+cycle+or+the+average+%28mirror+your+previous+choice%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+parameter+attenuators+to+adjust+the+depth+of+the+change+coming+from+the+LFO%2c+remembering+this+can+be+in+the+positive+or+negative+direction%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eReconsider+the+shape+of+the+LFO+-+does+the+current+shape+work%2c+or+is+a+different+shape+needed%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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9.2 Chiptune

Chiptune is a genre of music so-called because it originated in sound chips used
to synthesize music in early electronics like arcade games and computers. These
early sound chips had low-fidelity digital implementations of various functions
we’ve encountered in modular, like basic waveshapes, noise generators, and en-
velopes. Because the sound chips were relatively limited in capability, designers
developed various techniques to create bigger and more interesting sounds. One
of these tricks, the arpeggio, allowed chips with limited polyphony to emulate
it, and thus arpeggio, particularly fast arpeggio, is common in chiptune. If you
are not familiar with chiptune, check out the video in Figure 9.11.

Figure 9.11: YouTube video of a chiptune groove. Image © Noise Engineering.

Our design problem is to create a rapid arpeggio reminiscent of chiptune that
transposes over time, like Figure 9.11, along with simple percussion in the form
of hats and kick drum. Let’s use a decomposition strategy and look at related
problems along the way, using the following sequence:

• Triad arpeggio
• LFO-controlled PWM
• Secondary sequencer for transposition
• Hats and kick

Building this out incrementally nicely illustrates the power of decomposition
into related problems we already know how to solve.

https://youtu.be/NfxArPJpN5I
https://www.youtube.com/c/NoiseEngineering
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9.2.1 Triad arpeggio

We made an arpeggio in the previous patch, so this that is a related solution we
can adapt. A few changes are necessary for chiptune however. First, arpeggios
in chiptune are very fast. Second, we need a new chord to work from. Let’s go
with A minor, so A, B, E. Try patching up this arpeggio from scratch using the
button in Figure 9.12.

Figure 9.12: Virtual modular for setting up a chiptune arpeggio.

9.2.2 LFO PWM

We previously controlled PWM using an LFO in Section 6.3.1, so it is easy to
adapt that solution to control the square wave chiptune VCO. Additionally, let’s
add an ADSR to control the VCA to get more note-like dynamics. Try patching
up the LFO into a PWM and ADSR using the button in Figure 9.13.

Figure 9.13: Virtual modular for setting up an enveloped chiptune arpeggio
with pulse width modulated by an LFO.

9.2.3 Secondary sequencer for transposition

The transposition element is the most novel technique in this patch, relative to
what’s been covered so far. Recall that the V/Oct standard means that doubling
any voltage will transpose a note up one octave. Therefore, adding any voltage
to an existing V/Oct signal will raise the pitch, and subtracting any voltage
from an existing V/Oct signal will lower the pitch. We can accomplish adding
and subtracting from a signal by using a mixer, since a mixer simply adds two
signals together and voltage signals can be negative.

A very simple idea is to use a longer sequence on the transposing sequencer
where each voltage either does nothing (0 V) or is the negative of one of the
voltages in the arpeggio sequence. Negating the voltage means that the resulting

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fchiptune-single-arp.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Reftone%2c+Volt+meter%2c+BPM+Clock%2c+ADDR-SEQ%2c+VCO%2c+QuadVCA%2fMixer%2c+Scope%2c+and+Host+audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+16ths+out+to+ADDR-SEQ+clock+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADDR-SEQ+out+to+V%2fOct+of+the+VCO+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCO+square+out+to+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+QuadVCA%2fMixer+mix+output+to+Scope+input+1+and+Scope+out+to+Host+audio+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Reftone+V%2fOct+to+Volt+Meter+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSelecting+the+first+three+steps+of+ADDR-SEQ+in+turn%2c+use+the+Reftone+pitch+and+octave+knobs+to+get+the+voltage+for+the+notes+you+need%2c+A%2c+B%2c+and+E%2c+and+set+the+corresponding+step+voltage.+Make+sure+the+sequencer+is+set+for+3+steps+only%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+runnning+the+clock+at+different+BPMs%3b+a+target+BPM+around+225+is+suggested%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=chiptune-single-arp.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fchiptune-single-arp-pwm.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+an+LFO+to+the+left+of+the+VCO%2c+and+add+an+ADSR+to+the+right+of+the+VCO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+LFO+triangle+out+to+VCO+PWM%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+16ths+to+ADSR+gate+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADSR+out+to+QuadVCA%2fMixer+CV+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+PWM+width+manually%2c+deciding+if+you+want+a+unipolar+or+bipolar+LFO+offset%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+LFO+rate+and+the+PWM+attenuator+knob+to+change+the+speed+and+depth+of+the+modulation%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eManually+adjust+the+ADSR+parameters+to+taste%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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note will be C4 To keep things interesting, it’s nice to have one or two notes
that don’t follow this pattern. In the patch below, I used G#, D#, C#, C,
G#, D#, E, and C as the transposing sequence, changing the step at each bar.
A slowed down video of the two sequencer outputs and their mixed output is
shown in Figure 9.14. Try patching up the transposing sequencer and mixer
using the button in Figure 9.15.

Figure 9.14: YouTube video of a slow-motion arpeggio (left) voltage mixed with
the output of another sequencer (middle) to produce a transposed arpeggio that
changes with each bar (right).

Figure 9.15: Virtual modular for setting up an enveloped chiptune arpeggio with
pulse width modulated by an LFO, transposed by a second sequencer every bar.

9.2.4 Hats and kick

We made hats in Section 6.5 and simple kicks in Section 5.2.1, so these are
both problems we know how to solve. A simple hat is just high frequency
noise through an envelope/VCA, and a simple kick is just a sine through an
envelope/VCA. Both voices are ideally controlled with trigger sequencers, and
by using two different sequencers we can use different patterns for each. Try

40 V is C4 in VCVRack, apparently, though there is no such standard in modular in general.
V/Oct is a relative standard, not a standard that specifies what frequencies are associated
with specific voltages.

https://youtu.be/BlHnw4rgUEc
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=chiptune-single-arp-pwm.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fchiptune-single-arp-pwm-transpose.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+a+second+ADDR-SEQ+to+the+right+of+the+existing+one%2c+and+add+mixer+to+the+right+of+the+new+ADDR-SEQ%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+Bar+to+the+new+ADDR-SEQ+clock+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+outs+of+the+two+ADDR-SEQ+to+the+new+QuadVCA%2fMixer+inputs+1+and+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect++QuadVCA%2fMixer+out+to+VCO+V%2fOct%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSelecting+each+of+the+eight+ADDR-SEQ+steps+in+turn%2c+use+the+Reftone+pitch+and+octave+knobs+to+get+the+voltage+for+the+notes+you+need%2c+e.g.+G%23%2c+D%23%2c+C%23%2c+C%2c+G%23%2c+D%23%2c+E%2c+and+C+-+note+most+of+these+are+just+the+negative+of+the+original+arpeggio+voltages+except+C+which+is+zero+and+E.++Make+sure+the+sequencer+is+set+for+all+8+steps%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+different+clock+settings+and+different+beat+divisions+for+both+sequencers%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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patching up hats and kick with their own sequencers using the button in Figure
9.16.

Figure 9.16: Virtual modular for setting up an enveloped chiptune arpeggio with
pulse width modulated by an LFO, transposed by a second sequencer every bar,
with hats and kick as additional voices.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=chiptune-single-arp-pwm-transpose.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fchiptune-single-arp-pwm-transpose-hats-kick.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+a+TRG%2c+Noiz%2c+and+ADSR+on+the+bottom+row%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+8ths+to+TRG+clock+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+TRG+gate+out+to+ADSR+gate+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Noiz+blue+out+to+the+main+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+2+and+ADSR+out+to+the+CV+control+of+that+same+mixer+channel%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+TRG+steps+down+to+8+and+select+steps+for+the+hats+and+adjust+the+ADSR+envelope+to+suit%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRepeat+these+steps+but+use+a+VCO+sine+out+instead+of+Noiz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+main+mix+out+levels+and+rhythms+to+match+chiptune+as+best+you+can%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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Chapter 10

Modulating Controllers

This chapter extends Chapter 5 by introducing more advanced approaches to
sequencing. Sequencing can be considered a kind of memory for musical events
where the events can be stored and played back later. Obviously there are gaps
between events because not all notes (or beats) play at once. This leads to the
idea that sequencing involves both positive space and negative space: positive
space where musical events occur and negative space elsewhere.

This idea of positive and negative space can be seen clearly in step based se-
quencers that allow steps without events, such as the trigger sequencers dis-
cussed in Chapter 5. However, a step-based conceptualization of sequencing
leads to the limitation that a step should represent the smallest duration event,
and such fine granularity naturally leads to more steps being empty. An event-
based conceptualization that flexibly represents the start and end of each event,
in contrast, has less need to explicitly define negative space. For example, con-
sider a sequence with two notes, the first lasting 2 units, followed by 4 units of
silence, followed by the second note lasting 1 unit. A step-based representation
would use 7 steps and four of them would be empty. An event-based represen-
tation would use two events, one starting at time 1 and lasting 2 units and one
starting at time 6 and lasting 1 unit.

In practice, modular sequencing often combines both step-based and event-based
elements. The reason for combining both is that each has different strengths.
To better appreciate these strengths, let’s define three ideal properties of a
sequencing approach and use it to evaluate alternatives. An ideal sequencing
approach should allow:

• Compact representation of variations, i.e. in a minimal amount of space
• Ease of changes between variations
• Precise control of variations
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It turns out that sometimes these properties are at odds with each other, such
that different combinations of modules can outperform on some and underper-
form on others. As we examine different options in this chapter, we’ll keep this
properties in mind.

10.1 Modifying gates

One of the limitations of pure clock-based sequencing is that every gate starts on
the beat. Unfortunately, syncopation, which emphasizes off beats, is widespread
in modern music. The on-beat property of clock divisions is illustrated in Figure
10.1. If we consider the clock to represent quarter notes, then the gaps between
clock gates are eighth note off beats, i.e. if we count 1-and 2-and 3-and 4-and,
the off beats are ‘and’.

Figure 10.1: Four gates from a clock (small) overlaid with two gates from a
/2 clock division (medium) and further overlaid by one gate from a /4 clock
division (large). If we consider each clock gate as defining a quarter note, then
all three gates occur on the first quarter note and the first two occur on the
third quarter note, so the three gates are aligning only on beats.

Let’s build a basic patch with clock divisions that illustrates this on beat prop-
erty both in sound and visually on the scope. To keep things simple throughout
this chapter, we will modify this percussion-oriented patch and note differences
with sequencing pitches. All the modules and concepts in this patch were in-
troduced in previous chapters, except for a new three-voice percussion module
that can produce various sounds. Try patching up this basic percussion patch
with clock divisions using the button in Figure 10.2.

Figure 10.2: Virtual modular for a basic percussion patch using clock divisions.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beat_(music)#On-beat_and_off-beat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beat_(music)#On-beat_and_off-beat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syncopation
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fclock-division-drums-mschack.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+BPM+Clock%2c+Dividah%2c+Synth+Drums%2c+Scope%2c+QuadVCA%2fMixer%2c+and+Host+audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Dividah+by+2+out+to+Synth+Drums+top+LVL+and+TRIG.+This+will+be+the+kick+drum%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+out+to+Synth+Drums+middle+LVL+and+TRIG.+This+will+be+the+closed+hat%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Dividah+by+8+out+to+Synth+Drums+bottom+LVL+and+TRIG.+This+will+be+the+open+hat%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+kick+out+to+Scope+in+1+and+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+1%2c+snare+out+to+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+2%2c+and+hat+out+to+Scope+in+2+and+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+3%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+QuadVCA%2fMixer+mix+out+to+Host+audio+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+sound+type+%28checkbox%29%2c+freq%2c+hit%2c+and+release+time+for+kick%2c+closed+hat%2c+and+open+hat.+These+correspond+to+the+module+parameters+you%27d+use+if+you%27d+made+these+voices+with+multiple+modules+like+VCO%2c+noise%2c+and+ADSR%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+QuadVCA%2fMixer+levels%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+BPM+so+that+kick+is+at+about+120+%28and+the+closed+hat+is+twice+that%29+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fsynthdrums-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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In light of the ideal properties for sequencing, the basic clock division approach
allows both compact representation in terms of divisions and ease of changing
between variations by changing divisions. However it lacks precise control be-
cause off beats are inaccessible. Other related complications include increasing
the number of hits on a particular beat, sometimes called a roll and skipping
a beat. All three of these variations can be approached by modifying exist-
ing gates, a concept that was first introduced in Section 5.2.3.2 for sequencing
note duration. Since sequencing note duration is identical to sequencing gate
duration, we’ll look at only the other two techniques here.
Hitting an off beat can be accomplished using a gate delay module. A gate
delay module receives an incoming gate (sometimes a trigger) and then create
another gate at some time delay. If the time delay corresponds to the length of
a beat, then the delayed gate will appear on the off beat. Try extending the last
patch with a gate delay to move the open hat to the off beat using the button
in Figure 10.3.

Figure 10.3: Virtual modular for a percussion patch using clock divisions and a
gate delay to hit an off beat.

With respect to the three ideal properties, the delayed gate approach (combined
with clock divisions) is still compact, a bit less easy (because setting the delay
is a bit fiddly), and more flexible, though the offset is the same for each clock or
clock division. Thus if we want variations of off beat or rolls, we need additional
tools.
Drum rolls can be accomplished using a gate multiplier. Gate multipliers will
generally need a control voltage telling them how many gates to make, which
correspond to the number of hits in the roll. Thus an additional sequencer is
needed to supply this control voltage. Try extending the last patch with a gate
multiplier and associate sequencer to give the kick a double hit on the first beat
using the button in Figure 10.4. Because the kick time is 4:4, the sequencer
only needs four steps.

Figure 10.4: Virtual modular for a percussion patch using clock divisions, a
delayed gate for an off beat hit, and a sequenced gate multiplier for multiple
hits on the beat.

Returning to the three ideal properties, the gate multiplier approach (again

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drum_rudiment#Roll_rudiments
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=clock-division-drums-mschack.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fclock-division-drums-mschack-offbeat-gate-delay.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+DGATE+between+Dividah+and+Synth+Drums%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Dividah+by+8+out+to+DGATE+trig+in+and+connect+DGATE+gate+out+to+both+LVL+and+Trig+inputs+for+the+open+hat%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+DGATE+delay+to+get+the+open+hat+on+a+kick+offbeat%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+DGATE+Gate%2c+a+length+parameter%2c+so+see+the+effect+of+choking+the+hat%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fdgate-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=clock-division-drums-mschack-offbeat-gate-delay.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fclock-division-mshack-drums-offbeat-gate-delay-roll-seq-gate-mult.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+RGATE+and+ADDR-SEQ+to+the+bottom+row%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Dividah+by+2+out+to+both+RGATE+clock+in+and+ADDR-SEQ+clock+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADDR-SEQ+out+to+RGATE+mult+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+RGATE+gate+out+to+both+LVL+and+Trig+inputs+for+the+kick%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+RGATE+clock+multiplication+and+ADDR-SEQ+step+voltage+to+get+2+kicks+on+a+beat+%28strategy%3a+start+with+the+max+value+of+one+and+then+adjust+the+other%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eUse+your+ears+and+the+Scope+to+make+sure+it%27s+correct%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2frgate-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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combined with clock divisions) is a bit compact because it relies on another
sequencer, a bit less easy (because setting the multiplier voltage is a bit fiddly),
and more flexible because it allows different drum rolls on each step. Just as a
sequencer was used to control the gate multiplier, a sequencer could be used to
control the gate delay offset of the previous patch or drop a step by controlling
the length parameter, as shown here.
It’s clear that adding more sequencers to control these parameters increases
flexibility but also makes the overall control less compact and changing between
variations less easy. For example, if one wanted to replace a skipped step with
a triple beat, one would have to adjust the length sequencer for a non-zero
gate length, then adjust the multiplier sequencer to create multiple hits on
that step, i.e. one would have to adjust multiple parameters for that step, and
these parameters are spread across different sequencers. Is this suboptimal?
Let’s compare against other solutions before making judgment. One obvious
alternative is to create the same pattern using standard step sequencers without
any clock divisions. Try updating the last patch with a step sequencer for the
off beat hat and the double beat kick using the button in Figure 10.5. Because
the kick time is 4:4, the sequencer only needs four steps.

Figure 10.5: Virtual modular for a percussion patch using step sequencers for
an off beat hit and multiple hits on the beat.

Contrast this approach with what we’ve done so far. The step sequencers are
somewhat compact if the pattern can be decomposed into the smallest repeating
loops, though not as compact as a clock divider. They are easy to change in
some ways but not others. For example, if we decide we want a triple hit on a
beat rather than a double, we need to increase the step resolution from two steps
per quarter note to three steps per quarter note, which requires changing the
entire kick pattern. Conversely, step sequencers have a high level of precision if
one accepts increasing the number of steps arbitrarily to account for off beats,
swing, or dilla, but this then sacrifices compactness. Note that the previous
approaches with gate delays and multiplications achieved these results to an
arbitrary degree without additional loss of compactness, i.e. we could have a 10
hits instead of 2 with the same gate multiplier patch.

10.2 Making gates with logic

Suppose we wanted to select the offbeats in our current pattern. Looking at
Figure 10.1, the offbeats are simply where the the beats are not. So if we had
a way of specifying “not beat,” then we’d be able make a gate for the off beats.

images/patch-solutions/clock-division-mshack-drums-offbeat-gate-delay-roll-seq-gate-mult-skip-seq-gate-length.png
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=clock-division-mshack-drums-offbeat-gate-delay-roll-seq-gate-mult.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftrg-mshack-drums-offbeat-roll.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+two+TRG+step+sequencers+to+the+bottom+row+and+move+the+DGATE+next+to+the+one+on+the+left.+This+will+be+the+open+hat+TRG%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+beat+out+to+both+TRG+clock+ins%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+open+hat+TRG+to+the+DGATE+trig+in.+The+DGATE+gate+outs+should+already+be+connected+to+the+Synth+Drums+open+hat+LVL+and+TRIG%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3e%3cem%3eTip%3a+You+need+DGATE+here+not+for+delay%2c+but+for+a+nonzero+gate+length+for+LVL.+Alternatively+you+could+use+an+ADSR+for+this%3c%2fem%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+kick+TRG+gate+out+to+the+kick+LVL+and+TRIG+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+may+wish+to+connect+the+Clock+reset+out+to+both+TRGs+to+align+their+sequences%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+TRGs+to+8+steps.+You+need+8+in+order+to+have+two+kick+hits+on+the+first+beat%2c+keeping+Clock+BPM+at+around+240%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eStep+sequence+in+4%3a4+for+the+kick+with+a+double+hit+on+the+first+beat%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eStep+sequence+in+the+off+beat+open+hat+%28Hint%3a+this+occurs+on+2-and%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swing_(jazz_performance_style)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J_Dilla#Musical_style
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Boolean logic provides a way of specifying “not beat” and can further be used
for more complex beat specifications.
Although it may seem intimidating at first, Boolean logic has just three basic
operators, AND, OR, and NOT. AND means two things happen together, OR
means at least one thing happens, and NOT means something didn’t happen.
If we represent something happening (like a gate) as 1 and not happening as 0,
then these basic operators are summarized in Table 10.1.

Table 10.1: Basic Boolean logic operators on signals S1 and S2.
Note that AND and OR consider both signals but NOT considers
only one or the other.

S1 S2 AND(S1,S2) OR(S1,S2) NOT(S1) NOT(S2)
1 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1

Try updating the basic percussion patch with a NOT module to put the open
hat on every off beat using the button in Figure 10.5. We’ll build on this logic
in the following patches.

Figure 10.6: Virtual modular for a percussion patch using clock divisions and
the NOT operator to create gates for all off beat hits.

We can use logic to create other gates using combinations of the basic operators.
For example, consider every other offbeat in Figure 10.1. These offbeats occur
when the clock is not present and the /2 division is present. Try updating the
last patch with an AND module to implement this logic using the button in
Figure 10.7.

Figure 10.7: Virtual modular for a percussion patch using clock divisions and
combining the NOT and AND operators to create gates for every other off beat
hits.

Let’s get even more specific with logic to match what we did previously with the
gate delay, which was a single off beat. Since the last patch used every other off

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boolean_algebra
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=clock-division-drums-mschack.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fclock-division-drums-mschack-offbeat-logic-every-offbeat.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+dualNOT+to+the+bottom+row%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+beat+out+to+both+TRG+clock+ins%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Dividah+by+2+out+to+dualNOT+top+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+dualNOT+top+output+to+the+open+hat+LVL+and+TRIG+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRun+the+patch+and+observe+the+following%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eThe+open+hats+are+now+exactly+on+the+off+beat%2c+with+no+fine+adjustment+needed%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eThe+lights+on+dualNOT+show+the+logic+of+what+is+happening%3a+when+input+is+high%2c+output+is+low+and+when+input+is+low%2c+output+is+high+-+exactly+what+is+needed+for+the+off+beats%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fdualnot-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=clock-division-drums-mschack-offbeat-logic-every-offbeat.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fclock-division-drums-mschack-offbeat-logic-every-other-offbeat.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+dualAND+to+the+bottom+row%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+dualNOT+output+to+dualAND+top+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Dividah+by+4+out+to+dualAND+bottom+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+dualAND+top+output+to+the+open+hat+LVL+and+TRIG+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRun+the+patch+and+observe+the+following%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eThe+open+hats+are+now+exactly+on+every+other+the+off+beat%2c+courtesy+of+the+%2f4+division%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3e%3cem%3eTip%3a+Because+we+are+running+the+Clock+at+double+speed%2c+the+divisions+here+are+twice+what+they+are+in+the+text.+If+the+dualNOT+took+clock+directly%2c+then+dualAND+would+take+the+%2f2+clock+division%3c%2fem%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eThe+lights+on+dualAND+show+the+logic+of+what+is+happening%3a+when+both+inputs+are+high%2c+output+is+high+and+otherwise+low+-+meaning+we+get+a+gate+only+when+a+%2f4+gate+occurs+and+a+%2f2+gate+does+not+occur+at+the+same+time%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fdualand-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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beat, we can use an additional operator to select just one of those beats. Again
looking at Figure 10.1, we see that we can achieve this by using AND with our
existing logic and next larger clock division. Try updating the last patch to
implement this logic using the button in Figure 10.8.

Figure 10.8: Virtual modular for a percussion patch using clock divisions and
combining the NOT and AND operators to create a single gate per bar, matching
the previous delayed gate behavior.

Let’s consider the three ideal sequencer properties, in terms of logic. The first
application of NOT was quite compact, ease to change, and precise. However,
as the logic became more complex, the sequencing became less easy. Contrast
the last logic patch that needed three or four logical operators to what was
previously accomplished by using a single gate delay. It appears that clock
divisions with logic are most suited to regular repeating patterns, and that
when patterns become less regular, other options may be easier.

10.3 Adding/removing gates with probability

Generally speaking, the more complex sequencing we want (i.e. irreducible to
a simple pattern), the less compact our control will be. We can get around
this limitation if we give up precise control of the sequencing by turning to
probability. A probability specifies of the likelihood of an event, like a gate.
In our current approaches, a gate either happens or it doesn’t. However, if we
assign some probability to a gate happening, more complex patterns emerge
because sometimes the gate will happen and sometimes it won’t.

Perhaps the easiest way to think about probabilistic gates is to think of them
like coin flips. If we flip a coin and get a head, then the gate will be produced,
otherwise no gate will be produced. How can we simulate a coin flip in modular?
One way is to generate a random voltage and then compare it to a reference
value. If the voltage is above the reference value, we count it as a head and
produce a gate. We’ve already seen how to create random voltages with noise
generators. The new idea here is a comparator, which is a module that accepts
an incoming voltage 𝑉 , compares it to a reference voltage 𝑅, and produces a high
signal if 𝑉 > 𝑅.1 Because different noise spectra have different distributions
of frequencies (and thus voltages), different noise spectra will give us different
probabilities for the same reference voltage.

1This approach is chosen for pedagogical reasons. Various modules offer built-in random
number generation that is more flexible than combining noise sources with comparators.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=clock-division-drums-mschack-offbeat-logic-every-other-offbeat.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fclock-division-drums-mschack-offbeat-logic-matching-gate-delay.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Dividah+by+4+out+to+dualNOT+bottom+input+%28don%27t+change+top+input%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+dualNOT+bottom+output+to+dualAND+bottom+input+%28don%27t+change+top+input%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+dualAND+top+output+to+the+dualAND+bottom+input+left+over%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+dualAND+bottom+output+to+the+open+hat+LVL+and+TRIG+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRun+the+patch+and+observe+the+following%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eThe+open+hats+are+now+exactly+one+off+beat+every+4+beats%2c+courtesy+of+the+%2f4+division%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3e%3cem%3eTip%3a+Because+we+are+running+the+Clock+at+double+speed%2c+the+divisions+here+are+twice+what+they+are+in+the+text.+If+the+dualNOT+took+clock+directly%2c+then+dualAND+would+take+the+%2f2+clock+division%3c%2fem%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eThe+lights+on+bottom+dualAND+show+the+logic+of+what+is+happening%3a+the+original+logic+was+selecting+two+offbeats%2c+but+we+select+only+one+of+them+by+using+NOT+on+%2f4+and+combining+that+with+AND+on+the+existing+logic%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probability
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We can use the probabilistic gate idea to sequence all the percussion voices in
our ongoing example. Since probabilistic gates would be completely random by
definition, we’ll structure them a bit using logic: a NOT to make two different
voices alternate and an AND to combine two different noise signals for a lower
probability. Try updating the last patch to drive all gates with probability and
logic using the button in Figure 10.9.

Figure 10.9: Virtual modular for a percussion patch using probabilistic gates
slightly structured with NOT and AND operators.

The output of this patch is much more complex than we could reasonably achieve
using other sequencing methods, but it is also uncontrolled and not very mu-
sical, even when shaped a bit by logic. An alternative to randomly creating
gates is to take an existing pattern but randomly drop gates. This can be im-
plemented as simply as using noise source, a comparator, and an AND module
that receives the output as well as the output for the normal gate. However, to
get the random gates to align with the standard clock, we’ll use a new module,
a sample and hold module. A sample and hold module, when triggered, stores
whatever voltage is present at its input and outputs that voltage until a new
trigger is received, ignoring whatever input voltages occur in the meantime. By
connecting a random gate to a sample and hold and triggering it with a clock,
we can synchronize the random gate with our clock and have a clean signal
for deciding to drop a gate or not. Note that if we wanted to produce V/Oct
control voltage for random notes, we could similarly use sample and hold mod-
ule directly connected to our random source, i.e. without a comparator. Try
updating the previous logic patch that selected every other off beat to further
consider a random gate using the button in Figure 10.10.

Figure 10.10: Virtual modular for a percussion patch using a probabilistic gate
and logic to decide when to drop a gate from an otherwise non-probabilistic
sequence.

As shown by these patches, probability can be used to create interesting varia-
tions in several ways. These methods are fairly compact and can switch between
variations easily, however, there is a loss of control. Modules specifically de-
signed for randomness typically have additional parameters that allow the user
to define how random events should be, which can help mitigate this loss of
control.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=clock-division-drums-mschack-offbeat-logic-matching-gate-delay.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fnoise-comparator-logic-mshack-drums.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eDelete+the+Clock+and+Dividah+modules%2c+and+add+Noiz+and+two+Edge+modules+to+the+bottom+row%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eDisconnect+all+cables+from+dualAND+and+dualNOT%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Noiz+red+out+to+the+first+Edge+in%2c+and+connect+the+first+Edge+high+out+to+the+dualAND+top+input.+The+high+out+is+active+when+the+input+value+goes+above+the+threshold+set+by+the+rise+knob%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3e+Connect+the+Noiz+white+out+to+the+second+Edge+in%2c+and+connect+the+second+Edge+high+out+to+the+second+top+input+of+the+dual+AND.+Also+connect+the+high+out+to+the+closed+hat+LVL+and+TRIG+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eEven+if+you+turn+up+the+rise+knob+all+the+way%2c+you+should+hear+almost+constant+closed+hats+at+this+point.+This+is+why+we+need+the+AND+to+lower+the+probability+of+gates%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+dualAND+top+output+to+the+open+hat+LVL+and+TRIG+in.+Because+the+AND+is+only+high+when+both+red+and+white+noise+are+over+threshold+at+the+same+time%2c+this+gate+will+occur+less+often+than+the+closed+hat+gate%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+dualAND+top+output+to+the+dualNOT+top+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+dualNOT+top+output+to+the+kick+LVL+and+TRIG+in.+The+NOT+ensures+that+the+open+hat+and+the+kick+will+be+gated+in+alternation%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+hold+knob+on+both+Edge+modules.+This+controls+how+long+the+comparator+will+hold+an+output+value+before+testing+the+input+again.+Low+values+will+make+shorter+gates+and+vice+versa%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+rise+knob+on+both+Edge+modules.+This+controls+the+reference+voltage+for+the+comparator%2c+so+making+it+higher+makes+the+comparator+less+likely+to+be+active%2c+and+vice+versa%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eLook+at+the+lights+on+the+logic+modules.+When+we+were+working+with+clock+divisions%2c+they+were+more+orderly+because+they+were+synced+to+the+clock.+Now+they+are+not+orderly+because+there+is+no+clock.%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fedge-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=clock-division-drums-mschack-offbeat-logic-every-other-offbeat.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fnoise-comparator-clock-division-drums-mschack-offbeat-logic-every-other-offbeat.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Noiz%2c+Comparator%2c+and+Holdah+to+the+bottom+row%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3e%3cem%3eTip%3a+We+are+using+a+different+comparator+because+Edge+outputs+5+V+and+we+need+10+V+for+a+consistent+gate+across+percussion+voices.+We+also+want+to+use+the+clock+as+the+threshold+to+the+comparator%2c+which+Edge+can%27t+do%3c%2fem%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Dividah+by+4+to+Comparator+input+a+and+Noiz+red+out+to+Comparator+input+b%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Comparator+a+%3e+b+out+%28so+Clock+is+greater+than+red+noise%29+to+Holdah+input+and+connect+Dividah+by+4+to+Holdah+trigger%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+dualAND+top+output+to+dualAND+bottom+input+a+and+connect+Holdah+output+to+dualAND+bottom+input+b%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+dualAND+bottom+output+to+the+open+hat+LVL+and+TRIG+in.+This+gate+will+only+be+active+if+it+was+part+of+the+original+sequence+AND+the+random+gate+is+active+at+the+same+time%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRun+the+patch+and+observe+the+following%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAlthough+the+comparator+output+is+blinking+wildly%2c+the+sample+and+hold+output+changes+only+when+triggered+by+the+clock.+This+prevents+our+hat+from+being+shortened+like+the+last+patch%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIf+you+switch+the+noise+type%2c+you+should+have+a+change+in+the+number+of+random+gates%2c+e.g.+white+has+a+greater+tendency+towards+higher+frequencies+so+would+cause+more+random+gates+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSome+comparator+outputs+will+never+result+in+a+random+gate+%28like+%3d%29+and+others+will+always+result+in+a+random+gate+%28like+not+equals%2c+!%3d%29.+This+is+because+a+random+number+exactly+equalling+a+specific+value+is+rare%2c+but+not+equally+a+specific+value+is+common+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fcomparator-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fholdah-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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10.4 Speed variable clocks using LFOs

Recall one of the earlier challenges raised was to increasing the number of hits
on a particular beat, skipping a beat, and accessing all possible beats (including
off beats). We’ve tried to solve this problem using gate delays, logic, or an
increased step resolution to access off beats and gate multipliers and increased
step resolution to increase the number of hits on a particular beat. In each case,
one technique would solve some problems but not others, with the exception of
step resolution which has the problems previously discussed.

It turns out that we can achieve all three of these goals by running speed variable
clocks, one for each percussion voice where we want to have multiple beats,
skipping, or offbeats at different times. The idea is that when we want multiple
beats, we speed the clock up; when we want to skip a beat, we slow the clock
down almost zero, and that when we want to access an offbeat, we use the same
sequencer we’re using the speed up and slow down the clock. Because a clock
is just unipolar rectangular waves, an LFO can be used as a speed variable
clock. One of the additional benefits of this approach is that skipping a beat
and doubling a beat are controlled by the same parameter, frequency. Contrast
this with the previous approach using gate multiplication, where skipping a beat
required an additional sequencer. We still need a master clock however to keep
the LFOs in sync, which can be done by sending clock to their reset inputs,
which resets them to the beginning of their waveforms.

Let’s recreate the off beat open hat with a double kick on the first beat that
we’ve used as a running example. Both of these voices will require their own
LFO to serve as a clock, where each LFO has its frequency controlled by a
sequencer. Try updating the previous patch with gate delay and gate multiplier
to use sequenced LFOs instead using the button in Figure 10.11.

Figure 10.11: Virtual modular for a percussion patch using LFOs as speed
variable clocks to achieve gate delays, skipped steps, and off beats using a single
parameter.

As you can see, this approach is fairly compact but not as compact as using a
gate delay and gate multiplier because we’ve explicitly represented a number of
skipped steps. However it is now easier to change between variations, e.g. adding
rolls on different beats or skipping different beats would not require changing
the patch, and these can be controlled by a single parameter.

A variation of this approach, though perhaps a somewhat distant one, can be
used to generate gate patterns without a clock. Simply mix LFOs at different
frequencies to produce an irregular interference pattern that can then be run

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=clock-division-mshack-drums-offbeat-gate-delay-roll-seq-gate-mult.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2flfo-mshack-drums-offbeat-roll.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eRemove+Dividah%2c+DGATE%2c+and+RGATE%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eOn+the+bottom+row%2c+add+LFOs+and+ADDR-SEQ+so+you+have+two+of+each+side+by+side%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eStarting+with+the+open+hat+LFO%2fADDR-SEQ%2c+connect+Clock+8ths+out+to+ADDR-SEQ+clock+in+and+set+the+sequencer+to+8+steps%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADDR-SEQ+out+to+LFO+FM+in+and+turn+attenuator+for+FM+all+the+way+positive%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+LFO+square+out+to+the+open+hat+LVL+and+TRIG+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRepeat+the+above+for+the+kick+LFO%2fADDR-SEQ+but+use+the+Clock+beat+out+and+only+4+steps%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+beat+out+to+the+reset+of+both+LFOs+to+keep+them+in+sync+with+the+clock%2c+and+connect+Clock+reset+out+to+both+sequencers+to+get+them+synchronized%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+step+voltage+for+open+hat+sequencer.+Turning+all+the+way+to+the+left+should+skip+the+step.+Remember+you+only+need+one+open+hat+in+the+sequence%2c+on+4-and%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+step+voltage+for+the+kick+sequencer.+Turning+to+the+right+will+increase+the+number+of+beats+per+step.+If+you+turn+it+too+high%2c+it+will+appear+as+a+continuous+sound%2c+so+make+small+changes.+You+need+two+beats+on+the+first+step+to+match+the+previous+pattern%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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through a comparator to generate gates. If these need to be synced to a clock
for uniform gate lengths, then the sample and hold method discussed in the
previous section can be used. A clock can also be used to periodically trigger
the reset of the LFOs, forcing the pattern to repeat.

10.5 Euclidean rhythms

We’ve mostly discussed sequencing where the patterns have been designed by
hand, with the exception of probabilistic gate sequences and the recently men-
tioned sequenced generated by frequency-mismatched LFOs. What if there
was a more predictable, more rule-like way of generating patterns? Euclidean
rhythm is a recently discovered method that generates patterns in a rule-like
way (Toussaint, 2005). This approach gets its name from the Euclidean al-
gorithm for finding the greatest common divisor, which is the largest natural
number that divides two numbers, 𝑎 and 𝑏 without a remainder. Here’s how it
works. Suppose 𝑎 > 𝑏. Then the algorithm divides 𝑎 by 𝑏 to get a remainder
𝑐, e.g. 8/5 has remainder 3. If 𝑐 = 0, then 𝑏 is the greatest common divisor.
Otherwise repeat by substituting b and c for a and b, e.g. 5/3 has remainder
2.2

To map the Euclidean algorithm to beats, suppose that we want to evenly
distribute 𝑏 beats over 𝑝 positions, which we will call 𝐸(𝑏, 𝑝). Positions with no
beat are silent (𝑠). Then we parallel the structure of the Euclidean algorithm
and define division as pairing up the 𝑏 and 𝑠, with the unpaired 𝑠 forming the
remainder. The pairs substitute for 𝑏, the remainder substitutes for 𝑠, and the
process repeats until the remainder is a single element or there are no 𝑠. An
example of this process is shown in Table 10.2 for 𝐸(5, 13).

Table 10.2: Steps of the Euclidean algorithm for the greatest com-
mon divisor of 8 and 5 (left) and corresponding pattern of beats
(𝑥) and silences (.) in the Euclidean rhythm for 𝐸(5, 13) (right).
Note that the number of groups in the pattern, marked by vertical
bars, match the numbers 𝑎 and 𝑏. These bars are removed in final
result, x..x.x..x.x..

a b c Pattern
8 5 3 |x|x|x|x|x|.|.|.|.|.|.|.|.|
5 3 2 |x.|x.|x.|x.|x.|.|.|.|
3 2 1 |x..|x..|x..|x.|x.|
2 1 0 |x..x.|x..x.|x..|

2This is the division variant of Euclid’s algorithm. The original used subtraction and so is
slower and slightly more complicated because in subtraction, the difference isn’t guaranteed
to be smaller than the subtrahend.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euclidean_algorithm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euclidean_algorithm
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As shown in Table 10.2, Euclidean rhythms divide the number of beats across
positions as evenly as possible. If 𝑏 divides 𝑝 without remainder, then there will
be an equal number of silences between beats. It turns out that there is an even
easier way to calculate Euclidean rhythms by using Bresenham’s line algorithm:
using the equation for a line, at each natural number 𝑥, take the floor3 of 𝑦.
In this approach, 𝑥 is equivalent to 𝑝, each increase in 𝑦 is equivalent to 𝑏, and
each lack of increase in 𝑦 is equivalent to 𝑠. The result of the algorithm is shown
in shown in Figure 10.12. Note that the colored regions mark the closest fitting
line with slope 5/13 where the line is constrained to move in square units - this
is equivalent to distributing beats as evenly as possible across positions.

Figure 10.12: Example of Bresenham’s line algorithm for the example 𝐸(5, 13).

Euclidean rhythms can start at an offset into the sequence such that the skipped
early portion is then added to the end. This is sometimes called a rotation, and
different rotations are sometimes described as belonging to the same necklace.
Let’s apply Euclidean rhythms to the basic percussion patch from the beginning
of the chapter. We’ll use a special model that generates a Euclidean rhythm for
each percussion voice, along with a trigger to gate module. Try updating that
patch using the button in Figure 10.13.

Figure 10.13: Virtual modular for a percussion patch using Euclidean rhythms
for each voice.

As you can see from the patch, Euclidean rhythms is very compact and flexible,
since we can easily change the length of patterns without affecting the proportion
of hits and vice versa, just by turning a knob. However, we also lose some
precision. For example, it isn’t possible to make a double hit on the first beat

3A floor operation truncates the decimal portion of a number, e.g. 3.28 becomes 3.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bresenham%27s_line_algorithm
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=clock-division-drums-mschack.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2feuclidean-drums-mschack.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eRemove+Dividah+and+add+three+pairs+of+Eugene+and+DGATE+to+the+bottom+row%2c+one+per+voice.+The+first+pair+will+be+for+the+open+hat%2c+the+second+for+the+closed+hat%2c+and+the+third+for+the+kick+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+Clock+8ths+out+the+Eugene+for+the+closed+and+open+hats%2c+and+connect+the+Clock+beat+out+to+the+Eugene+for+the+kick%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+each+Eugene+out+to+its+corresponding+voice+trig+input+and+its+paired+DGATE+trig+input+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+each+DGATE+gate+out+to+its+corresponding+voice+level%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+length%2c+hits%2c+and+shift+for+each+Eugene+to+create+a+pattern.+Length+is+the+pattern+length%2c+hits+is+the+*percentage*+of+patterns+steps+that+have+a+beat%2c+and+shift+rotates+the+start+position+of+the+pattern.+The+effects+of+these+are+shown+on+the+Eugene+display%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIf+you+choose+1%2f8%2c+8%2f8%2c+and+4%2f4%2c+you+are+close+to+the+original+delayed+gate+pattern%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2feugene-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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because Euclidean rhythms by definition evenly distribute beats. So again, we
trade precision for compactness and flexibility. It’s worth noting that Euclidean
rhythms can also define scales. For example, 𝐸(5, 12) selects notes in the major
pentatonic scale, and 𝐸(7, 12) selects notes in the diatonic scale C major.

10.6 Sequential switches

The focus up to this point has been on creating patterns, but music typically
involves chains of patterns. While it would be possible to have repetitions of
a pattern in a sequencer, this is less compact because any change to a step
in the pattern would require changing that step everywhere the pattern was
repeated. Instead it makes sense to consider each pattern as a chunk sequence
these chunks. Sequential switches are type of module that makes it easy to
switch between different patterns in a sequence.

Sequential switches are also known as multiplexers and demultiplexers. A mul-
tiplexer is used to send 𝑁 different signals to 1 place (N:1), and a demultiplexer
is used to send 1 thing to 𝑁 different places (1:N). The signal can be anything,
including audio, and the destination is selected either by a clock or control volt-
age. When the selection is done by clock, each clock advances the switch just
like a clock advances a sequencer. When the selection is done by control voltage,
different voltage ranges select different destinations so that the selection can go
out of order.

As a concrete example, supposed you have a kick drum and you want to send
it a pattern, and when that pattern finishes, send it another pattern. That is
multiplexing because you have 𝑁 patterns you are sending to 1 place, the kick
drum. On the other hand, suppose you have a pattern that you’d first like to
send to flute voice, and when that pattern finishes, send the same pattern to
a violin voice, and so on. That is demultiplexing because you have 1 pattern
that you are sending 𝑁 different places. If this is confusing, it’s best to assume
multiplexing (N:1) as this seems to be the more common operation.

Let’s look at a simple example of using a sequential switch. In the previous
patch with a gate delay and gate multiplier, the kick had a double hit on the
first beat, and this was repeated every four beats. Suppose we wanted to repeat
every eight beats instead. One option is to fill up the sequencer with empty
steps, but another option is to divide the eight steps into two sequences of four
steps each. The first four step sequence is our original sequence, and the second
four step sequence is just the kick clock division. A clock division matching the
length of the patterns is sent to the switch to advance to the next pattern. Try
implementing this patch using the button in Figure 10.14.

Using a switch in this way suggests a general strategy for sequencing. Since each
of the techniques discussed in this chapter has its strengths and weaknesses with
respect to compactness, flexibility, and precision, it makes sense to alternate

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiplexer
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Figure 10.14: Virtual modular for a percussion patch using a sequential switch
to alternate between patterns.

between them depending on the needs of the sequencing problem at hand and
use sequential switches to combine them into larger patterns.

10.7 Check your understanding

1. Which of the following is suitable for combining sequences into larger
patterns?

• logic gates
• Euclidean rhythms
• speed variable clocks
• sequential switches

2. Which of the following is not a problem for sequencing using clock divisions
alone?

• regular beats
• offbeats
• rests
• rolls

3. How many Boolean logic operators are there?

• 3
• 4
• 2
• 5

4. Which of the following is not a parameter of Euclidean rhythms?

• rotation
• beats
• probability
• positions

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=clock-division-mshack-drums-offbeat-gate-delay-roll-seq-gate-mult.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fclock-division-mshack-drums-offbeat-gate-delay-roll-seq-gate-mult-pattern-change-sequential-switch.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+8%3a1+to+the+bottom+row+to+the+left+of+ADDR-SEQ+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Dividah+by+2+out+to+8%3a1+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+RGATE+gate+out+to+8%3a1+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Dividah+by+8+out+to+8%3a1+clock+input+and+Clock+reset+to+8%3a1+reset%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+the+8%3a1+steps+to+2+and+connect+8%3a1+out+to+kick+LVL+and+TRIG+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRun+the+patch+and+observe+the+following%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eThe+switch+is+changing+every+4+beats+%28see+the+light+moving+between+inputs%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eBoth+inputs+are+always+going%2c+but+the+switch+is+choosing+which+to+let+through+at+any+moment%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2f81-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a


Chapter 11

Modulating Generators

This chapter extends Chapter 6 and focuses entirely on audio-rate modula-
tion. Audio-rate modulation uses an audio-rate signal, typically an oscillator,
to modulate a parameter, most commonly a parameter on another oscillator.1
Although the basic idea is simple to explain, sounds produced can be complex
and require a new idea to understand: the sideband.

Before proceeding, let’s introduce some terminology. The audio rate signal
source will be called the modulator. The oscillator receiving the modulation is
the carrier. The strength of modulation the carrier receives from the modulator
will be called the modulation index. The modulation index defines how much
the parameter of the carrier changes around its default value. For example, if
a carrier has a frequency of 800 Hz, the modulator may cause it to go +/- 1
Hz (from 799 to 801 Hz) or +/- 100 Hz (from 700 Hz to 900 Hz). The signal
resulting from audio-rate modulation is the output.

Recall that we can describe any wave by its shape, amplitude, frequency, and
phase. If we assume we can describe any waveshape by a collection of sine waves
via Fourier transform, then we can focus on the amplitude, frequency, and phase
parameters of these waves. Audio-rate modulation can be performed on each
of these parameters. When the modulator acts on the amplitude parameter of
the carrier, the result is amplitude modulation (AM). When the modulator acts
on the frequency parameter of the carrier, the result is frequency modulation
(FM). And when the modulator acts on the phase parameter of the carrier, the
result is phase modulation (PM).

Each of these types of audio-rate modulation creates sidebands, which are new
partials in the output. Audio-rate modulation therefore is related to additive
synthesis in that both involve adding partials to change the timbre of the output
sound. The main difference is that audio-rate modulation is not strictly additive

1Audio-rate modulation of a filter’s cutoff is another common option but is beyond the
scope of this chapter. Try it!
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and can also remove or change some partials in the carrier. However, with
sufficient control of audio-rate modulation, one can create a wide variety of
sounds more efficiently than additive synthesis, as shown by the explosion of
inexpensive FM keyboards in the 1980’s, like the Yamaha DX7.

The following sections outline the use of audio-rate modulation in modular
sound synthesis according to the parameters of amplitude, frequency, and phase.
However, the story is somewhat complicated due to the history of synthesis, limi-
tations of analogue hardware, and mathematical relationships between methods.
There are actually two families of methods around amplitude and frequency that
cover all three parameters, as will be explained.

11.1 Modulating amplitude

The amplitude family includes amplitude modulation and ring modulation. The
difference between the two is that amplitude modulation stops producing sound
when the modulation signal crosses below zero and ring modulation continues
to produce sound. Although this difference may seem like a small one, it leads
to several differences in the resulting sidebands and therefore overall timbre.

11.1.1 Amplitude modulation

You might have heard of amplitude modulation (AM) before, as it was one of
the earliest technologies used in radio and is still in use today. We actually
already covered the basic idea of AM in Section 6.3.3 to produce tremolo. As
you recall, we used an LFO at relatively low rates to control a VCA, and the
VCA was controlling the output of our main oscillator. AM works exactly the
same way as this but at audio rates (>20 Hz). At audio rates, we can hear
sidebands, and the nature of the sound changes from an oscillation in loudness
to a new timbre.

The VCA is key to understanding AM. Recall that the VCA is a level control
that lets through a certain amount of signal, typically 0-100%.2. If you stop
to think about this mathematically, it means that the VCA is multiplying the
signal by a control value.3 For example, if the VCA control value is 50%, then it
is multiplying the incoming signal amplitude by .5. AM stops producing sound
when the control value crosses below zero because VCAs are defined to operate
in the 0-100% range, i.e., with unipolar control values only. So when the control
value crosses below zero, the VCA output simply stays at zero until the control
value becomes positive again. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 11.1.

2Most VCAs are attenuators and so only reduce signal. Some VCAs include amplifiers that
allow the gain on the signal to go above 100%

3The control value itself at any moment is determined by the output of the modulator and
thus it is the two signals that are being multiplied together, but for simplicity of exposition
fixed point values are emphasized.
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Figure 11.1: An example of amplitude modulation using sine waves for modu-
lator and carrier. Note that where the modulator signal (purple) is at its peak,
the output (yellow) is at greatest strength, but where the modulator signal is
negative, the output reduces to zero.

Side bands for AM are simplest for sine waves. If both modulator and carrier
are sine waves, the spectrum of the output will include a partial at the carrier
frequency 𝐶𝑓 and two partials offset by the modulator frequency 𝑀𝑓 , specifically
𝐶𝑓 − 𝑀𝑓 and 𝐶𝑓 + 𝑀𝑓 . The sidebands have less strength than the carrier, and
the strength of the sidebands is determined by the modulation index, which for
AM is defined as the peak change in output amplitude divided by the amplitude
of the carrier, Δ𝐴/𝐶𝑎.4 An example of peak change is given in Figure 11.2.

When the modulator and/or carrier are not sine waves, the sidebands contain
the sums and differences for all pairs of partials between the modulator and the
carrier. For example, if 𝑀𝑓 has 3 partials and 𝐶𝑓 has 5 partials, then there are
3∗5 partials in the lower sideband and the same number in the upper sideband.
Even though the carrier frequency is not the fundamental, it is perceived as the
pitch center of the sound, even when when the sidebands contain many partials.
Note that in the above formulas, any partial that crosses below zero disappears.
Also, if the modulator frequency goes above the carrier, 𝑀𝑓 > 𝐶𝑓 , the roles of
carrier and modulator are reversed.

Implementing AM synthesis as described above is relatively simple in our virtual
modular set up, but it has some surprises. First, if we want pure sine waves,
i.e. sine waves with only one harmonic, then we need to use wavetable oscillators,
which we’ve briefly mentioned a few times up to this point but never used. A
wavetable oscillator is a digital oscillator that defines a wave based on one
stored cycle of that wave. We need wavetable oscillators here to get a perfect
sine wave, because the virtual analogue implementations faithfully recreate the

4When the modulation index is at maximum, each sideband is half of the strength of the
carrier.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wavetable_synthesis
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Figure 11.2: An example of peak amplitude change using sine waves for mod-
ulator and carrier. The indicated difference in amplitude between the carrier
signal (red) and the output (yellow) is the peak amplitude change Δ𝐴.

imperfections of the original hardware. This is also true for real VCAs, which
tend to be a bit noisy, so we’ll need to use a specific VCA that we’ve never used
before. All this effort is only necessary to get a result that matches the previous
equations. Otherwise you may not care about these small imperfections that
give additional character to the sound through the extra sidebands they create.
Try creating a simple AM patch from scratch using the button in Figure 11.3
and look carefully at the sidebands it creates.

Figure 11.3: Virtual modular for amplitude modulation using pure sine waves.

AM synthesis will generally produce inharmonic sidebands unless the modulator
and carrier frequencies are chosen to create harmonic relationships. Using sine
waves for example, if modulator and carrier have the same frequency, then the
lower sideband will be zero and the upper sideband will be one octave above
the carrier, e.g. 100 and 200 Hz. We can describe such frequency relationships
between modulator and carrier in terms of ratios, so if both have the same
frequency, the ratio of C:M is 1:1. You can easily check that any N:1 ratio is
harmonic, for example using 200 Hz as the carrier would result in 100, 200, and
300 Hz harmonics. Likewise, N:2 where N is odd will give odd harmonics (100,
300, 500 Hz), and N:2 where N in even will give even harmonics (200, 400, 600
Hz). Typical frequency ratios associated with musical intervals shown in Table
12.1 may also be used to create chordal harmonic structures.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fam-example.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+two+WT+VCOs%2c+AMP%2c+Scope%2c+and+Sassy%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eOn+each+WT+VCO%2c+move+the+wavetable+position+knob+to+the+left+to+select+a+sine+wave.+The+intermediate+position+morph+between+other+waves+like+triangle+and+square%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+oscillator+on+the+left+%28modulator%29+to+the+AMP+CV+and+to+a+Sassy+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+oscilator+on+the+right+%28carrier%29+to+the+AMP+in+and+to+a+Sassy+input+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+AMP+out+to+Scope+in+and+a+Sassy+input.+Note+we+could+alternatively+use+other+VCAs+if+we+made+the+modulator+signal+unipolar%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eEnable+the+external+trigger+on+the+Scope%2c+connect+the+modulator+output+to+the+Scop+external+trigger%2c+and+adjust+Sassy+for+high-quality+spectrogram+output+%28left+top+sliders+down+to+1%2f32%2c+top+right+slider+up+to+1000ms%2c+freq+radiobutton%2c+4x+radiobutton%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+oscillator+frequencies+so+that+the+modulator+is+lower+than+the+carrier+and+the+difference+is+sufficient+to+show+on+Sassy+and+not+cross+below+zero+%28I+used+60+and+400%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+scopes+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eMouse+over+the+frequency+peaks+in+Sassy.+You+should+see+one+for+the+modulator%2c+one+for+the+carrier%2c+and+two+for+sidebands.+Check+their+values+and+compare+to+the+sideband+formula%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTemporarally+disconnect+the+Sassy+input+from+the+carrier.+You+should+now+see+a+peak+that+was+hidden+in+the+output+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+time+knob+on+the+scope+to+look+at+the+output+waveshape+across+scales.+You+should+see+the+characteristic+waveshape+presented+earlier.+Connect+the+modulator+output+to+the+second+Scope+input+to+recreate+the+figure%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eMove+the+modulator+wavetable+position+knob+slowly+upward+and+watch+the+change+in+Sassy.+You+will+see+both+new+peaks+in+the+spectrum+of+the+modulator+as+well+as+matching+peaks+in+sidebands+in+the+output+signal.%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fwtvco-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2famp-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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Table 11.1: Frequency ratios for musical intervals.

Frequency ratio Musical interval
2:1 Octave
3:2 Fifth
4:3 Fourth
5:4 Major third
6:5 Minor third

Typically when a harmonic relationship like this has been established, one wishes
to keep it intact while playing different notes. This is as easy to accomplish
as keeping two (or more) oscillators in tune as a chord while playing across
a keyboard. Try extending the last patch with a keyboard and use V/Oct
connections to keep the harmonic relationship between modulator and carrier
intact using the button in Figure 11.4. This patch is also a good opportunity
to explore the sounds of more complex modulator and carrier waves, as well as
inharmonic sounds.

Figure 11.4: Virtual modular for amplitude modulation with keyboard tracking.

AM creates an interesting sound with a fixed modulation index, but as with all
audio-rate modulations, we can also change that modulation index over time.
All that is needed is a signal that changes over time and something to attenuate
the modulation index in response to that signal. We can extend the last patch
along these lines by adding an envelope triggered by the keyboard where that
envelope controls another VCA. Every keypress will then cause a brief change
in the modulation index, which will correspondingly change the strength of the
sidebands. This effect is even more pronounced for non-sine waves because there
are more partials in the sidebands. Try modulating the modulation index with
an envelope using the button in Figure 11.5.

Figure 11.5: Virtual modular for amplitude modulation with keyboard tracking
where the modulation index is controlled by an envelope.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=am-example.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fam-keyboard-frequency-tracking.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Twelve-Key+and+Host+Audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eMove+Scope+and+Sassy+to+the+lower+row+to+make+space%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+12+ky+CV+to+both+oscillator+V%2fOct.+The+voltage+from+this+connection+will+be+summed+with+the+dialed+in+voltage+represented+by+each+oscillator%27s+frequency+knob%2c+so+when+each+receives+the+same+voltage+from+the+12+key%2c+the+relative+tuning+between+oscillators+will+not+change%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+AMP+out+to+Host+audio+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+the+oscillators+to+have+a+harmonic+relationship%2c+e.g.+N%3a1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scopes+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3ePlay+across+the+keyboard.+Notice+that+the+carrier%2c+which+is+the+strongest+harmonic%2c+defines+the+perceived+pitch+and+that+the+sidebands+remain+harmonic+with+it%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTemporarally+disconnect+the+modulator+V%2fOct+and+play+up+the+keyboard.+Note+on+most+keys+the+result+is+inharmonic+but+it+becomes+harmonic+on+other+keys+by+chance%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eReconnect+the+V%2fOct+and+move+the+modulator+wavetable+position+knob+slowly+upward+and+listen+to+the+change+in+the+sound.+Repeat+for+the+carrier+knob.+Note+that+the+carrier+remains+the+perceived+pitch+center+even+as+the+harmonics+increase+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=am-keyboard-frequency-tracking.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fam-keyboard-frequency-tracking-adsr-modulation-index.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+ADSR+and+another+AMP+to+the+right+of+the+carrier+VCO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+12+ky+gate+out+to+ADSR+gate+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADSR+out+to+the+new+AMP+CV+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+modulator+out+to+new+AMP+in%2c+new+AMP+out+to+old+AMP+CV%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scopes+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3ePlay+across+the+keyboard.+Notice+the+enveloped+sound+becomes+a+bit+brighter+and+the+brightness+fades+with+the+envelope.+This+is+analogous+to+having+filter+whose+cutoff+is+controlled+by+an+envelope%2c+but+without+using+a+filter+module!%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+gain+on+the+new+AMP+all+the+way+down.+You+should+see+a+sine+wave+on+the+scope.+Now+when+you+play+across+the+keyboard%2c+the+envelope+it+going+from+non-AM+to+AM+wherease+before%2c+it+was+baseline+AM+to+stronger+AM%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRepeat+the+above+with+non-sine+waveshapes+for+modulator+and+carrier.+The+effect+of+the+envelope+is+even+more+dramatic+in+these+cases%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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11.1.2 Ring modulation

Ring modulation (RM) is implemented the same way as AM, except with a VCA
where the control value can cross below zero. That means that RM multiplies
the carrier signal by the control value of the VCA, but since the control value
can be negative, the output can also be negative. Negative output may sound
strange at first, but it is exactly the same as positive output except inverted.
Thus RM operates just like AM except that RM will never stop at zero, and
when it crosses zero, the output is the same as above zero except inverted. This
behavior is illustrated in Figure 11.6.

Figure 11.6: An example of ring modulation using sine waves for modulator and
carrier. Note that where the modulator signal (purple) is at either its positive or
negative peak, the output (yellow) is at greatest strength. The overall amplitude
of the output is reduced relative to Figure 11.1 due to the removal of the carrier
frequency (see text).

Historically, ring modulation was performed by a circuit consisting of diodes
arranged in a ring, thus the name. Ring modulators and VCAs are sometimes
called four- and two-quadrant multipliers. On a VCA, the input signal can
be bipolar but the control value is unipolar. That means the VCA output
is restricted to two quadrants of the Cartesian plane. On a ring modulator,
both input signal and control can be bipolar, so the output can occur in all
four quadrants of the Cartesian plane. The difference between four- and two-
quadrant multipliers is illustrated in Figure 11.7. Ring modulators are also
sometimes called balanced modulators because the modulating signal spends as
much time being negative as positive.

Like AM, side bands for RM are easiest to understand for sine waves. The output
spectrum is the same as AM, except that the carrier frequency 𝐶𝑓 is removed,
leaving only the side bands 𝐶𝑓 − 𝑀𝑓 and 𝐶𝑓 + 𝑀𝑓 , and any sidebands that
cross below zero are reflected back as their absolute value instead of being lost.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ring_modulation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ring_modulation
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Figure 11.7: A two-quadrant multiplier multiplies a bipolar signal (carrier) and
a unipolar signal (control voltage), so has output in two quadrants (left). A
four-quadrant multiplier multiplies two bipolar signals, so has output in all four
quadrants (right).

Similarly, when the modulator and/or carrier are not sine waves, the sidebands
contain the sums and differences for all pairs of partials between the modulator
and the carrier. The modulation index for RM is likewise the same as AM, and
if the modulator frequency goes above the carrier, 𝑀𝑓 > 𝐶𝑓 , the roles of carrier
and modulator are reversed.

We can implement RM with a slight modification to the first AM patch. Again,
the choice of module is important to get identical behavior to the equations
above, though in practice, the character of small imperfections might be pre-
ferred. Try creating a simple RM patch extending the AM patch using the
button in Figure 11.8.

Figure 11.8: Virtual modular for ring modulation using pure sine waves.

In terms of harmonicity, RM is again identical to AM except for the properties of
missing the carrier frequency and reflections of sideband partials off zero. The
missing carrier means that the overall spectrum will no longer have a strong
pitch center. However, our perception tends to fill in the missing frequency of
the carrier such that the pitch still seems centered there, just not as strongly.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=am-example.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2frm-example.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+feidah%2c+copy+the+connections+from+AMP+over+to+it%2c+and+remove+AMP%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+scopes+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eMouse+over+the+frequency+peaks+in+Sassy.+You+should+see+one+for+the+modulator%2c+one+for+the+carrier%2c+and+two+for+sidebands.+Check+their+values+and+compare+to+the+sideband+formula%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTemporarally+disconnect+the+Sassy+input+from+the+carrier.+You+should+see+that+this+carrier+partial+is+missing+from+the+ring+mod+output%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+time+knob+on+the+scope+to+look+at+the+output+waveshape+across+scales.+You+should+see+the+characteristic+waveshape+presented+earlier.+Connect+the+modulator+output+to+the+second+Scope+input+to+recreate+the+figure%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eMove+the+modulator+wavetable+position+knob+slowly+upward+and+watch+the+change+in+Sassy.+You+will+see+both+new+peaks+in+the+spectrum+of+the+modulator+as+well+as+matching+peaks+in+sidebands+in+the+output+signal.%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2ffeidah-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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Reflected sideband partials have potential to interfere with other partials, but
this will occur only when the modulator or carrier has a richer waveshape than
sign and thus higher harmonics to subtract. Otherwise the same concepts about
harmonic frequency ratios, keyboard tracking, and modulating the modulation
index apply to RM as AM. Try extending the final AM patch to RM using the
button in Figure 11.9. This patch is also a good opportunity to explore how the
sound of RM differs from AM.

Figure 11.9: Virtual modular for ring modulation with keyboard tracking.

RM and AM are similar in operation and in sound. The main differences revolve
around the missing carrier component and sidebands reflecting off zero. Both
of these emphasize sidebands in RM, because the sidebands have more energy
in them and are never destroyed. In contrast, AM puts more weight on the
carrier frequency and less on the sidebands. Another way of looking at the
difference is that RM copies the characteristics of the carrier into the sidebands
without including the carrier, whereas AM copies the same characteristics to a
lesser extent and includes the carrier. This makes RM potentially more useful
as an audio processing tool than AM. These differences between AM and RM
are illustrated in Figure 11.10.

Figure 11.10: AM (left) and RM (right) for a square wave modulator (blue)
and a saw wave carrier (yellow). Note that the energy of the saw wave carrier
is more strongly preserved in AM, whereas in RM, the characteristics of the
carrier are preserved without preserving its energy.

11.2 Modulating frequency

The frequency family includes frequency modulation and phase modulation.
Since 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 ∗ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒, frequency and phase modulation are closely

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=rm-keyboard-frequency-tracking-adsr-modulation-index.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2frm-keyboard-frequency-tracking.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+two+feidahs%2c+copy+the+connections+from+the+AMPs+over+to+them%2c+and+remove+the+AMPs%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+the+oscillators+to+have+a+harmonic+relationship%2c+e.g.+N%3a1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scopes+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3ePlay+across+the+keyboard.+Notice+that+even+with+the+carrier+missing%2c+it+still+defines+the+perceived+pitch+and+the+sidebands+remain+harmonic+with+it.+Notice+the+change+in+brightness+with+the+envelope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTemporarally+disconnect+the+modulator+V%2fOct+and+play+up+the+keyboard.+Note+the+result+is+perhaps+a+bit+less+inharmonic+than+AM+under+these+conditions%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eReconnect+the+V%2fOct+and+move+the+modulator+wavetable+position+knob+slowly+upward+and+listen+to+the+change+in+the+sound.+Note+that+as+the+shape+approaches+saw%2c+the+carrier+frequency+is+filled+in+by+reflection.+Repeat+for+the+carrier+knob.+Note+that+the+missing+carrier+remains+the+perceived+pitch+center+even+as+the+harmonics+increase.%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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related. However, understanding this modulation family in modular synthesis
requires understanding not just the math behind them but also the history.
Many modular synthesis methods involving this family are actually approxi-
mations rather than exact implementations. Each approximation has its own
characteristic sound that is now part of the genre of electronic music. Thus
understanding this family requires understanding both the true methods and
the approximations.

11.2.1 Frequency modulation

Frequency modulation (FM) is a widespread method for radio transmission,
just like AM. In the context of modular synthesis, FM is strongly associated
with Chowning (1973), whose work in the 1970s was used in the Yamaha FM
synthesizers, notably the DX7.5 Historically, FM synthesis methods have only
approximated true FM. The purpose of this section is thus to explain true FM
so that approximations have a common reference point.
We previously covered the basic idea of FM in Section 6.3.2 to produce vibrato.
As you recall, we used an LFO at relatively low rates to control a VCA, and
the VCA was controlling the V/Oct of our main oscillator. In FM we don’t
use a VCA but instead an attenuverter/polarizer, i.e. FM crosses zero just like
RM. The attenuverter/polarizer is often integrated into the carrier oscillator
with a corresponding FM input. The voltage into the carrier’s FM input is
added to the voltage into the carrier’s V/Oct input, so when only one input
is used, these two inputs are interchangeable. When using both, the V/Oct
defines the carrier’s frequency, and the FM input defines the variation around
that frequency. Thus as the modulator’s strength increases,6 the frequency of
the output increases, and as the modulator’s strength decreases, the frequency
of the output decreases, as shown in Figure 11.11.
As with AM and RM, FM creates sidebands symmetrically around the carrier
frequency. However, FM creates an infinite number of sideband partials rather
than just two - even when the modulator and carrier are sine waves. These side
band partials are arranged in pairs as 𝐶𝑓 − 𝑛𝑀𝑓 and 𝐶𝑓 + 𝑛𝑀𝑓 , where 𝑛 is a
natural number. The FM sideband formula is the same as the AM/RM formula
except that for AM/RM, 𝑛 is fixed at 1 instead of ranging from 1 to infinity.
FM side bands have several unusual behaviors with respect to phase. When 𝑛 is
odd, the side band partials below 𝐶𝑓 have reversed phase. Additionally, partials
that cross zero will reflect with a reversal of phase. The above is also true when
the modulator and carrier are non-sine waves, in which case each pairing of
partials between them creates a new sideband pair. To avoid confusion around
the word “pair,” the following discussion of sidebands will be restricted to sine
waves.

5Technically Chowning’s FM is phase modulation, as will be discussed later in the chapter.
6The strength of the modulation is the amplitude of the modulation, just like the strength

of any wave is the amplitude of the wave.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frequency_modulation_synthesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frequency_modulation_synthesis
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Figure 11.11: Voltage controlled oscillators typically have an FM input (lower
left) in addition to a V/Oct input (upper left). The voltage from these two
inputs is internally summed, thus V/Oct can be used to define a center fre-
quency and FM can be used to define a variation around that frequency. Note
the attenuator knob directly above the FM jack can be used to attenuate the
FM voltage and therefore the strength of the modulation. The effect of the
modulator through the FM jack (right) causes the carrier (yellow) to increase
or decrease in frequency according to the value of the modulator (blue).

The FM modulation index is defined as the peak change in output frequency
divided by the highest frequency component of the modulator, Δ𝐹/𝑀𝑓 . Chang-
ing the modulation index has a dramatic effect on the timbre for several reasons.
First, the modulation index controls how many sideband partials are audible.
Although FM produces infinite sidebands, most of the partials have negligible
amplitude and are imperceptible. According to Carson’s bandwith rule, 98% of
the energy in the spectrum is within a bandwidth defined by 2(Δ𝐹 + 𝑀𝑓), so
holding 𝑀𝑓 constant, the FM bandwidth will increase as the modulation index
increases. Larger bandwidth affects the timbre of the sound by increasing the
audible sideband partials and increasing the opportunities for partials to reflect
off zero and interfere with existing partials. Second, as the modulation index
increases, each sideband pair defined by 𝑛 changes in amplitude according to
its own Bessel function, and once the Bessel function crosses below zero, the
sideband pair reverses phase. The amplitude changes created by the Bessel
functions ripple outward for increasing 𝑛 as the modulation index increases, as
shown in Figure 11.12. So the FM modulation index changes both the number
of sideband partials and their relative strengths at the same time, both of which
affect timbre.

Figure 11.12 illustrates how the brightness of the sound increases as the modu-
lation index increases. Because there is a fluctuating loss of energy behind the
peaking Bessel functions, the pitch center feels somewhat unstable as the mod-

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carson_bandwidth_rule
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Figure 11.12: Vimeo video of FM sideband pair amplitudes following Bessel
functions as the modulation index increases. Image © Jeffery Hass.

ulation index increases. Depending on where the carrier frequency falls along
equal loudness contours (see Chapter 2), the perceived pitch can appear to move
up or down as the modulation index increases. For example, the pitch in Fig-
ure 11.12 is about 700 Hz, at which point human hearing has more sensitivity
to higher frequencies than lower frequencies. Thus as the modulation index
increases, the upper sideband is perceived as louder than the lower sideband,
causing a perception of upward pitch shift.

FM harmonic ratios of carrier to modulator (C:M) are likewise more complex
than for AM/RM because FM sidebands are infinite and reflect from zero out of
phase. Additionally, sideband partials may already be inverted if they are both
odd and less than the carrier frequency or if their Bessel function drops below
zero. If we only consider reflection from zero and ignore the other complexities,
a 1:1 ratio will produce all harmonics and thus be similar to a saw wave. This
is because the first lower sideband partial is 1 − 1 = 0, and all negative partials
for higher 𝑛 reflect back on top of their positive counterparts. Thus for 1:1, the
carrier frequency is the fundamental, and the lower sideband is reflected on top
of the upper sideband. Another simple example is 1:2. Since every sideband
partial will be 1 ± 𝑛2, the partials will always be odd, giving a spectrum similar
to a square wave. Again the lower sideband will reflect across zero on top of the
upper sideband, and the carrier frequency will be the fundamental.

Properties of C:M ratios can be generalized across integers. For example, any
N:1 will generate all harmonics starting at the value of 1, though the carrier will
only be the fundamental for 1:1. Ratio 1:N will skip every nth partial, e.g. for
1:3, partials 3, 9, 27, and so on will be skipped. Ratio N:2 will yield only even

https://vimeo.com/309150702
https://vimeo.com/jeffreyhass
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partials if N is even and only odd partials if N is odd. These examples show
how different ratios can create the same result and illustrates the complexity of
this topic, even under our current simplifying assumptions.

If we consider ratios that produce the same result as a family, then we can
describe families using a single ratio called the normal form ratio by taking
|𝐶 − 𝑀| until the result is either 1:1 or 𝑀 ≥ 2𝐶. For example, any N:1 will
reduce to 1:1 in normal form because we repeatedly subtract 1 from N until
1:1 is reached. An important use of normal form ratios is to tell if a ratio is
harmonic or not. Any harmonic ratio will have a normal form of 1:N, and any
other normal form ratio will be inharmonic. For example, 2:7 is in normal form
because 𝑀 ≥ 2𝐶, but it is not 1:N, so it is inharmonic. An extended table of
interesting ratios has been developed by Truax (1977).

Keyboard tracking with FM requires no additional effort relative to AM/RM.
Even though the modulation index, Δ𝐹/𝑀𝑓 , depends on the frequency of the
modulator, if we send the same V/Oct to modulator and carrier, the numerator
and denominator of the modulation index will change by the same amount so
the modulation index overall will not change. Thus timbre will remain constant
across the keyboard using the same approach to keyboard tracking as AM/RM.

The discussion to this point has focused on basic FM. Even basic FM is fairly nu-
anced and complex, which explains why FM was first properly implemented dig-
itally. More advanced digital applications of FM involve modulators modulating
other modulators, sometimes with feedback loops (so modulators are modulat-
ing themselves). These advanced digital algorithms are typically defined using
operators, where each operator is an oscillator, VCA, and envelope, as shown
in Figure 11.13. For reference, the DX7 uses six operators - the equivalent of
18 modules! While the number of modules required to implement advanced
FM algorithms in analogue may sometimes be impractical, understanding the
correspondence between operators and modules will help you import ideas from
digital FM into analogue.

Figure 11.13: Two operator FM. Image © Clusternote/CC-BY-SA-3.0.

http://www.sfu.ca/%7Etruax/fmtut.html
https://www.soundonsound.com/techniques/more-frequency-modulation#para5
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2op_FM.svg
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This section is one of the most technical in the book, and it’s easy to get lost in
the details of FM. The most important things to remember about true FM are:

• The FM modulation index changes timbre, becoming more bright with
higher index

• FM sidebands reflect off zero and interfere with partials in complex ways,
creating a variety of sounds

• C:M ratios broadly define FM harmonic structure, and some C:M ratios
are inharmonic

11.2.2 Analogue exponential frequency modulation

Although frequency modulation has been traced back as far as the 1940s (Bode,
1984), exponential frequency modulation (EFM) seems most strongly associated
with the modular synthesizers after the 1960s when Robert Moog advanced the
exponential volt per octave standard. In EFM, the output is moved an equal
musical interval around the carrier’s default value. For example, suppose a
±1𝑉 modulation signal goes into a 400 Hz carrier’s FM input. Then the first pair
of sidebands will be 200 Hz and 800 Hz, or half and double the carrier frequency,
respectively. Since the output spends more time above 400 Hz than below it,
the perceived pitch is shifted above 400 Hz. The EFM pitch shift increases
as the modulation index increases (Hutchins, 1975) and is very problematic for
staying in tune with other instruments. Workarounds to the pitch shift problem
for EFM include playing with other pitched instruments over a narrow frequency
range where the shift is negligible, not playing with other pitched instruments
at all, and using EFM for percussion only.

The effect of modulating by an equal musical interval goes beyond pitch shift. As
the EFM modulation index increases and the sidebands grow, they become in-
creasingly asymmetric, which breaks the normal FM harmonic ratios (Hutchins,
1975). Recall that normal FM harmonic ratios are heavily dependent on the
property of reflecting off zero. In EFM, partials rarely reflect off zero because the
change in frequency can never reach zero7 and the overall pitch shift pulls the
lower sideband away from zero. Thus the partials mostly don’t reflect off zero,
and the normal harmonic ratios are no longer valid. In practice this means that
it is difficult to get a stable output that is strongly harmonic as the modulation
index increases, in addition to the pitch shift problem.

Despite these challenges, EFM has a history in electronic music and has been
widely used for percussive and inharmonic sounds. Let’s build up some patches
to explore EFM, starting with a basic patch to investigate the sidebands and
pitch shift. Try simple EFM with sine waves using the button in Figure 11.14
and note the effect of the modulation index on sidebands, pitch shift, and the
harmonicity of the timbre.

7Exponential functions don’t cross zero.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moog_synthesizer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moog_synthesizer
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Figure 11.14: Virtual modular for exponential frequency modulation illustrating
pitch shift and inharmonicity with increasing modulation index.

As you can see from the patch in Figure 11.14, increasing the modulation index
very quickly shifts the pitch up and makes the sound less harmonic. To my ears
the inharmonic aspect is essentially immediate and the pitch shift is noticeable
around 10%. Similarly, changing the waveshape of the modulator from sine to
anything else creates a pitch shift because the modulation index is based on the
highest frequency component of 𝑀𝑓 .

We can use mathematical thinking to highlight what EFM is doing and how
it diverges from true FM. Recall that a 1:1 ratio means that the carrier is
the fundamental of a harmonic series with all harmonics. What will happen
in EFM if we use a 1:1 ratio? Try extending the last patch to add keyboard
tracking using the button in Figure 11.15. While keyboard tracking isn’t strictly
necessary for this demonstration, it makes it more fun and sets up comparisons
with other forms of FM.

Figure 11.15: Virtual modular for exponential frequency modulation with key-
board tracking and exploring a 1:1 ratio.

The patch in Figure 11.15 demonstrates workable EFM keyboard tracking for
a moderate fixed modulation index, as expected.8 However, the patch also
demonstrates how EFM, even using a small modulation index, diverges from
true FM. Not only do we find rogue harmonics below the fundamental, which
should not happen with a 1:1 ratio, but we also see the a broad shift in the
spectrum as the modulation index is modulated by an LFO, which badly affects
EFM’s pitch stability during modulation index changes. These imperfections
of EFM give it an interesting sound, so as previously stated, these problems
may not be problems depending on the musical goal. Neither staying in tune
with other instruments across multiple octaves nor dynamically changing the
modulation index are necessary in every situation.

In addition to its distinctive pitched sound, EFM works quite well in percussive
voices. The kick drum patch in Section 8.3.1 actually used FM in the sense of

8For example, with feidah at .5 I get zero pitch shift across an octave from C4 to C5 but
6 cents of shift over two octaves, which is generally perceptible.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=rm-example.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fefm-example.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eRemove+feidah+and+add+Host+audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+modulator+out+to+the+carrier+FM+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+carrier+out+to+Scope+in+1+and+modulator+out+to+Scope+in+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+carrier+out+to+Host+audio+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+the+oscillators+to+have+a+harmonic+relationship%2c+e.g.+N%3a1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scopes+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eTurn+up+the+FM+carrier+knob+slightly.+Mouse+over+the+frequency+peaks+in+Sassy.+You+should+see+one+for+the+modulator%2c+one+for+the+carrier%2c+and+two+for+sidebands.+Check+their+values+against+the+sideband+formula+with+exponential+modulation+%28i.e.+half+and+double+C+%2b%2f-+M%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSlowly+turn+up+the+carrier+FM+knob.+This+will+increase+the+modulation+index.+Observe+the+changes+in+both+the+spectrum+and+the+pitch+of+the+sound.+At+what+modulation+index+does+the+pitch+seem+to+noticably+change%3f+Does+the+sound+become+inharmonic+at+a+different+time+or+the+same+time%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+carrier+FM+knob+down+to+a+low+but+not+zero+level.+Now+increase+the+waveshape+knob+on+the+modulator+and+note+the+change+in+pitch.+This+is+because+the+modulation+index+is+based+on+the+highest+frequency+component+of+the+modulator%2c+so+when+you+use+a+waveshape+with+higher+harmonics%2c+the+modulation+index+will+also+change.%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=efm-example.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fefm-keyboard-frequency-tracking.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eMove+the+VCOs+to+the+upper+row%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+12+key+to+the+lower+row+and+connect+its+CV+out+to+the+modulator+and+carrier+V%2fOct%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+the+oscillators+to+have+a+1%3a1+relationship%2c+with+both+at+800+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scopes+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+FM+knob+and+note+the+change+in+timbre%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChoose+a+timbre+with+few+enough+sidebands+that+you+can+easily+count+them%2c+then+play+up+the+keyboard+and+note+if+the+number+changes+and+sounds+changes.+Now+change+the+keyboard+octave+up+by+2+and+play+across+the+keyboard+again.+Notice+how+the+timbre+remains+the+same%2c+as+expected%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTake+the+FM+knob+back+down+to+zero%2c+set+the+12+key+octave+to+4%2c+and+press+the+leftmost+key+%28which+sends+0+volts%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSassy+should+show+a+peak+at+800+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIncrease+the+FM+knob+and+remember+you+should+NOT+see+any+partials+below+800+Hz+in+true+FM%2c+but+one+appears+almost+immediately+around+5%25+FM%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAs+you+continue+to+move+the+knob%2c+that+rogue+harmonic+moves+up%2c+as+does+the+carrier%2c+and+more+rogue+harmonics+appear+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+feidah+between+the+VCOs+on+the+top+row+and+an+LFO+to+the+bottom+row+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+modulator+out+to+feidah+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+feidah+out+to+carrier+FM+in+and+turn+both+the+feidah+level+and+FM+knob+to+fully+open+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+LFO+triangle+out+to+the+feidah+vca+in+and+set+the+LFO+frequency+to+.1+or+less%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eNotice+the+pitch+shift+we+expect+from+EFM+but+also+the+corresponding+change+in+harmonics%2c+with+the+rogue+harmonics+appearing+below+the+carrier+frequency+and+all+partials+moving+up%2c+even+though+the+VCO+frequencies+are+constant.+This+illustrates+the+massive+pitch+stability+problem+for+EFM+when+the+modulation+index+changes%3a+the+fundamental+is+being+supplanted+by+rogue+harmonics+and+the+spectrum+is+being+shifted+at+the+same+time%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cent_(music)
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modulating the V/Oct of a sine wave, albeit for a single-cycle envelope. As a
more interesting example, we can use an envelope to control both overall sound
and the modulation index to create a bell like sound. Try extending the last
patch to with an envelope to create a bell sound using the button in Figure
11.16.

Figure 11.16: Virtual modular for exponential frequency modulation to create
a bell sound.

11.2.3 Analogue linear frequency modulation

In analogue linear frequency modulation (LFM), the output is moved in equal
frequencies around the carrier’s default value. Thus LFM matches the behav-
ior of true FM previously discussed, e.g. a 100 Hz modulator and 400 Hz carrier
will create side bands at 300 Hz and 500 Hz. Because LFM spends equal time
above and below the carrier frequency, pitch shift is not an intrinsic problem as
it is in EFM. In modular, LFM is implemented invisibly: a module will except
V/Oct into an FM jack, but internally that signal will be processed as a linear
signal.

While LFM is a is closer approximation of true FM, it’s still an imperfect ap-
proximation that leads to the same types of problems as EFM. Recall the ba-
sic problem with EFM was asymmetry of the sidebands. Because the upper
sideband was wider than the lower sideband, and this asymmetry grew with in-
creasing modulation index, EFM’s pitch shifts upward and the harmonic ratios
are destroyed. In EFM, these problems are intrinsic because EFM moves the
output in equal musical intervals rather than equal frequencies. Even though
LFM doesn’t intrinsically have this asymmetry problem, it has the asymmetry
problem in practical use.

To understand the asymmetry problem for LFM, consider a simple example.
Suppose a 100 Hz modulator and 400 Hz carrier as before. As we increase
the strength of the modulation, the peak change in output frequency Δ𝐹 will
increase, as will the modulation index, which is defined as Δ𝐹/𝑀𝑓 . When
the modulation index is 4, Δ𝐹 = 400𝐻𝑧, the output ranges from 0 Hz to 800
Hz. Because analogue oscillators that implement LFM don’t go below zero but
rather stop at zero, FM becomes asymmetric at this point and ranges over more
frequencies above the carrier than below it, leading to pitch shift. The pitch
shift pulls sidebands away from zero, which destroys harmonic ratios just like
EFM.

Perhaps the best way to contrast EFM and LFM is that in EFM, these are

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=efm-keyboard-frequency-tracking.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fefm-keyboard-bell.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+ADSR+and+QuadVCA%2fMixer+to+the+top+row+on+the+right%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+carrier+out+to+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+QuadVCA%2fMixer+mix+out+to+Host+audio+L%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADSR+out+to++QuadVCA%2fMixer+CV+input+1+and+feidah+VCA+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+12+key+out+to+ADSR+gate+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scopes+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+ADSR+to+get+a+bell+like+timbre+with+feidah+level+set+at+25%25%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eOnce+the+ADSR+is+set%2c+increase+feidah+level+to+get+a+better+timbre%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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intrinsic problems, whereas for LFM, these problems arise at a relatively higher
modulation index. In practice, however, we typically want a higher modulation
index in order to get interesting timbres, and it is at this point where the
differences between EFM and LFM become less clear. My experience with
LFM is that it has better keyboard tracking when using an equivalent small
modulation index with EFM, e.g. half the pitch shift over 4 octaves. Other
than that, it seems one can consider LFM to be a linearized version of EFM
with basically the same characteristics. The linear response of LFM means that
turning a knob to increase the modulation index will not increase it as quickly as
the exponential response of EFM, but under conditions where their modulation
indices can be matched, their frequency spectrums are very similar.
We can investigate these issues again by using a 1:1 ratio and comparing the
results to EFM. Try extending the EFM keyboard patch to add LFM using the
button in Figure 11.17. As you can see, the pitch shift occurs with LFM just
like EFM, but the shift is less for the same LFO range.

Figure 11.17: Virtual modular for linear frequency modulation with keyboard
tracking and exploring a 1:1 ratio.

11.2.4 Analogue through-zero frequency modulation

Analogue through-zero frequency modulation (TZFM), is perhaps the easiest
FM to understand if you understand true FM, because TZFM is true FM! Like
LFM, TZFM output moves in equal frequencies around the carrier’s default
value, but when the modulator drives the carrier’s frequency below zero, TZFM
oscillators will go through zero instead of stopping at zero like LFM. Going
“through zero” is implemented by flipping the waveform, and is perhaps most
easily understood as running the waveform backwards. Again, this is true FM:
normal symmetric sidebands, no pitch shifting, and perfect harmonic ratios.
Let’s take a look at TZFM using a 1:1 ratio and comparing the results to EFM
and LFM. Try extending the LFM keyboard patch using the button in Figure
11.18. As you can see, there’s no pitch shift and no rogue harmonics.

Figure 11.18: Virtual modular for through zero frequency modulation with key-
board tracking and exploring a 1:1 ratio.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=efm-keyboard-frequency-tracking.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2flfm-keyboard-frequency-tracking.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eDisconnect+the+LFO+for+now%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eDuplicate+the+modulator+and+feidah+and+move+the+duplicates+to+the+right+of+the+EFM+modules+on+the+top+row%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+evenVCO+to+the+right.+It+uses+a+linear+FM+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eevenVCO+uses+octaves%2fsemitones+instead+of+frequency.+Set+Octave+to+.5+and+Tune+to+-4.6525+semitones+to+get+800+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eWire+up+the+linear+FM+modules+just+like+the+EFM+modules%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIf+you+want%2c+use+the+Label+module+to+mark+off+the+EFM+and+LFM+sections+%28right+click+to+enter+text%29+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+an+8%3a1+switch+to+the+right+of+the+12+key+and+a+Triggers+MKIII+to+the+right+of+that%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRun+the+EFM+out+to+the+first+input+of+the+8%3a1+and+run+the+8%3a1+output+to+all+the+places+the+EFM+out+previously+went+%28scope%2c+sassy%2c+host+audio%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+LFM+to+the+2nd+8%3a1+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+the+8%3a1+steps+to+2+and+connect+the+top+Triggers+out+to+the+8%3a1+clock+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+can+now+switch+between+EFM+and+LFM+by+pushing+a+button.+Make+sure+LFM+is+selected%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scopes+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+feidah+level+knob+and+note+the+change+in+timbre%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChoose+a+timbre+with+few+enough+sidebands+that+you+can+easily+count+them%2c+then+play+up+the+keyboard+and+note+if+the+number+changes+and+sounds+changes.+Now+change+the+keyboard+octave+up+by+2+and+play+across+the+keyboard+again.+Notice+how+the+timbre+remains+the+same%2c+as+expected%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTake+the+feidah+leve+back+down+to+zero%2c+set+the+12+key+octave+to+4%2c+and+press+the+leftmost+key+%28which+sends+0+volts%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSassy+should+show+a+peak+at+800+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIncrease+the+feidah+level+and+remember+you+should+NOT+see+any+partials+below+800+Hz+in+true+FM%2c+but+one+appears+around+.2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAs+you+continue+to+move+the+knob%2c+that+rogue+harmonic+moves+up%2c+as+does+the+carrier%2c+and+more+rogue+harmonics+appear+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+feidah+level+to+full+on+and+connect+the+LFO+triangle+out+to+the+feidah+vca+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eNotice+the+pitch+shift+and+change+in+harmonics+are+qualitatively+similar+to+EFM%2c+with+the+rogue+harmonics+appearing+below+the+carrier+frequency+and+all+partials+moving+up%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+can+use+the+push+button+to+switch+between+EFM+and+LFM.+Notice+that+the+pitch+shift+is+greater+for+EFM+over+the+same+LFO+range%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fevenvco-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2flabel-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
http://electronotes.netfirms.com/EN206.pdf
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=lfm-keyboard-frequency-tracking.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftzfm-keyboard-frequency-tracking.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eDisconnect+the+LFO+for+now%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eDuplicate+the+modulator+and+feidah+and+move+the+duplicates+to+the+right+of+the+LFM+modules+on+the+top+row%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Bogg+Audio+VCO+%28the+carrier%29+to+the+right+and+set+its+frequency+to+800+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTurn+the+carrier+FM+knob+all+the+way+up+and+move+the+switch+to+LIN+%28this+is+TZFM+on+this+module%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eWire+up+the+TZFM+modules+just+like+the+LFM+modules%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIf+you+want%2c+use+the+Label+module+to+mark+off+the+TZFM+section+%28right+click+to+enter+text%29+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRun+the+carrier+out+to+the+3rd+input+of+the+8%3a1+and+set+the+8%3a1+steps+to+3+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+can+now+switch+between+EFM%2c+LFM%2c+and+TZFM+by+pushing+a+button.+Make+sure+TZFM+is+selected%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scopes+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+feidah+level+knob+and+note+the+change+in+timbre%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChoose+a+timbre+with+few+enough+sidebands+that+you+can+easily+count+them%2c+then+play+up+the+keyboard+and+note+if+the+number+changes+and+sounds+changes.+Now+change+the+keyboard+octave+up+by+2+and+play+across+the+keyboard+again.+Notice+how+the+timbre+remains+the+same%2c+as+expected%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTake+the+feidah+leve+back+down+to+zero%2c+set+the+12+key+octave+to+4%2c+and+press+the+leftmost+key+%28which+sends+0+volts%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSassy+should+show+a+peak+at+800+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIncrease+the+feidah+level+-+you+will+not+see+any+partials+below+800+Hz+and+you+will+not+see+the+carrier+move+off+800+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+feidah+level+to+.5+to+approximately+match+the+spectrum+of+EFM+and+LFM+on+and+connect+the+LFO+triangle+out+to+the+feidah+vca+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eNotice+the+timbre+gets+brighter+and+the+pitch+center+is+a+little+unstable%2c+but+this+is+what+we+expect+from+FM+and+the+result+is+quite+different+from+EFM+and+LFM+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+can+use+the+push+button+to+switch+between+all+three+FMs+to+further+compare%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fboggvco-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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11.2.5 Phase modulation

Phase modulation (PM) is very similar to frequency modulation - in fact Chown-
ing’s FM used in the DX7 was PM, not FM! Recall that phase and frequency
are very closely related. Figure 11.19 shows how the angle on the wheel from
0 to 2𝑝𝑖 corresponds to one wavelength of a sine wave. We can view frequency
like speed: the change in angle over time. Since both frequency and phase can
be described in terms of angle, both FM and PM are types of angle modulation.

Figure 11.19: Relation between angle (in radians) and the wavelength of a sine
wave. Image © Brews ohare/CC-BY-4.0.

We can think of PM similarly to TZFM. When the modulator is positive, it
adds phase to the carrier (moves forward in time along the carrier), and when
the modulator changes direction, it subtracts phase from the carrier (moves
backward in time along the carrier). This makes PM “through zero” and so
operate with symmetric sidebands and proper harmonic ratios.

There are two main differences between PM and true FM. First, the modulation
index for PM is simply Δ𝜃, where 𝜃 is the peak phase deviation. This differs from
true FM, where the modulation index also depends on 𝑀𝑓 , the highest frequency
component of the modulator. The other difference with PM is that, relative to
FM, it has different scaling factors and phase offsets. These differences don’t
seem to matter for sine wave modulators, but for other signals, the differences
get more interesting. For example, FM using a square wave gives the same
result as PM on a triangle wave. So it isn’t correct to say that PM and FM are
identical, though they are very similar.

To round off this chapter, try adding PM to the TZFM keyboard patch using
the button in Figure 11.20. As with TZFM, there’s no pitch shift and no rogue
harmonics using a 1:1 ratio, just a slightly different sensitivity of the modulation
index to the attenuverter/polarizer. The timbre is identical to TZFM for an
equivalent modulation index.

Table 11.2 summarizes the important properties of the frequency modulation
methods discussed in this section If one wants a method that behaves like true
FM, TZFM and PM are good choices. However, if one wants the character of
EFM or LFM, that can’t be denied.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angle_modulation
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/08/Sine_curve_drawing_animation.gif
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sine_curve_drawing_animation.gif
https://moinsound.wordpress.com/2011/03/04/frequency-modulation-or-phase-modulation-synthesizer-technologies/
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/software/snd/snd/fm.html
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/software/snd/snd/fm.html
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Figure 11.20: Virtual modular for phase modulation with keyboard tracking
and exploring a 1:1 ratio.

Table 11.2: Behaviors of frequency modulation methods discussed
in this section. Linear FM items are marked with an asterisk when
they are true for practical purposes but not always true.

Behavior EFM LFM TZFM PM
Symmetric
sidebands

no no* yes yes

C:M ratios broken broken perfect perfect
Pitch shift yes yes* no no

11.3 Check your understanding

1. When a signal’s amplitude is modulated, the result is:

• phase modulation
• amplitude modulation
• frequency modulation

2. When a signal’s phase is modulated, the result is:

• frequency modulation
• amplitude modulation
• phase modulation
• frequency hopping

3. What type of frequency modulation moves the output signal an equal
musical interval around the carrier’s default value?

• through-zero linear FM
• linear FM
• exponential FM
• PM

4. What causes pitch shift in frequency modulation?

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=tzfm-keyboard-frequency-tracking.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fpm-keyboard-frequency-tracking.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eDisconnect+the+LFO+for+now%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eDuplicate+the+modulator+and+feidah+and+move+the+duplicates+to+the+right+of+the+TZFM+modules+on+the+top+row%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Bogg+Audio+Sine+%28the+carrier%29+to+the+right+and+set+its+frequency+to+800+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTurn+the+carrier+Phase+knob+all+the+way+to+the+left+%28this+better+matches+the+shape+of+TZFM+for+comparison%2c+but+you+could+move+it+all+the+way+to+the+right+as+well%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eWire+up+the+PM+modules+just+like+the+TZFM+modules%2c+except+use+the+Phase+input+instead+of+FM%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIf+you+want%2c+use+the+Label+module+to+mark+off+the+PM+section+%28right+click+to+enter+text%29+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRun+the+carrier+out+to+the+4th+input+of+the+8%3a1+and+set+the+8%3a1+steps+to+4+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+can+now+switch+between+EFM%2c+LFM%2c+TZFM%2c+and+PM+by+pushing+a+button.+Make+sure+PM+is+selected%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scopes+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+feidah+level+knob+and+note+the+change+in+timbre%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChoose+a+timbre+with+few+enough+sidebands+that+you+can+easily+count+them%2c+then+play+up+the+keyboard+and+note+if+the+number+changes+and+sounds+changes.+Now+change+the+keyboard+octave+up+by+2+and+play+across+the+keyboard+again.+Notice+how+the+timbre+remains+the+same%2c+as+expected%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTake+the+feidah+leve+back+down+to+zero%2c+set+the+12+key+octave+to+4%2c+and+press+the+leftmost+key+%28which+sends+0+volts%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSassy+should+show+a+peak+at+800+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIncrease+the+feidah+level+-+you+will+not+see+any+partials+below+800+Hz+and+you+will+not+see+the+carrier+move+off+800+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+feidah+level+to+1+to+approximately+match+the+spectrum+of+TZFM.+You+may+need+to+turn+the+TZFM+down+to+around+.3+to+have+a+comparable+modulation%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+LFO+triangle+out+to+the+feidah+vca+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eNotice+the+timbre+gets+brighter+and+the+pitch+center+is+a+little+unstable%2c+but+this+is+what+we+expect+from+FM+and+the+result+is+quite+different+from+EFM+and+LFM%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+can+use+the+push+button+to+switch+between+all+three+FMs+to+further+compare.+Note+in+particular+the+comparison+to+TZFM.+If+you+set+PM+to+1+and+TZFM+to+.3+and+remove+the+VCO%2c+they+look+identical+on+my+scope+except+for+some+phase+shift%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fboggsine-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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• digital modulation
• asymmetric modulation
• symmetric modulation
• analogue modulation

5. Which of the following does not behave like true FM?

• linear FM
• PM
• through-zero FM
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Chapter 12

Modulating Modifiers

Modifying incoming audio and control signals was introduced in Chapter 7. The
present chapter introduces new modules and extends earlier concepts in mod-
ifiers around the loose organizing theme of converting between earlier signals,
e.g. from gates to envelopes.

12.1 Rectification, wavefolding, and composi-
tion

As discussed in Chapter 4, signals are either unipolar or bipolar. One way to
make a bipolar signal unipolar is to add an offset to it, e.g. if a signal ranges
from -5 to +5 V, then add 5 V to obtain a 0 to +10 V signal. Another more
interesting way to convert a bipolar signal to unipolar is to rectify the signal, as
shown in Figure 12.1. Half-wave rectification simply removes the negative part
of the signal by stopping the signal at zero, and staying at zero until the signal
becomes positive again. Full-wave rectification reflects the signal across the x-
axis, i.e. takes the absolute value of the signal. If you add a fully rectified signal
to the original signal, you will get a half rectified signal because the negative
portion of the original signal and the reflected portion of the fully rectified signal
will cancel out.
A variation of rectification is wavefolding. In wavefolding, a comparator (see
Section 10.3) triggers reflection of the wave when it reaches an upper or lower
threshold, as shown in Figure 12.2. Thus wavefolding is like rectification on
parts of the signal that cross these boundaries, but a folding parameter allows
the amplitude of the wave to increase until it reaches the opposing boundary,
repeating the process. Wavefolding does not affect the polarity of a signal.
Rectification and wavefolding change harmonics and therefore timbre. The best
way to understand their effect on harmonics is to consider a triangle at full
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Figure 12.1: Rectification of a sine wave using either half or full rectification.
Image © Omegatron/CC-BY-SA-3.0.

Figure 12.2: Wavefolding (green) of a sine wave (purple). The fold parameter
moves the top and bottom portions of the wave to their respective boundaries
where they reflect (left). Further increase of the fold parameter causes them
to reach the opposing boundary and reflect again (right), a repeatable process
that creates additional folds.

rectification. As the bottom part of the triangle is reflected, the resulting wave
is still a triangle wave, but at twice the frequency as before, e.g. a 200 Hz wave
becomes a 400 Hz wave, and the signal is offset above zero. For a triangle wave,
wavefolding doesn’t double frequency but instead triples it, e.g. a 200 Hz wave
becomes a 600 Hz wave. Tripling occurs because when a peak reflects, it creates
two additional peaks in addition to itself. Figure 12.3 illustrates these two cases.
The tripling behavior of wavefolding means that it will add all odd harmonics
to a sine wave but not add harmonics to the other basic waveshapes, because
they already have odd harmonics. Instead, wavefolding will change the relative
strengths of the harmonics, and as wavefolding increases it will put more energy
into higher harmonics for a brighter sound.

Figure 12.3: Full wave rectification (left) and wavefolding (right) of a triangle
wave. The wavefolded peaks that have just reached the boundary are circled.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/08/Sine_curve_drawing_animation.gif
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rectified_waves.png
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The square wave has unusual behavior for wavefolding and rectification that
deserves special mention. During wavefolding, the upper and lower parts of the
square wave will move in opposite directions rather than fold as shown in Figures
12.2 and 12.3. As a consequence, there are moments where the two parts of the
square wave meet at zero and result in a non-wave, somewhat comparable to
amplitude modulation through wave folding. Half rectification on a square wave
turns it into an identical square wave, but at half amplitude and an offset. Full
rectification on a square wave turns it into just an offset, i.e. a constant voltage.
Because a constant voltage has zero frequency (0 Hz) it can be removed with a
high pass filter - this is a good idea in most audio applications where constant
voltages create noise.1

The effects of rectification and wavefolding on the four basic wave shapes is
summarized in Table 12.1 with respect to the addition of harmonics, change in
frequency, and change in amplitude. In all cases, the amplitude of individual
harmonics changes, leading to a change in timbre with respect to the original
wave. Sometimes these changes can be quite extreme. For example, a saw
wave at full rectification keeps all harmonics, but the strongest harmonics more
closely match a triangle wave than a saw.

Table 12.1: Addition of harmonics, change in frequency, and change
in amplitude to the four basic waveshapes under wavefolding, half
rectification, and full rectification. Note all three affect strength of
harmonics and so timbre.

Wave Wavefolding Half rectification Full rectification
Sine Odd

harmonics
All harmonics All harmonics at double

frequency
Triangle - All harmonics but

every 4th
Double frequency

Square - Amplitude reduced by
half

Offset voltage

Saw - - -

Let’s take a look at the change in harmonics resulting from wavefolding and
rectification. The best way to hear these is to step through with a sequential
switch and use an LFO to drive the wavefolding. Try creating this patch using
the button in Figure 12.4.

Rectification has multiple uses besides changing harmonics. One obvious use is
making a bipolar control signal unipolar (e.g. to drive a VCA). Another inter-
esting use is to use rectification to create composite waveshapes by combining
the top part of one waveshape with the bottom of another. This is relatively

1High pass filtering is a good idea when using clocks or clock dividers outputs as square
waves for the same reason.
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Figure 12.4: Virtual modular for contrasting the effect of wavefolding and rec-
tification on the four basic waveshapes.

simple to do by fully rectifying two waveshapes and inverting one to become the
bottom portion of the wave. It’s slightly trickier to align the top and bottom
portions, but it’s possible to do so using a module that allows specification of
phase offsets. Figure 12.5 shows an example of waveshape composition using
the top portion of a sine wave and the bottom portion of a square wave. By
blending parts of different waves, you can achieve an intermediate sound, e.g. a
slightly more mellow square wave.

Figure 12.5: Upper sine wave and lower square wave portions cut using rectifi-
cation and aligned with a phase offset (left). The final wave is high pass filtered
to remove the voltage offset (right).

Try creating a new waveshape through rectification using the button in Figure
12.6. This method would also allow you to perform operations on just one part
of the signal if desired, e.g. waveshaping on just the top half.

Figure 12.6: Virtual modular for contrasting the effect of wavefolding and rec-
tification on the four basic waveshapes.

A simpler way to perform waveshape composition is to use analog logic. In
analog logic, AND is the maximum of two inputs, and OR is the minimum of
two inputs. Figure 12.7 shows an example of applying the minimum to the two
waveshapes from above. The way to understand the operation is to follow the
wave from left to right and at each point ask which wave is the lower of the two
(i.e. is the minimum). Sine is below the square wave for the positive portion
of the wave, but in the negative portion of the wave, square is lower. Note for

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fwavefold-rect-example.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+WT+VCO%2c+Utilites%2c+Folding%2c+LFO%2c+Triggers+MKIII%2c+8%3a1%2c+filtah%2c+Scope%2c+Host+audio%2c+and+Sassy%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+WT+VCO+out+to+Utilities+in%2c+Folding+in%2c+8%3a1+input+1%2c+Scope+input+2%2c+and+Scope+trigger+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Utilities+half+rectify+out+to+8%3a1+input+3+and+full+rectify+out+to+8%3a1+input+4%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+LFO+triangle+out+to+Folding+depth+in+and+change+the+depth+attenuverter+%28the+small+knob%29+to+9+o%27clock%2c+a+slight+amount%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Folding+out+to+8%3a1+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Triggers+MKIII+out+to+8%3a1+clock%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+8%3a1+steps+to+4+and+connect+out+to+filtah+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+filtah+type+switch+to+high+pass+and+cutoff+to+the+lowest+level+%28lets+everything+above+zero+frequency+through%29and+connect+filtah+out+to+Scope+in+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Scope+out+1+to+Host+audio+L+and+Sassy+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+Scope+time+and+Sassy+levels+and+FFT+resolution+to+the+highest+level%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRun+the+patch+and+observe+the+following%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eStarting+with+sine%2c+cycle+through+the+4+wave+options+using+the+button+and+note+the+change+in+sound%2c+the+image+on+the+scope%2c+and+the+change+in+harmonics.+Mouse+over+the+harmonics+to+check+if+they+are+all%2c+odd%2c+or+even.+You+may+prefer+to+set+the+WT+VCO+frequency+to+a+round+number%2c+e.g.+200+Hz%2c+and+set+the+LFO+to+a+slow+rate%2c+e.g.+.2+Hz+in+order+to+make+comparisons+easier%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRepeat+the+above+for+the+other+three+waveshapes%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2faudibleutilities-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fanimatedfolding-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2ffiltah-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=wavefold-rect-example.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ffranken-rect.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eDelete+Folding%2c+LFO%2c+Triggers%2c+and+8%3a1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+12+key%2c+BoggAudio+Sine%2c+another+utilities%2c+QuadVCA%2fMixer%2c+and+Bogg+Audio+Offset.+Offset+is+an+attenuator+that+will+let+us+invert+one+of+the+waves%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+12key+CV+out+to+WT+VCO+V%2fOct+and+Sine+V%2fOct+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+WT+VCO+frequency+and+Sine+frequency+to+match%2c+e.g.+200+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+WT+VCO+out+to+Sine+sync.+This+will+help+us+keep+the+phase+relationship+between+them+constant+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+WT+VCO%27s+Utilities+half+rectify+out+to+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+1+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Sine+out+to+the+other+Utilities+input%2c+and+connect+the+half+rectify+out+to+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+QuadVCA%2fMixer+mix+out+to+filtah%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+filtah+out+to+Scope+in+1%2c+Host+Audio+L%2c+and+Sassy+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scopes+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eMove+the+Offset+scale+knob+to+-1.+This+will+invert+the+Sine+signal%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+Sine+phase+offset.+At+180+it+should+be+correctly+aligned%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eUse+the+WT+VCO+position+knob+to+change+waveshapes%2c+play+the+keyboard+and+check+the+scopes+to+see+and+hear+the+sound.+Right+click+Sine+to+select+non-sine+waveshapes%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fboggaudiooffset-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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this example, sync was still required to maintain the relative position of the two
waves to each other, but manipulating phase was not necessary. The maximum
operation proceeds similarly to the minimum operation, except the maximum
of the two waves is output at each point. The min/max operations are a simpler
way to compose than the rectification approach above, but the trade off is that
there is somewhat less control over what part of the waveshape is used.

Figure 12.7: Sine and square waves with matched frequency and synchronized
(left). The output wave from the minimum operation is high pass filtered to
remove the voltage offset (right).

Explore waveshape composition with min/max operators using the button in
Figure 12.8. As in the previous patch, sync between the waveshapes and high
pass filtering are useful for maintaining a consistent result across pitches and
removing voltage offsets, respectively.

Figure 12.8: Virtual modular for composing waveshapes using min/max opera-
tions.

12.2 Slew

Slew slows the rate of change of a signal. We’ve seen this before with low pass
filters, where the signal being slowed was audio rate. Slew limiters behaves
much the same way as low pass filters but are designed to work with unipolar
signals. Recall RC circuits from Section 7.2 leech out energy from parts of the
wave shape and return that energy to other parts, thus smoothing the signal.
Slew limiters work the same way but typically have parameters to control the
rate of slew for both upward and downward transitions.

Slew limiters have applications in many areas that involve delaying a signal.
For example, we can make a gate delay by combining a slew limiter with a
comparator. When a slew limiter receives a gate, its output voltage will slowly

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=franken-rect.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fminmax.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eDelete+the+second+Utilities%2c+Offset%2c+and+QuadVCA%2fMixer%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+WT+VCO+out+to+Utilities+logic+in+A+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Sine+out+to+Utilities+logic+in+B+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Utilities+min+out+to+filtah%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+the+phase+on+Sine+to+zero+%28double+click+to+reset+it%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scopes+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3ePlay+across+the+keyboard+and+note+the+consistent+shape+resulting+from+the+sync+between+oscillators%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eUse+the+WT+VCO+position+knob+to+change+waveshapes%2c+play+the+keyboard+and+check+the+scopes+to+see+and+hear+the+sound.+Because+Sine+is+set+to+square%2c+which+is+the+most+minimum+shape%2c+only+the+top+of+the+waveshape+will+be+affected%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSwitch+the+Utilities+output+to+max+and+repeat.+Again%2c+square+is+the+most+maximum+waveshape%2c+only+the+bottom+will+change%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+Sine+waveshape+to+sine+%28right+click%2c+waveform+submenu%29.+Repeat+the+above+and+note+that+now+both+top+and+bottom+change.+This+is+the+general+behavior+of+min%2fmax+-+they+typically+affect+the+entire+waveshape%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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rise depending on the rate of slew, until the voltage is high enough that the
comparator sends out a high signal. Before we look at portamento, try creating
a gate delay from a slew limiter and comparator using the button in Figure
12.9. The second scope in the patch shows another interesting application of
slew, which is to convert gates into envelopes. If the rise time runs into the fall
time, the envelope will only go up and down (attack and decay). Shorter rise
and fall times will preserve the top of the gate, making an attack-sustain-release
envelope, with sustain at max level.

Figure 12.9: Virtual modular for using a slew limiter and comparator to make
a gate delay and slew alone to convert a gate to an envelope.

Perhaps the most common use of slew is to implement portamento/glissando by
smoothing stepped V/Oct control signals to create glides. If you consider V/Oct
signals to be stepped like gates, then the last patch should help you understand
how this works. A slewed V/Oct signal will have a range of voltages between the
steps, and these intermediate voltages will be cause a VCO receiving them to
output intermediate pitches. Most slew limiters will base the glide time on the
distance between notes as well as the rise/fall settings. This can be challenging
musically, so if a constant glide time is desired, a better option is to use a low-
pass filter. Try patching up a slew limiter to a VCO to implement portamento
using the button in Figure 12.10.

Figure 12.10: Virtual modular for using a slew limiter to implement portamento.

Slew can also be combined with full rectification to make an envelope follower,
a very useful tool for processing audio. When we make sounds in modular, we
typically apply an envelope like an ADSR in order to give the sound dynamic
loudness. We can further use the envelope to control modulation like filter cut-
off, so that the spectrum of the sound changes at the same time as its loudness.
Envelopes can can be used for sidechaining effects like ducking, where the en-
velope on the kick is inverted and used to reduce the volume of other sounds,
which gives the music a pulsing quality.

Sidechaining is relatively simple when an envelope was used to generate the
sound, but when the sound isn’t synthesized, like samples or live-recordings of
instruments, an envelope follower is needed to generate the envelope that will
be used for sidechaining. An envelope follower essentially traces a curve along

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fslew-gate-delay.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+LFO+square+out+to+Slew+in+and+the+first+Scope+in+1+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Slew+out+to+Edge+In+and+the+second+Scope+in+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Edge+high+out+to+both+Scope+input+2+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTurn+on+Scope+trigger+and+adjust+time+so+you+see+the+slow+gate%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+Slew+rise%2ffall+sliders+to+adjust.+Rise+affects+the+delay+of+the+comparator+gate%2c+and+fall+affects+the+length+of+that+gate%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+adjusting+the+slew+to+make+delayed+gates+at+different+delays+and+lengths%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAs+you+can+see%2c+with+this+method+we+can+only+delay+so+far+because+we+need+an+incoming+gate+for+the+slew+to+smooth.+A+clock+divider+could+create+an+incoming+signal+for+a+longer+delay+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eNote+the+second+scope+trace+for+the+slewed+signal+is+identical+to+an+envelope%2c+i.e.+slew+can+convert+gates+into+simple+envelopes+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fbefacoslew-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fslew-portamento.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+12+key%2c+Slew+limiter%2c+VCO%2c+Host+audio%2c+and+Scope+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+12+key+CV+out+to+Slew+in+and+Slew+out+to+VCO+V%2fOct%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCO+square+out+to+Host+audio+L+and+Scope+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scopes+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3ePlay+two+keys+close+together+and+far+apart.+Note+the+differenct+in+portamento+length%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+Slew+sliders+one+at+a+time+and+repeat.+Note+the+asymmetry+depending+on+whether+the+note+sequence+is+ascending+or+descending%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+shape+knob+to+the+right+and+repeat.+Note+the+time+it+takes+to+implement+the+glide+transition+is+much+slower+and+matches+the+icon+for+that+position+%28long+attack%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTo+get+a+constant+time+portamento%2c+replace+Slew+with+filtah+in+LPF+mode+with+a+low+cutoff.+The+low+cuttoff+is+essential+because+the+voltage+changes+are+low+frequency+and+will+be+removed+otherwise%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_range_compression#Side-chaining
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the peaks of a sound wave to outline an envelope akin to an ADSR. Since ADSR
envelopes are unipolar, full rectification of the audio takes place first. Then slew
is used to slow the rapid changes in the sound and generate a smoothish curve.
Some tuning of the envelope follower is typically required to create an envelope
with the desired properties. Try patching up an envelope follower using full
rectification and a slew limiter using the button in Figure 12.11. The audio in
the patch comes from lo-fi synthesized speech with no envelope, and the patch
demonstrates sidechaining to duck noise based on the followed envelope.

Figure 12.11: Virtual modular for using full rectification with a slew limiter to
create an envelope follower.

12.3 Quantizers

A quantizer maps input values to a smaller set of outputs. We discussed quan-
tization in Section 6.6 in the context of bit depth, where the height of a sound
wave is approximately measured in order to convert it from analogue to digital.
In music, quantization is typically used to refer to either beat quantization or
note quantization. Beat quantization is often relevant when performing live into
a sequencer. If the sequencer is grid-based, any played beat will be snapped to
the grid, i.e. snapped to the beat. In modular, note quantization is the more
commonly used, and note quantization maps a voltage range to a particular
note. Modular quantizers typically allow scales to be selected to determine
what notes are available.
Perhaps the easiest way to understand quantizers is through voltage controlled
sequencers. Recall that sequencers are typically clocked and advance one step
at a time. A voltage controlled sequencer will select the step based on the
incoming voltage. So when a voltage within a range corresponding to the step
is received, that step will be selected, and whatever voltage was there will be
output. Quantizers perform the same function except that the output notes are
determined by the scale rather than being assigned.
Despite this similarity, quantizers are often used after modular sequencers to
make them easier to tune. If a quantizer is used on the output of a sequencer,
adjustment to a sequencer knob will step from one note to the next rather
than move through all frequencies in between. Also, if the quantizer has scale
selection, then it will affect all notes in the sequence simultaneously, which can
be very convenient. However, it’s important to keep in mind that a quantizer’s
voltage for a note, e.g. C4, may not make your oscillator go to the same note.
To ensure your oscillator’s output matches a quantizer, you must tune your

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fslew-sidechain-noise.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+LFO+and+Macro+oscillator+2+to+the+top+row%2c+and+add+utilities+Slew+limiter%2c+Offset%2c+Noiz%2c+QuadVCA%2fMixer%2c+Scope%2c+and+Host+audio+to+the+bottom+row+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3ePress+the+Macro+osc+mode+button+until+the+bottom+led+is+lit+green.+This+is+the+voice%2fword+mode%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+LFO+triangle+out+to+Macro+osc+morph+in.+Turn+the+morph+attenuator+all+the+way+up+and+the+LFO+freq+low%2c+e.g.+.05+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Macro+osc+out+to+utilities+top+in%2c+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+2%2c+and+Scope+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Utilities+full+rectify+out+to+Slew+in%2c+Slew+out+to+Offset+in%2c+and+Offset+out+to+QuadVCA%2fMixer+CV+input+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Noiz+white+out+to+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+1.+As+you+can+see%2c+the+envelope+follower+is+controling+the+level+of+the+white+noise+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+QuadVCA%2fMixer+mix+out+to+Scope+input+2+and+Host+audio+L+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scopes+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+Slew+times+to+the+envelope.+In+the+middle+is+reasonable%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eInvert+the+envelope+using+negative+scale+of+Offset%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eSince+the+VCA+CV+input+needs+positive+voltage+to+let+signal+through%2c+use+the+Offset+offset+knob+to+create+a+constant+positive+voltage.+The+inverted+envelope+subtracts+from+this%2c+so+the+net+result+should+be+zero+volume+when+words+are+spoken+but+white+noise+when+not%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fplaits-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantization_(signal_processing)
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oscillator so they match. Try patching up a quantizer both ways using the
button in Figure 12.12: first using a voltage controlled sequencer and then as a
modifier on a sequencer’s output.

Figure 12.12: Virtual modular for implementing a quantizer using a voltage
controlled sequencer and using a quantizer module to process the output of a
sequencer.

The last patch used a sequencer to store notes, but it’s also possible to use a
quantizer without a sequencer. Particularly for arpeggios, its easy enough to
use LFOs that cycle up and down. All that is needed is a sample and hold
module to synchronize the pitches to gates, and an attenuator to restrict the
range of the LFO to the range of notes desired. The relationships between LFO
frequency, LFO range, gate/trigger frequency, and gate/trigger synchronization
are illustrated in Figure 12.13. If sampling occurs at the same frequency as the
LFO, then it will always select the same note. To get more notes, the sampling
needs to occur at a higher frequency.

Figure 12.13: A sine wave LFO (purple) being sampled (green) so the sampled
values can be input to a quantizer to create an arpeggio. If the sampling rate
matches the LFO frequency, only one repeating note will be sampled (left). The
sampling rate must be higher than the LFO rate (right) to increase the number
of notes. See text for additional factors that effect what voltages are sampled.

If the sample and hold is clocked with another LFO whose frequency is not a
multiple of the quantized LFO, then the arpeggio will slowly shift its played
notes over a longer period. Try patching up an LFO quantizer arpeggio using
the button in Figure 12.14. Other ways of creating variations are to change the
range of the LFO, the offset of the LFO, the sampling rate, and the sampling
phase/synchronization to the LFO.

Another common application for quantizers is in generative patches where prob-
ability is used to generate voltages which are then turned into notes. We can
incorporate probability into the last patch using almost the same modules but

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=st-seq-arp-plus-dynamics.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fcv-sequencer-quantizer-plus-quantizer.png%27%3e&instructions=%0a%3cem%3eQuantizing+an+LFO+signal+into+sequenced+notes%3c%2fem%3e%0a%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eWe%27ll+modify+the+Stranger+Things+patch+to+avoid+programming+specific+pitches+into+the+sequencer+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+an+LFO+to+the+left+of+the+Clock%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eDisconnect+the+Clock+beat+from+the+ADDR-SEQ+Clock+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+LFO+triangle+out+to+the+ADDR-SEQ+CV+in+and+set+the+LFO+to+a+low+rate%2c+e.g.+.1+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eThe+sequence+should+move+up+and+down+with+the+LFO.+If+it+is+not+starting+on+step+1%2c+connect+Clock+reset+out+to+the+reset+ins+for+LFO+and+ADDR-SEQ%2c+then+hit+the+button+to+reset+and+synchronize+them%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cem%3eCleaning+up+sequencer+output+with+a+quantizer%3c%2fem%3e%0a%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+JW+Quantizer+to+the+right+of+ADDR-SEQ%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eMove+all+connects+from+ADDR-SEQ+out+to+JW+Quantizer+out+and+connect+ADDR-SEQ+out+to+Quantizer+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+root+note+knob%2c+mode+knob%2c+and+octave+shift+knob+to+see+how+easy+it+is+do+do+these+manipulations+with+a+quantizer+to+affect+all+the+notes+at+once%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eDisconnect+the+LFO+so+the+sequence+stops+on+a+single+step+Turn+the+knob+for+that+step+and+notice+how+it+now+goes+from+note+to+note+instead+of+continuous+frequencies+-+that+is+the+essence+of+quantization+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fjwquantizer-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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Figure 12.14: Virtual modular for creating an arpeggio using an LFO through
a quantizer.

connected a different way. Try patching up a probability-based generative patch
using sample and hold on noise through a quantizer and speed variable clocks
for different note lengths using the button in Figure 12.15.

Figure 12.15: Virtual modular for creating an generative melody using sample
and hold on noise through a quantizer.

12.4 Check your understanding

1. For which kind of modulation is rectification useful?

• ring modulation
• amplitude modulation
• phase modulation
• frequency modulation

2. Which basic waveshape becomes offset voltage under full rectification?

• sine
• saw
• square
• triangle

3. Slew slows the rate of change of a signal like what kind of filter?

• all pass
• low pass
• high pass
• band pass

4. Which of the following can’t be done with slew?

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=twelvekey-env-chorus.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2flfo-quantizer-arpeggio.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+two+LFOs%2c+Bogg+Audio+Offset%2c+holdah%2c+and+Quantizer%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+2nd+LFO+%28the+%27sequencer%27%29+triangle+out+Offset+in+and+set+the+LFO+to+a+low+rate%2c+e.g.+.4+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Offset+out+to+holdah+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+holdah+out+to+Quantizer+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Quantizer+out+to+VCO+V%2fOct%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+first+LFO+%28the+%27clock%27%29+square+out+to+holdah+trigger+in+and+ADSR+gate+in.+Set+it+to+a+higher+rate%2c+e.g.+2+or+3+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+Offset+scale+to+a+small+number%2c+e.g.+.15+to+define+how+many+notes+are+in+the+sweep+of+the+sequencer+LFO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+frequencies+of+the+clock+LFO.+The+higher+it+is%2c+the+more+notes+will+be+selected+from+the+sequencer+LFO%27s+sweep%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+frequencies+of+the+sequencer+LFO.+The+slower+it+is%2c+the+more+opportunities+the+clock+LFO+will+have+to+select+notes+before+the+sequencer+LFO+changes+direction%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fboggaudiooffset-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=lfo-quantizer-arpeggio.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fsh-quantizer-generative.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Utilities+and+delete+holdah+and+12+key.+The+bottom+section+of+Utilities+has+an+integrated+noise+source+and+sample+and+hold%2c+so+we+can+use+it+to+generate+random+stepped+voltage%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+2nd+LFO+%28the+%27clock%27%29+square+out+to+Utilities+S%26H+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Utilities+out+to+offset+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+offset+out+out+to+Quantizer+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+1st+LFO+triangle+out+to+the+FM+in+of+the+clock+LFO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+Offset+scale+to+a+small+number%2c+e.g.+.15+to+define+how+many+notes+are+in+the+sweep+of+the+sequencer+LFO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+frequencies+of+the+clock+LFO.+The+higher+it+is%2c+the+more+notes+will+be+selected+from+the+sample+and+hold%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+frequencies+of+the+first+LFO+and+the+FM+attenuator+of+the+clock+LFO.+The+faster+the+first+LFO+is%2c+the+faster+the+note+durations+will+change.+The+stronger+the+attenuated+signal+is%2c+the+more+the+first+LFO+will+influence+the+speed+of+the+clock.+You+might+want+the+first+LFO+to+be+bipolar+for+this%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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• portamento
• converting gates to envelopes
• quantization
• creating an envelope follower

5. When creating an arpeggio with a quantizer and an LFO, what other
module is essential?

• comparator
• slew
• sample and hold
• sequencer
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Chapter 13

TB-303

This chapter examines a new sound design problem using the problem solving
approach introduced in Chapter 8. The problem is to make a lead by recreating
the fundamental characteristics of the Roland TB-303, an iconic instrument in
acid house and subsequent genres of electronic music. Thus the problem is not
only about recreating a particular sound but also involves emulating the key
features of the instrument in order to produce the sound.

13.1 History

The TB-303 (hereafter 303; see Figure 13.1), was released in 1981 and withdrawn
in 1984 as a commercial failure. The original purpose of the 303 was to replace a
bass guitar in much the same way a drum machine like the TR-808 was meant to
replace drums. The 303 was widely considered as difficult to use, which together
with a $1300 price tag1, likely led to its demise.

The 303’s failure in the marketplace, however, meant that it was cheaply avail-
able in the secondhand market. Dance music artists, most notably in Chicago,
began incorporating the 303 into their performances, and the 303 became a sig-
nature sound of acid house. While the 303 was designed for bass guitar sounds,
which are a common element of disco dance music, the 303 could also easily
(and perhaps more easily) produce sounds that are nothing like a bass guitar or
any other instrument from that time.2

The way the 303 was used in acid house may be due to its extremely limited
sequencer. The 303 sequencer stored pitch and time information separately,
and each of these were entered using separate modes. As a result, it was not

1In 2022 dollars.
2Squelch, chirp, and scream are common descriptors of the 303 sound.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roland_TB-303
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roland_TR-808
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acid_house
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disco
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Figure 13.1: A Roland TB-303. Image public domain.

possible to edit the complete sequence in real time, i.e. during performance.3
However, it was very easy to change the timbre of an existing sequence using
various parameter knobs (mostly across the top in Figure 13.1). The combined
difficulty of sequencing and the ease of using parameter knobs to sculpt timbres
led early acid house pioneers to focus on the later.4 Thus repeating sequences
with shifting timbres became a defining feature of acid house, as shown by the
early example in Figure 13.2.

13.2 Problem solving approach

The problem solving stages elaborated for sound design in Chapter 8 mostly
apply to emulating a 303 but with some slight variation given the goal of creating
a specific sound by emulating the key features of a 303. Recall the problem
solving stages are:

• Understand the problem
• Make a plan
• Implement the plan
• Evaluate the solution

For the understanding the problem stage, we need to know the defining char-
acteristics of the 303 and what makes it special. According to Robin Whittle,

3It is possible to live-play the 303 and switch between tracks, but this is not the same as
editing a running sequence.

4https://www.dwrl.utexas.edu/2016/11/22/rhetorical-synthesis-the-story-of-the-roland-
tb-303/

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Roland_TB-303_Panel.jpg
https://tinyloops.com/tb303/quick_results.html#02
https://tinyloops.com/tb303/quick_results.html#07
https://www.dwrl.utexas.edu/2016/11/22/rhetorical-synthesis-the-story-of-the-roland-tb-303/
https://www.dwrl.utexas.edu/2016/11/22/rhetorical-synthesis-the-story-of-the-roland-tb-303/
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Figure 13.2: Acid Tracks by Phuture. Acid Tracks helped define the sound of
acid house.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/images/acid-tracks.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acid_Tracks
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phuture
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developer of the Devil Fish 303 mod, the most important aspects of the 303
sound are its sequencer, filter, filter envelope, and the oscillator to a minor
extent.5

For the making a plan stage, Whittle’s observations suggest a plan based around
decomposition, namely that the 303 can be considered as a collection of modules.
Any 303 function that is generic can be satisfied with generic modules, while the
functions contributing to the 303’s distinctive sound can be addressed indepen-
dently as subproblems. Figure 13.3 shows how the 303 interface is loosely or-
ganized around modular concepts like oscillators, filters, and envelopes, further
supporting an overall decomposition strategy for emulating a 303 in modular.

Figure 13.3: A Roland TB-303 annotated to group interface elements accord-
ing to modular concepts. Note the accent knob affects both filter and volume
envelopes.

For the implementing a plan stage, we need evaluation criteria in order to as-
sess alternate solutions and gauge our progress. A simple and straightforward
evaluation criterion is to use a well-known song with a 303 line. Ideally, the 303
line should be easy to sequence and easy to listen to repeatedly throughout our
design process. Da Funk by Daft Punk seems suitable for this purpose (listen
here). Another source of evaluation material has been provided by Din Sync,
whose reference recordings of a 303 systematically map the sound of a C note
across 303 knob positions. The Din Sync materials are useful for isolating pa-
rameters of the 303 as an instrument, which is very difficult to do from a live
performance. A 1-10 scale for both criteria seem appropriate at first glance. Us-
ing these materials, we can address the subproblems of sequencing, oscillators,
filter, and envelopes independently using the same four problem solving stages.

The evaluation stage, which we will cycle through iteratively, will use the Da
Funk evaluation to determine overall success. If we were trying to recreate the

5Most information is on Robin’s main website including the Devil Fish manual. Additional
information is on the Analogue Heaven mailing list.

https://youtu.be/PwILkY9gRrc?t=145
https://youtu.be/PwILkY9gRrc?t=145
http://www.dinsync.info/2010/02/tb-303-reference-recordings-for-x0xb0x.html
https://www.firstpr.com.au/rwi/dfish/index.html
http://www.retrosynth.com/ah/
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303 in a broad sense, then additional evaluation materials would be necessary,
but for the purposes of this chapter, this should be sufficient.

13.3 Sequencing

Let’s begin with understanding the sequencing problem. The 303 has a maxi-
mum pattern length of 16 steps. Because reducing the pattern length is some-
what tedious, many 303 patterns are 16 steps. By default, the steps are staccato
16th notes in 4/4 time.6 As previously stated, the 303 sequencer has a timing
mode and a pitch mode. In timing mode, each step is identified as beginning
a new note, beginning a rest, or continuing the previous step (which may be a
note or a rest). In pitch mode, each note is identified, whether it is transposed
up/down an octave, whether is has an accent, and whether it has a slide. For
now, think of the accent as producing a slightly louder note, and a slide as a
glide in pitch from one note to the next. According to Whittle, the accent and
slide are the two components of the sequencer that are the most important to
the overall sound of a 303.

Figure 13.47 shows an example 303 clock and gate pattern modified by a slide.
Each step in the example has a different note and is represented by a clock color.
Gates for a single 16th note extend less than a full step’s worth of clock pulses,
specifically three pulses and the positive portion of the fourth pulse. Short gates
relative to steps give the 303 its staccato note feel. Extended gates, in contrast
to regular gates, extend through the step on which they are placed and into
the next step. In the example’s second row, a slide has been placed on the red
note, causing its gate to extend through the blue note’s gate. Regular gates and
extended gates control the envelopes for the filter and volume. In addition to
these gates, slide gates control the portamento from one note to the next. In
the example’s third row, the red note begins its slide into the blue note when
the blue note starts, and the slide circuit stays on until the purple note. Accents
(not shown) are in time with the gates and further affect the filter and volume
envelopes.

Based on the above description, any solution to the 303 sequencer problem will
need to somehow represent the following:

• Notes and rests
• Gates spanning steps in response to slides and extended steps
• Gates to control slide
• Presence of accents

6The 303 also has a triplet mode, but that is not generally considered a signature component
of the sound.

7Adapted from https://www.firstpr.com.au/rwi/dfish/303-slide.html.

https://www.firstpr.com.au/rwi/dfish/303-slide.html
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Figure 13.4: Clock, gate, and slide behavior of a 303 for four notes across four
steps, indicated by different colors on the clock pulses. Note the gates are shorter
than a step, gates can be extended across steps, and slide gates extend across
an entire step.

To make a plan, let’s consider some of our previous sequencing approaches from
Chapter 10. First, clocks alone are clearly insufficient because sometimes we
need rests. We could accomplish rests using clock divisions and logic, but the
variable length of notes and rests in the 303 would seem to make that approach
very complicated, even if it is possible. The two remaining obvious choices are
modifying gates and using an LFO as a speed variable clock. In the modifying
gates approach, we could trigger gates on steps with notes and arbitrarily extend
gate lengths for continued notes/slides and rests. In the LFO clock approach,
an LFO would be synced by a clock, and we’d increase/decrease the speed
of the clock to change gate duration. Comparing these two approaches with
the sequencing needs of the 303, it seems that the speed variable clock has
capabilities that aren’t needed here, like adding multiple beats, e.g. subdividing
1/16th notes. For the goal of emulating 303 sequencing, the modifying gates
approach seems like it will accomplish the goals of variable length gates and
rests with a minimum of complexity.

Returning to the list of sequencing elements we need to represent, most of the
elements have an on/off flavor except for pitches: note/rest, accents, slides, and
extended gates are either present or not. This presence/absence flavor suggests
that these elements are best represented using trigger sequencers that represent
presence/absence of something at each step. Because the 303 forces 16th notes
in 16 steps as the minimal resolution, we are not sacrificing flexibility by using
trigger sequencers in this case. Altogether, this suggests one control voltage
sequencer for pitch and four trigger sequencers for note/rest, accents, slides, and
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extended gate. The pitch sequencing in this approach is handling three functions
on the 303: defining a note, up transpositions, and down transpositions. Try
patching up Da Funk using a 16 step control voltage sequencer with some other
placeholder modules to generate sound using the button in Figure 13.5. The
notation for the sequence is provided in the patch instructions.

Figure 13.5: Virtual modular for a 303-style sequencer.

At this point, the song should be somewhat recognizable but also recognizably
not right. The 16th note gates generated by the clock are the right length for
the 303’s regular gates, but 9/16 of the steps have slides, and these should be
implemented as extended gates and not short gates. Extended gates should
happen either when a step has been marked as a slide gate or when it has been
marked as an extended gate. Additionally, the extended gate should only occur
when the step has a note. The flavor of these conditions suggest logic should
be used to decide when an extended gate should fire. Try extending the last
patch by adding logic to trigger extended gates and then tune those gates to
the correct length using the button in Figure 13.6.

Figure 13.6: Virtual modular for improving the 303 patch with extended gates.

With the patch in Figure 13.6, the song may sound more correct but flawed in
a different way. This is because the last patch replaced all gates with extended
gates. Since a few gates are regular gates, they are currently not being gener-
ated at all. Ideally, we’d use logic to define the length of the gate to generate
and use the same mechanism to generate both regular and extended gates. Un-
fortunately, the module being used to generate extended gates does not accept
CV to control gate length. As a result, we need two sources of gates and to send
gates from both sources to the ADSR. One option would be to use a sequential
switch that accepted the gates from both sources and then selected one to send
through using logic. This would require several additional modules. A simpler
approach is to use a mixer to mix extended gates and regular gates from the
step/rest sequencer. This creates lumpy gates, but envelopes generally only
pay attention to the rising and falling edges of a gate, so the lumpiness often
won’t matter. Try extending the last patch by mixing in regular gates using the
button in Figure 13.7. We’ll throw in some logic in order to show that the logic
doesn’t actually matter in this case.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftb303-seq.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+BPM+Clock%2c+ADDR-SEQ%2c+ASX+immediately+to+the+right+of+ADDR-SEQ%2c+four+TRG%2c+JW+Quantizer%2c+Four-View%2c+VCO%2c+SuperDrive%2c+and+Host+Audio%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+Clock+reset+out+to+each+of+the+sequencers.+In+general%2c+you+will+need+to+hit+reset+on+every+patch+that+loads+because+they+will+not+load+in+sync+by+default%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Clock+16ths+out+to+each+of+the+sequencers%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+ADDR-SEQ+out+to+the+V%2fOct+in+of+the+Quantizer%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+Quantizer+out+to+the+first+input+of+the+Four-View+and+the+VCO+V%2fOct+in.+The+Four-View+will+show+the+note+corresponding+to+the+voltage+received+from+the+Quantizer%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+VCO+saw+to+the+SuperDrive+in.+The+SuperDrive+is+a+distortion+module+that+technically+isn%27t+part+of+the+303%2c+but+was+a+common+effect+applied+to+303+sounds+%28including+in+Da+Funk%29.+The+bypass+button+allows+the+dry+sound+to+pass+through%2c+which+is+convenient+in+testing%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+SuperDrive+out+to+the+Host+Audio+L+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eProgram+the+sequencers+as+specified+below%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+the+Quantizer+to+G+Locrian+with+Octave+shift+-2.+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eDial+in+each+note+of+ADDR-SEQ%2c+noting+that+ASX+adds+notes+9-16.+The+first+note+should+be+G2.+The+down+notes+are+X1+and+the+up+notes+are+X3%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eEnter+the+steps+for+each+trigger+sequencer.+The+order+of+sequencers+is+PRASE%3a+pitch%2c+rest%2c+accent%2c+slide%2c+extend.+Each+TRG+should+have+16+steps.+All+steps+for+the+rest+TRG+should+be+active+%28rests+are+empty%29.+For+Da+Funk%2c+all+steps+for+extend+should+be+empty%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eListen+to+the+song+periodically+as+you+enter+steps.+This+should+help+you+catch+mistakes%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27instruction-wide-image%27+src%3d%27images%2f303-da-funk-pattern.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fasx-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2ffourview-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fsuperdrive-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=tb303-seq.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftb303-seq-extendgate.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eStop%2c+reset%2c+and+run+the+sequencers+to+make+sure+they+are+in+sync%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eOn+the+row+below%2c+add+dualOR%2c+dualAND%2c+DGATE%2c+filtah%2c+and+Scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+TRG+slide+out+and+extended+out+to+dualOR+inputs+1+and+2.+The+dualOR+will+be+high+when+either+of+these+gates+is+active%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+dualOR+out+to+dualAND+input+1+and+TRG+rest+out+to+dualAND+input+2.+The+dualAND+will+be+high+when+it+receives+a+gate+from+either+slide+or+extend+and+simultaneously+receives+a+gate+from+the+active+step%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+dualAND+out+to+DGATE+trigger+in+and+DGATE+gate+out+to+Scope+in+1%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+TRG+rest+out+to+Scope+in+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eListen+to+the+song+and+make+the+following+adjustments+on+the+Scope%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eThe+default+gate+length+is+1s.+Reduce+it+until+the+length+spans+the+high%2flow+of+a+gate+and+the+high+of+the+next+gate.+Note+this+is+tempo-driven%2c+so+a+change+in+tempo+will+require+recallibration%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eNote+that+the+extended+gate+sometimes+has+a+downward+line+in+the+middle.+This+is+because+multiple+gates+are+overlapping%2c+which+we+expect+because+the+TRG+slide+sometimes+has+multiple+steps+in+a+row.+To+fix+this%2c+we+need+to+run+the+extended+gate+through+a+LPF+to+slow+the+control+voltage+enough+to+remove+these+downward+transitions%2c+which+otherwise+would+trigger+an+envelope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+filtah+in+between+DGATE+and+the+Scope+and+turn+the+cutoff+down+until+the+downward+transitions+disappear%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+ADSR+and+VCA+to+the+right+of+the+VCO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+VCO+saw+out+to+the+VCA+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+ADSR+out+to+the+VCA+CV+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+VCA+out+to+the+SuperDrive+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+filtah+out+to+ADSR+gate+in+and+listen+to+the+song%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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Figure 13.7: Virtual modular for extending the 303 patch by mixing regular and
extended gates.

The final element of the sequencer we need to implement are the slide gates.
Recall that slide gates start on the step after the marked step. For example, if
step 8 is marked for a slide, step 8 will have its gate extended, but the slide gate
which controls the portamento doesn’t start until step 9. Delayed gates again
offer a convenient solution, but again they need to be tuned to the length of a
step as well as filtering to glue together overlapping gates. Unfortunately, it’s
less clear what the actual slide should look like in terms of its shape, which is
important to know for slewing the V/Oct during the duration of the gate. The
Din Sync reference recordings do not have an example of slide. Plotting the
frequency spectrum of the song in Audacity is one way to get the frequencies
of a window of audio, but extrapolating that to the change of frequencies over
time seems so fraught with error that it is better to attempt setting the slew
by ear. Try extending the last patch with slide gates and tune the V/Oct slew
using the button in Figure 13.8.

Figure 13.8: Virtual modular for extending the 303 patch using slide gates and
slewed V/Oct.

13.4 Oscillator

The waveshapes produced by the 303 are a bit unusual in the reference record-
ings, as shown in the top row of Figure 13.9. Curiously, each of these waves is
very similar to high pass filtered versions of the other wave, as shown in the bot-
tom two rows of Figure 13.9. Based on the reference recordings, we may achieve
a more accurate sound by high pass filtering the opposing wave. That’s not to
say that this is how it was done in the hardware but rather that it could be a
reasonable strategy for recreating the sound in modular. Because the reference
recordings are all at a single note, it’s unclear how the filtering could or should
track V/Oct.

Another quirk of the 303 oscillator is that, according to Whittle, the duty cycle
of the square wave at high pitches is about 45% but about 71% at the lowest

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=tb303-seq-extendgate.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftb303-seq-extendgate-reggate.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eStop%2c+reset%2c+and+run+the+sequencers+to+make+sure+they+are+in+sync%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eLet%27s+start+with+the+assumption+that+logic+is+needed+to+solve+this+problem%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+dualOR%2c+dualNOT%2c+dualAND%2c+and+QuadVCA%2fMixer+to+the+bottom+row%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+TRG+slide+and+extend+outs+to+the+dualOR+like+the+last+patch.+The+dualOR+will+be+high+if+either+is+active%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+dualOR+output+to+dualNOT+input+1.+Then+dualNOT+will+be+high+when+neither+is+active%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+dualNOT+output+to+dualAND+input+1+and+TRG+step%2frest+out+to+dualAND+input+2.+The+dualAND+will+be+high+when+there+is+a+regular+step+and+there+is+no+extended+gate%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+DGATE+out+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+1+and+TRG+step%2frest+out+to+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+dualAND+out+to+QuadVCA%2fMixer+gain+CV+input+2.+This+will+throttle+back+the+regular+gates+when+there+is+an+extended+gate%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eMove%2fconnect+filtah+to+QuadVCA%2fMixer+mix+out+to+remove+glitches+from+the+gates%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eListen+to+the+song+and+watch+the+Scope%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+should+see+a+peak+at+the+end+of+each+extended+gate.+This+is+the+regular+gate+being+mixed+on+top+of+the+extended+gate%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+should+see+an+occasional+solitary+regular+gate+at+the+same+height+as+the+extended+gates.+This+occurs+on+step+2+%28step+16+extends+its+gate+into+step+1%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eRemove+the+dualAND+connection+to+QuadVCA%2fMixer+gain+CV+input+2+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eYou+should+see+that+the+extended+gates+are+even+lumpier+than+before%2c+but+there+is+no+change+in+the+behavior+of+the+ADSR+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eThus+the+additional+logic+modules+for+regular+gates+that+we+added+are+unnecessary+-+only+the+mixer+was+needed%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=tb303-seq-extendgate-reggate.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftb303-seq-extendgate-reggate-slidegate.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eStop%2c+reset%2c+and+run+the+sequencers+to+make+sure+they+are+in+sync%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eOn+the+bottom+row+to+the+right+of+the+regular+gate+section%2c+add+dualAND%2c+DGATE%2c+filtah%2c+Slew+Limiter%2c+and+Scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+TRG+step%2frest+gate+out+to+dualAND+input+1+and+TRG+slide+gate+out+to+dualAND+input+2.+The+dualAND+will+be+high+when+both+have+active+steps%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+dualAND+out+to+DGATE+triggger+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+DGATE+gate+out+to+filtah+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+filtah+out+to+the+rise%2ffall+CV+in+of+the+Slew+Limiter%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+Quantizer+out+to+the+Slew+Limiter+in+and+the+Slew+Limiter+out+to+VCO+V%2fOct.+This+will+slew+the+V%2fOct+on+slide+gates%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+TRG+step%2frest+gate+out+to+Scope+input+1+and+filtah+out+to+Scope+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eListen+to+the+song+and+make+the+following+adjustments+on+the+Scope%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eThe+default+gate+length+is+1s+and+the+default+delay+is+0s.+From+the+extended+gate+patch+we+know+that+a+step+and+a+half+is+around+.2s%2c+so+a+step+is+around+.135s.+Since+the+gate+should+be+delayed+1+step+and+last+1+step%2c+both+of+these+parameters+should+be+.135s%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eCheck+the+length+of+the+slide+gate+on+the+scope.+Note+that+some+slide+gates+are+consecutive+and+will+be+longer%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eListen+to+the+song+and+make+the+following+adjustments+to+the+Slew+Limiter.+You+may+need+to+have+the+song+open+so+you+can+compare+back+and+forth%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eIncrease+the+rise+and+fall+sliders+in+equal+amounts.+At+what+point+does+it+no+longer+sound+correct%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eIf+the+slew+extends+the+length+of+a+step%2c+then+we+expect+that+a+value+around+.135s+will+sound+correct%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eThe+Slew+Limiter+also+has+a+shape+parameter+that+goes+from+linear+slew+on+the+left+to+logarithmic+slew+on+the+right.+At+what+point+does+it+no+longer+sound+correct%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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Figure 13.9: Top row: square (left) and saw (right) waves for a C note from
the Din Sync 303 reference recordings. Note neither waveshape matches the
canonical form. Middle row: square wave (left) that is high pass filtered (right),
creating a shape similar to the reference recording saw wave. Bottom row: saw
wave (left) that is high pass filtered (right), creating a shape similar to the
reference recording square wave.

pitches. We can approximate this change in duty cycle by modulating the
PWM input of the oscillator using the same voltage that is controlling pitch.
Try extending the last patch with these oscillator modifications using the button
in Figure 13.10.

Figure 13.10: Virtual modular for extending the 303 patch with oscillator mod-
ifications for V/Oct driven PWM and HPF.

13.5 Filter and envelope generators

The filter on the 303 has been the subject of much debate and speculation. Tim
Stinchcombe has done extensive analysis of the filter and its transfer function.
His results indicate that the filter is a 24 dB, 4-pole filter, and he suggests
that perhaps the reason it is commonly described as an 18 dB filter is that it

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=tb303-seq-extendgate-reggate-slidegate.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftb303-seq-extendgate-reggate-slidegate-osc.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eStop%2c+reset%2c+and+run+the+sequencers+to+make+sure+they+are+in+sync%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eMove+the+VCO+down+to+the+right+of+the+slide+gate+section%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+two+VCFs+to+the+right+of+the+VCO+and+tune+their+cutoffs+to+82+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Bog+Audio+Switch81+and+Scope+to+the+right+of+the+two+VCFs+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCO+square+and+saw+outs+to+the+respective+ins+of+the+VCFs%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+VCF+HPF+outs+to+the+first+two+inputs+of+the+Switch.+Right+click+the+Switch+and+select+exclusive+switching+so+we+can+choose+one+oscillator+or+the+other%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Switch+out+to+the+Scope+input+1+and+to+the+VCA+in+on+the+row+above+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+VCF+cutoffs+to+approximately+match+the+reference+wave+shapes+%28I+set+mine+at+115+Hz%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+V%2fOct+to+the+cutoff+inputs+of+both+VCFs+and+adjust+the+attenuverter+to+match+the+reference+wave+shape+%28I+set+mine+to+100%25%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+V%2fOct+to+the+VCO+PWM+input+and+adjust+the+attenuverter+to+match+the+45%25-71%25+range+described+by+Whittle+%28I+set+mine+to+-64%25%29%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eWhat+effect+does+the+filtering+have+on+the+sound%3f+Does+it+sound+more+or+less+correct+to+you%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fswitch81-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://www.timstinchcombe.co.uk/index.php?pge=diode
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behaves more like an 18 dB filter over much of its audible range.8 The 303’s
filter no doubt plays a significant role in its sound, but in our virtual modular
environment we are rather constrained by a lack of filter options. Another diode
ladder filter would likely be the best choice, but short of that, a 24 dB transistor
ladder filter seems the best alternative.

The 303 has two envelopes, which Whittle calls the main envelope generator
(MEG) and the volume envelope generator (VEG).9 Both envelopes are attack-
decay with very fast attack. The MEG controls the filter cutoff, and the VEG
controls the final VCA. The MEG and VEG have additional complexities in-
volving accents, but we will address those in the next section. Try extending
the last patch with the filter and envelope generators using the button in Figure
13.11.

Figure 13.11: Virtual modular for extending the 303 patch with filter and en-
velope generators.

13.6 Accent

The 303 accent system alters the behavior of the MEG and VEG. The accented
changes and be broadly thought of as a pluckier sound that is shorter, louder,
and slightly brighter. On an accented note:

• The MEG decay is shortened
• The MEG sends additional control voltage to the VCA, making it louder
• The filter cutoff is raised

Whittle describes the effect on the filter as an accent sweep circuit that smooths
the control voltage driving the filter cutoff. The smoothed voltage has a slow
decay, so if there are multiple accent notes in a row, the voltage will continue to
increase, creating a series of increasing peaks in filter cutoff, as shown in Figure
13.12.10

The accent system can be conceptualized in modular by incorporating a module
that does smoothing and by incorporating a module that gives regular envelopes

8Perhaps there were legal reasons for Roland to go along with the 18 dB description.
The 303 diode ladder filter is seen as similar to the Moog transistor ladder filter, which was
protected by patent at the time the 303 was developed.

9https://www.firstpr.com.au/rwi/dfish/303-unique.html
10Based on Whittle’s diagram.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=tb303-seq-extendgate-reggate-slidegate-osc.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftb303-seq-extendgate-reggate-slidegate-osc-megveg.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eStop%2c+reset%2c+and+run+the+sequencers+to+make+sure+they+are+in+sync%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTo+the+right+of+Four-View%2c+add+ADSR%2c+VCR%2c+ADSR%2c+and+Scope+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+extended+gate+out+to+the+first+ADSR+gate+in.+This+is+the+MEG.+The+decay+on+the+MEG+corresponds+to+the+303+%27decay%27+knob%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+MEG+out+to+VCF+cutoff+in.+The+cutoff+on+the+VCF+corresponds+to+the+303+%27cut+off+freq%27+knob%2c+the+resonance+on+the+VCF+corresponds+to+the+303+%27resonance%27+knob%2c+and+the+cutoff+attenuator+correponds+to+the+303+%27env+mod%27+knob%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Switch+out+to+VCF+in+and+VCF+LPF+out+to+VCA+in+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+extended+gate+out+to+the+second+ADSR.+This+is+the+VEG%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VEG+out+to+the+adjacent+Scope+input+1+and+to+the+VCA+cv+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+MEG+ADSR+parameters+for+a+short+attack+and+long+decay%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+VEG+ADSR+parameters+for+a+short+attack+and+long+decay%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+VCF+cutoff%2c+resonance%2c+and+cutoff+attenuator+to+match+the+reference+recording%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://www.firstpr.com.au/rwi/dfish/303-unique.html
https://www.firstpr.com.au/rwi/dfish/303-unique.html
https://www.firstpr.com.au/rwi/dfish/303-unique.html
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Figure 13.12: Conceptual diagram of the effect of the 303 accent sweep circuit
on filter cutoff control voltage. The accent sweep circuit does not fully dis-
charge before the next step, creating increasing peaks when consecutive steps
are accented.

when no accents are received and modified envelopes when accents are received.
Smoothing can normally be accomplished using a slew limiter. Modifying en-
velopes when accents are received can be accomplished similarly to how we
modified gates, i.e. by creating step-length gates when accents are received,
and using those gates to decide when to alternate between accented voltages
and regular MEG voltages. However, there seems to be a point of ambiguity in
Whittle’s description on how the smooth voltages is used. It could be that there
is a switch controlled by accents that determines whether to use the smoothed
voltage or the regular MEG voltage. The apparent problem with that is that
the smoothed voltage will have a much longer decay than normal, which is the
opposite of the behavior the accented envelope is supposed to have. For this
reason, it seems a better solution is to mix the smoothed voltage with the reg-
ular envelope on accented steps. Try extending the last patch with the accents
using the button in Figure 13.13.

Figure 13.13: Virtual modular for for extending the 303 patch with accents.

13.7 Looking back

Overall this seems like a decent approximation to a 303. My biggest reservations
are around the accent system, which seems to capture some but not all of
Whittle’s descriptions. Improving the accent system would require additional
research and probably studying the circuit itself. It would also be nice to have a
diode ladder filter module rather than a transistor ladder module. The transistor
ladder seems to a pretty good job at low to medium resonance, but I’m not

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=tb303-seq-extendgate-reggate-slidegate-osc-megveg.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-9u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2ftb303-seq-extendgate-reggate-slidegate-osc-megveg-accents.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eStop%2c+reset%2c+and+run+the+sequencers+to+make+sure+they+are+in+sync%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eOn+the+row+above+the+sequencer+row%2c+add+DGATE%2c+filtah+%28you+can+copy+these+from+the+slide+window%29%2c+Scope%2c+Slew+Limiter%2c+Offset%2c+QuadVCA%2fMixer%2c+and+Scope+for+the+MEG+and+QuadVCA%2fMixer+and+Scope+for+the+VEG%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+accent+sequencer+%28the+order+is+PRASE%29+to+DGATE+trigger+in+and+DGATE+gate+out+to+filtah+input.+This+will+create+single+gates+for+accents+that+cross+several+steps%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+filtah+out+to+input+1+of+both+Scopes%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+filtah+out+to+MEG+ADSR+decay.++This+will+control+decay+on+accented+notes%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+MEG+ADSR+out+to+Slew+in+and+Slew+out+to+Offset+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Offset+out+to+VEG+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+1.+This+will+send+extra+volume+voltage+on+accented+notes%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+Offset+out+to+the+MEG+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+1+and+the+MEG+ADSR+out+to+the+same+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+filtah+out+to+MEG+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+1+gain.+This+will+gate+the+smoothed+voltage+so+it+is+added+only+on+accents%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+MEG+QuadVCA%2fMixer+mix+out+to+VEG+Scope+input+2+and+VCF+cutoff%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Slew+out+to+MEG+Scope+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VEG+ADSR+to+VEG+QuadVCA%2fMixer+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VEG+QuadVCA%2fMixer+mix+out+to+VEG+Scope+input+1+and+VCA+cv+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VEG+ADSR+out+to+VEG+Scope+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+DGATE+and+filtah+to+match+a+step%2c+using+the+slide+window+parameters+as+a+model.+You+should+see+a+long+gate+that+covers+4+accented+steps+and+a+short+gate+that+covers+1+on+the+scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+Slew+rise%2ffall+to+get+a+curve+like+the+diagram+on+the+text%2c+i.e.+multiple+peaks.+Notet+the+Scope+will+show+all+envelopes%2c+not+just+the+accented+ones%2c+which+align+with+the+accent+gates+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+MEG+mixer+levels+to+combine+the+smoothed+and+regular+envelopes+using+the+second+scope.+You+should+see+higher+peaks+when+the+offset+scale+knob+is+turned+up.+This+knob+corresponds+to+the+303+accent+knob.+If+the+signal+is+too+hot%2c+it+will+be+flat+on+top+to+indicate+clipping%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+decay+attenuverter+on+the+MEG+ADSR+and+the+cutoff+knob+on+the+MEG+VCF%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+mixer+levels+on+the+VEG+using+the+scope+as+a+guide.+You+should+see+a+bump+on+the+VEG+scope+for+accented+notes+relative+to+unaccented+notes%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eHave+a+jam+and+test+out+the+sound.+The+following+correspond+to+the+303+knobs%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eMEG+VCF+cutoff+is+the+303+cutoff+frequency%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eMEG+VCF+resonance+is+the+303+resonance%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eMEG+VCF+cutoff+attenuverter+is+the+303+env+mod%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eMEG+ADSR+decay+is+the+303+decay%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAccent+Offset+is+the+accent%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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as convinced at higher resonance. Probably the best way to make continued
progress on this patch would be to obtain a real 303 and then make reference
recordings for our target song and then use those to better tune parameters and
make design decisions.



Chapter 14

Krell

This final chapter explores a new sound design problem centered on recreating
the Krell patch by Todd Barton. The Krell patch is a generative patch (it
plays itself) that makes use of more advanced probability techniques than we’ve
previously discussed. An additional challenge with this patch is that Barton
uses the Buchla 200e series rather than Eurorack, so the modules and signals
between them are not directly compatible and must be translated.

14.1 History

The Krell patch, shown in Figure 14.1, was publicly released by Todd Barton
in 2012.1 The name “Krell” is an homage to the 1956 sci-fi film Forbidden
Planet, which was the first film to use an electronic score. In the film, human
explorers encounter strange forces on the planet of an ancient extinct alien race,
called the Krell. The film was scored by Bebe and Louis Barron who were early
electronic music pioneers inspired by cybernetics, a precursor to artificial intel-
ligence. Louis Barron created much of his own equipment, including synthesizer
circuits used to generate sound, such as ring modulators. The sounds were
recorded onto tape for mixing, adding effects, and preservation, as the circuits
themselves burned out quickly. The Barron’s work on film sound effects led
to their work on Forbidden Planet. Thus Barton’s choice of the name “Krell”
for the patch is an homage to the film’s score and the work of Bebe and Louis
Barron.

As illustrated by Figure 14.1, the patch is produces a non-repeating melody. The
notes generated by the patch are of variable lengths and pitches, and the timbres
change periodically, ranging from woodwinds to percussive sounds. Despite
these various changing elements, the overall sound is somewhat cohesive, if

1Based on the release date of the performance video and walkthrough video.
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https://toddbarton.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forbidden_Planet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forbidden_Planet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bebe_and_Louis_Barron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cybernetics
https://vimeo.com/48382205
https://vimeo.com/48466272
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Figure 14.1: Vimeo video of Todd Barton’s Krell patch. Image © Todd Barton.

otherworldly. Keeping this cohesion is a primary concern in recreating the
sound of this patch.

14.2 Problem solving approach

This chapter applies the problem solving stages discussed in previous chapters,
namely:

• Understand the problem
• Make a plan
• Implement the plan
• Evaluate the solution

For the understanding the problem stage, we need to understand the patch,
which divides into understanding the function of each module and the signals
sent from module to module. An Internet search reveals some disagreement
about the modules involved in the patch. It is generally agreed that there is a
main envelope controlling the length of each note, where that envelope’s attack
and decay are controlled by additional envelopes receiving random modulation.
However, there are additional modules that seem to be in dispute. Some patches
exclude a wavefolder on the main voice2, others exclude FM3, and yet others

2http://manual-synthesis.info/2017/01/26/krell
3https://modwiggler.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=159798

https://vimeo.com/48382205
https://vimeo.com/user2359061
http://manual-synthesis.info/2017/01/26/krell
https://modwiggler.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=159798
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exclude band pass filtering (Bjørn and Meyer, 2018). Review of Barton’s per-
formance video and walkthrough video indicate that all of these elements are
present in the patch. Figure 14.2 was created by carefully tracing each of the
connections shown in the videos and Todd’s comments about the connections.
Todd’s comments are particularly important as some functions, like FM, are
internally routed in his Buchla 200e system and so are not marked with a patch
cable.

Figure 14.2: A diagram of the Krell patch illustrating signal flow between mod-
ules.

One of the major issues with understanding the Krell patch in detail is that the
Buchla 200e system is different from Eurorack in several respects. First, the
modules themselves are idiosyncratic. For example, the 291e Triple Morphing
Filter combines band pass filtering with sequencing, and the precise functioning
of the filter is a matter of ongoing speculation, despite access to Buchla’s circuit
designs.4 Thus close matching of the module’s behavior is unlikely in some
instances, and we’ll have to determine what elements are more important than
others to match. Second, Buchla signals are different from the types of signals
used in Eurorack. One of the most notable difference is that Buchla separates
audio and signals rather than using the same standard for both: audio signals are
line level (~1 V) whereas control voltages are 10 V. These two signals are handled
by different wires, perhaps to prevent sending the wrong type of signal to the
wrong jack. Another difference is that gate/triggers are not interchangeable as
they are in Eurorack. Instead, triggers a brief 10 V pulses, and sustains are

4https://modwiggler.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=106373

https://vimeo.com/48382205
https://vimeo.com/48382205
https://vimeo.com/48466272
https://modwiggler.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=106373
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5 V5. Thus to send a gate that sustains a note, one would send (on the same
cable) a signal consisting of a pulse that then drops to 5 V for as long as the
sustain would be held. These different signal types are color coded on the 200e:
CV inputs are black/grey, CV outputs are blue/violet/green, pulse inputs are
orange, and pulse outputs are red. Knowing these conventions is useful when
reviewing a Buchla patch in order to determine whether a module is generating
or receiving a signal, in addition to consulting the terse 200e manual.

For the making a plan stage, decomposition of the patch according to modules
seems like a valid approach. Since Barton’s walk through video in Figure 14.3
shows how the patch sounds at different stages of completion, building up the
patch in the same order seems ideal because it produces sound at each stage of
development. Thus we can treat each stage as a subproblem and further address
issues that arise in those stages.

Figure 14.3: Vimeo video showing an incremental build of Todd Barton’s Krell
patch, with voice-over explanation. Image © Todd Barton.

For the implementing a plan stage, we need evaluation criteria in order to assess
alternate solutions and gauge our progress. The best evaluation material seems
to be the videos in Figures 14.1 & 14.3, though there are additional recordings
available from Barton.6

The evaluation stage will used the above videos to determine success based
on what appear to be their major characteristics, i.e. matching of variation in
melody, timbre, etc. Since the patch is generative, it is impossible to match it
exactly, so any evaluation will have a subjective aspect.

5At least for the 200 series; see this blog post for various Buchla conventions
6On SoundCloud here and here.

https://buchla.com/guides/200e_Users_Guide_v1.4.pdf
https://vimeo.com/48466272
https://vimeo.com/user2359061
http://buchlatech.blogspot.com/2008/10/good-thing-about-standards-so-many-to.html
https://soundcloud.com/user7621213/krell-muzak-1
https://soundcloud.com/user7621213/krell-muzak-2
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14.3 Basic voice

The basic voice of the Krell patch uses a 261e oscillator, a 281e attack/decay
envelope, a 292e VCA, and a 291e filter. The oscillator is initially outputting
a sine wave at approximately 200 Hz and seems to be straightforward. The
envelope is not a standard triggered envelope but rather a looping envelope.
Perhaps the best way to understand looping is that the envelope fires a trigger
at the end of its decay stage, and when it is in looping mode, that trigger is
used to fire the envelope again. Thus the envelope will repeat forever somewhat
like an LFO but have voltage-controlled parameters for attack and decay. The
VCA can act as as a low-pass gate, which is a signature part of the Buchla
sound. A low-pass gate (LPG) combines a VCA and a filter in a single module
with a single parameter that affects both the gain of the VCA and the cutoff
frequency of the filter. As a result, higher frequencies pass through when the
VCA is high, and lower frequencies pass through when the VCA is low. This
combination of pitch shift with volume is useful for percussion instruments, and
in previous chapters, the combination was implemented with separate modules.
In the walk through video, it’s pretty clear that the VCA is in gate mode based
on an indicator light, though in the other video the same light is off, and its
not clear from the manual what that means. It seems relatively safe to assume
it is functioning as a gate, though we can compare by adding a low pass filter
as well. Finally, the filter is potentially quite complicated but seems to be in a
simple mode that is allowing lower frequencies (apparently centered at 62 Hz)
with a wide band (20% of range, presumably 4000 Hz). Try patching up the
basic Krell voice using the button in Figure 14.4. Open up the walk through
video in another tab so you can refer to its sound as you complete the patch.

Figure 14.4: Virtual modular for a basic Krell voice.

This first patch has no discernible differences in sound to the reference recording,
so it is presumably correct.

14.4 Nesting envelopes

Figure 14.2 shows how the main envelope from the last patch is modulated by
two additional envelopes from the 281e, which we will call the attack and decay
envelopes, because they modulate the attack and decay parameters of the main
envelope, respectively. The idea behind the nested envelopes is similar to LFO
modulation of an oscillator’s frequency. As the LFO is increases and decreases
over time, it creates a pattern in the frequency of the oscillator. Changing the

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-6u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fkrell-osc-env-vca-filter.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+VCO%2c+VCA%2c+two+VCFs%2c+and+Host+audio+to+the+top+row.+Add+Bogg+Audio+AD+to+the+bottom+row+with+a+Scope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+sine+out+of+the+VCO+to+the+in+of+the+VCA%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+out+of+the+VCA+to+the+in+of+the+first+VCF%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+connect+the+LPF+out+of+that+VCF+to+the+in+of+the+2nd+VCF%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+HPF+out+of+the+second+VCF+to+Host+audio+L.+The+two+VCFs+together+are+acting+as+a+band+pass+filter%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+env+out+of+AD+to+Scope+in+and+to+VCA+in.+Press+LP+on+AD+to+start+it+looping%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+AD+attack+and+decay+to+.25+s.+Adjust+the+scope+to+show+the+full+envelope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+VCO+frequency+to+200+Hz%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+left+VCF+cutoff+to+4000+Hz+and+right+VCF+cutoff+to+62+Hz+to+create+the+bandpass%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eCompare+the+sound+to+the+reference+recording.+Does+it+sound+the+same%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+filtah+and+control+its+cutoff+with+the+envelope.+Does+it+sound+more+or+less+like+the+reference+with+the+filter+added%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fbgaad-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
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attack and decay portion of the main envelope with other envelopes will similarly
set up a longer duration repeating pattern. Explore this effect by extending the
last patch with nested envelopes using the button in Figure 14.5. Keep the walk
through video open in another tab so you can refer to its sound as you complete
the patch.

Figure 14.5: Virtual modular for a basic Krell voice with nested envelopes.

It’s harder to say for this last patch that we’re on target because there are
only a few seconds of the walk through video to reference. Overall it seems
close, but it also seems that the length of Barton’s envelopes are longer. The
main envelope can be lengthened to accommodate this difference. It’s also
unclear how Barton is handling the synchronization between the attack and
decay envelopes. Having them offset seems to get a better result, and the 281e
has an option for quadrature mode that causes another envelope to be triggered
when an envelope reaches the end of its attack stage. Quadrature would create
the needed offset, but again we can’t tell if it’s activated in the patch and can
only assume that it isn’t.

14.5 Probabilistic control

The next stages of the patch rely heavily on the 266e Source of Uncertainty.
This is a rather famous module that inspired many Eurorack modules with
similar functions. The most significant functions for present purposes are the
fluctuating random voltages (FRV), which are used to modulate the attack and
decay envelopes, and the stored random voltage (SRV), which is used to control
the pitch of the oscillator.

Unfortunately there don’t seem to be good analogues in our virtual modular
for these two functions at this time. It is also a bit difficult to recreate them in
modular based on the complexity of the 266 circuit. However, it is possible to
recreate the Buchla 265, which also has these functions, in our virtual modular.
The functions aren’t implemented the same way as the 266, so potentially there
could be some resulting differences in sound. As we will see, however, there
are also some interesting possibilities for gaining more control over the various
probabilities with this approach, which makes it useful for other problems in
the future as well as the current problem.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=krell-osc-env-vca-filter.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-9u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fkrell-envA-envD.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eDuplicate+the+main+envelope+and+Scope+and+put+the+copy+on+the+row+below%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+env+out+of+the+attack+envelope+to+the+attack+of+the+main+envelope.+We%27ll+call+this+the+attack+envelope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eSlowly+increase+the+attack+and+decay+parameters+of+the+attack+envelope+to+3s%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eNotice+the+frequency+of+the+main+envelope+increases+as+the+attack+envelope+decreases.+This+is+comparable+to+frequency+modulation%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eDuplicate+the+attack+envelope+and+Scope+and+put+the+copy+to+the+right+of+the+attack+envelope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+env+out+of+the+right+envelope+to+the+decay+of+the+main+envelope.+We%27ll+call+this+the+decay+envelope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eSlowly+increase+the+attack+and+decay+parameters+of+the+decay+envelope+to+3s%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eNotice+the+frequency+of+the+main+envelope+increases+as+the+attack+envelope+decreases.+The+effect+is+even+more+extreme+because+the+attack+and+decay+envelopes+are+both+in+sync.+Wait+until+you+have+a+good+feel+for+the+repeating+pattern%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eDe-synchronize+the+two+envelopes+by+pressing+on+the+LP+button+of+one+for+a+moment+to+turn+of+looping%2c+then+prese+it+again+to+turn+looping+back+on.+The+repeating+pattern+should+now+be+different.%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://modularsynthesis.com/roman/buchla266/266sou_pcb1.htm
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14.5.1 Buchla 265

The 265 preceded the 266 and has functions for FRV and SRV. Both functions
rely on a “noisy triangle,” which may be created by using white noise to FM a
triangle oscillator7 or by using a comparator on the noise level and triggering
a hard sync on the triangle oscillator.8 Since I have no reference for the sync
approach, specifically how to set up the comparator, the FM variant of the noisy
triangle is preferred. Try setting up a noisy triangle using the button in Figure
14.6.

Figure 14.6: Virtual modular for a noisy triangle.

The noisy triangle is a building block for the FRV. The FRV uses a sample &
hold to sample the current value of the noisy triangle and then slews that value
to create a smooth random voltage. There are several advantages to sampling a
noisy triangle rather than sampling the noise directly. First, the noisy triangle
ensures an even distribution of corresponding voltages, and the range of these
voltages can be controlled by changing the amplitude of the triangle or offsetting
the triangle. Second, depending the the sampling frequency of the sample &
hold, the random values will be somewhat correlated to the shape of a triangle.
In other words, the random values will tend to go in one direction (on average)
before reversing and going in the other direction. This kind of randomness is
called a random walk, since the next random state (here a voltage) depends on
the current random state. Try extending the noisy triangle with an FRV using
the button in Figure 14.6.

Figure 14.7: Virtual modular for a floating random voltage (FRV) based on a
noisy triangle.

The noisy triangle is also a building block of the SRV. Like the FRV, the SRV
samples the noisy triangle, but with two main differences. First, the SRV only
samples on demand, i.e. when triggered, rather than by an internal independent
clock. This means that a random value can be held, or “stored,” indefinitely.
Second, the SRV has a correlation parameter that controls how different the
next random value should be from the last random value. This idea is simi-
lar to the random walk idea: as the correlation value approaches 1, the new

7See the Doepfer manual section of fluctuating random voltages
8See Mark Verbos interview and Signal article.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=empty.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fnoisy-triangle.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Noiz%2c+VCO%2c+Scope%2c+and+LFO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Noiz+white+out+to+VCO+FM+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCO+triangle+out+to+Scope+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+LFO+square+out+to+Scope+ext+trigger+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eSlowly+increase+FM+attenuator+on+the+VCO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eNotice+the+frequency+of+the+triangle+increases+and+that+it+becomes+noisy+in+shape+and+frequency+at+the+same+time%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_walk
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=noisy-triangle.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fnoisy-triangle-frv.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+LFO%2c+holdah%2c+Slew+Limiter%2c+Offset%2c+and+Scope+to+the+right+of+the+noisy+triangle%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+noisy+triangle+out+to+holdah+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+holdah+output+to+Scope+input+1+and+Slew+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Slew+out+to+Offset+in+and+Offset+out+to+Scope+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+LFO+square+out+to+holdah+trigger+in.+This+will+clock+the+S%26H%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+scope+waveshape%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eSlowly+increase+the+rise%2ffall+times+to+get+a+smoothed+version+of+the+stepped+random+voltage+from+holdah.+If+you+go+too+far%2c+it+will+become+almost+a+line.+You+can+%27tune%27+this+using+Min%2fMax+so+the+smooth+version+has+a+wide+voltage+range+while+still+being+smooth%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eOnce+you+have+a+good+smoothing%2c+increase+the+rate+of+the+LFO.+Is+the+smoothing+still+good%3f+The+265+had+a+single+knob+to+control+both+at+once%2c+probably+for+this+reason%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eOffset+so+the+signal+is+unipolar+%28we+want+that+for+later+controlling+envelopes%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fminmax-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://doepfer.de/a100_man/a100_patch.htm
https://youtu.be/8I2PfWKT_aY?t=827
https://www.perfectcircuit.com/signal/learning-synthesis-random-2
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random value becomes increasingly closer to the old random value, and as the
correlation value approaches 0, the new random value becomes increasingly dis-
tant in a probabilistic sense. This is achieved internally by using a crossfader,
which gradually fades in one value as it fades out the other, effectively blend-
ing/interpolating between the two voltages. We can accomplish this effect using
two sample & holds. The first will sample directly from the noisy triangle, and
the second will sample from the crossfader, which is the source of the last output
value. Try extending the last patch with a SRV using the button in Figure 14.8.

Figure 14.8: Virtual modular for a stored random voltage (SRV) based on a
noisy triangle.

One of the possible advantages of the 265 for the Krell patch over the 266 is that
the FRV and SRV are correlated more closely in the 265. Both use the same
random triangle, which means that the output of the SRV and FRV will be less
random (and likely more musical) than if they used completely separate random
sources. We can increase the correlation even further by having the SRV sample
from the stepped portion of the FRV or the smoothed portion of the FRV.
Additionally, the correlation parameter on the 265 seems to afford more control
for the degree of randomness than controls on the 266, though the 266 also has
a parameter for degree of randomness as well as skewing probabilities towards
higher/lower values and the overall shape of the probability distribution. Overall
it is reasonable to believe the 265 can stand in for the 266 in the Krell patch,
though the extent of this won’t be clear until after integration and evaluations.

14.5.2 Probabilistic rhythm

The next stage of the Krell patch adds separated FRVs to the attack and decay
envelopes. Interestingly the patch uses FRVs to control the opposite parameter
of the parameter these envelopes are controlling on the main envelope. It’s
clear this reversal affects the sound, so that itself is worth investigating. Try
extending the last Krell patch with FRVs to control the nested envelopes using
the button in Figure 14.9.

Figure 14.9: Virtual modular for a Krell patch with fluctuating random voltages
sections for controlling the nested envelopes.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=noisy-triangle-frv.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fnoisy-triangle-frv-srv.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Triggers+MKIII%2c+holdah%2c+mixah%2c+and+Scope+to+the+right+of+the+FRV%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+noisy+triangle+out+to+holdah+top+input%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+holdah+top+output+to+Scope+input+1+and+mixah+input+a%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+mixah+output+holdah+bottom+input+and+to+Scope+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+holdah+bottom+output+to+mixah+input+b.+Now+the+mixah+is+receiving+the+last+sampled+value+from+the+noisy+triangle+%28holdah+top%29+and+the+last+value+from+mixah+%28holdah+bottom%29+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+one+of+the+triggers+to+both+holdah+trigger+ins%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+scope%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eMove+the+mixah+top+knob+to+the+left+%28counterclockwise%29+and+take+a+few+samples.+You+should+see+two+colored+lines+on+the+slope+because+the+values+are+all+sampled+from+the+noisy+triangle%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eMove+the+mixah+top+knob+to+the+middle+and+take+a+few+samples.+You+should+see+two+colored+lines+still+on+the+slope%2c+but+they+should+be+closer+together+%28on+average%29+than+before+because+the+new+values+are+being+averaged+with+the+stored+values%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eMove+the+mixah+top+knob+to+the+right+and+take+a+few+samples.+You+should+see+only+one+colored+line+because+the+stored+value+is+always+selected+and+so+never+changes%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a%3cdiv+class%3d%27d-flex+flex-row+justify-content-around%27%3e%0a%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image%27+src%3d%27images%2fsolo-modules%2fmixah-solo.png%27%3e%0a%3c%2fdiv%3e%0a
https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=krell-frvs-starter.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-9u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fkrell-frvs.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eNote+the+attack+and+decay+times+of+the+main+envelope+have+been+increased+to+about+2s%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eOne+FRV+from+the+previous+patch+is+disconnected+on+the+left+of+the+Krell+patch%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+FRV+Offset+out+to+the+decay+in+of+the+attack+envelope+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eWatch+the+decay+of+that+envelope.+You+should+see+that+sometimes+it+is+slow+and+other+times+quite+fast+%28a+sharp+drop+down%29.+This+affects+the+frequency+of+this+envelope+over+time+as+well+as+its+current+value%2c+both+of+which+affect+the+main+envelope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eListen+to+the+pattern+in+the+sound+for+a+bit.+How+much+of+an+effect+is+the+FRV+having%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdjust+the+FRV+LFO+frequency+and+slew.+Can+you+improve+the+effect+on+the+main+envelope+somehow%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eMake+a+copy+of+the+FRV+and+place+the+copy+to+the+right+of+the+main+envelope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+that+FRV+Offset+out+to+the+attack+in+of+the+decay+envelope+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eWatch+the+attack+of+that+envelope.+You+should+see+that+sometimes+it+is+slow+and+other+times+quite+fast+%28a+sharp+rise+up%2c+like+percussion%29.+This+affects+the+frequency+of+this+envelope+over+time+as+well+as+its+current+value%2c+both+of+which+affect+the+main+envelope%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eListen+to+the+pattern+in+the+sound+for+a+bit.+How+much+of+an+effect+is+the+FRV+having%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eFor+fun%2c+reverse+the+parameters+the+FRVs+are+controling%2c+i.e.+control+the+decay+of+the+decay+envelope+and+the+attack+of+the+attack+envelope.+What+is+the+difference+to+the+sound%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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This patch illustrates how the FRVs are probably most useful for adding some
variation to the synchronization of the attack and decay envelopes. In other
words, those two envelopes together will generate a pattern that repeats over
time, and the repetition is probably noticeable. By changing their attack and
decay parameters with FRVs, their synchronization is constantly changing by
small amounts, which makes the overall pattern less repetitive, though it has
cycling slow and fast parts. The use of reversing the parameters the FRVs are
controlling, e.g. controlling the decay of the attack envelope, doesn’t seem to
matter in practice. Ultimately each of the nested envelopes is controlling a
parameter of the main envelope over their whole cycle, which includes attack
and decay, so interchangeability makes sense.
From an evaluation perspective, it seems that the patch is on track because
it approximately matches the sound of the walk-through video at this stage.
Though our patch may be a bit faster than the reference, the speed can be
adjusted by changing the attack/decay times on the main envelope. As before,
its hard to say with certainty because there are only a few seconds of sound to
reference at this stage before Barton moves to the next stage.

14.5.3 Probabilistic pitch

Perhaps the most satisfying part of the Krell patch is the pitch, which is con-
trolled by the SRV. The SRV sends random voltages that the oscillator interprets
as pitches, and because the SRV has the correlation parameter, we can control
how far each note is from the last note. As discussed in the previous section, the
SRV receives its random voltage from the noisy triangle (mediated in our case
by the FRV). The sampling of each new note is triggered by the end-of-cycle
trigger from the main envelope, and the degree of randomness is controlled by
one of the FRVs. Depending on how closely we decide to correlate the SRV
and FRV, the low pitches could be more likely to be close together than high
pitches or vice versa. Try extending the last Krell patch with an SRV to control
oscillator pitch using the button in Figure 14.10.

Figure 14.10: Virtual modular for a Krell patch with a stored random voltage
section to control oscillator pitch.

The patch in Figure 14.10 illustrates how small choices in handling the random
values for pitches have a fairly large effect on the overall sound. Increasing
correlation with the FRV confines variability, as does linking the offset scale to
the FRV. In both cases, the effect seems to be a small improvement aesthetically,
though these changes seem to create a somewhat less random patch than the
reference in terms of pitch variability.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=krell-srv-starter.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-9u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fkrell-srv.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eThe+SRV+from+the+previous+patch+is+disconnected+on+the+top+left+row%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+Offset+out+from+the+FRV+below+it+to+mixah+top+input+to+control+the+crossfader%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+mixah+output+to+the+V%2fOct+of+the+VCO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+SRV+Offset+input+to+the+FRV+noisy+triangle+VCO+out%2c+the+FRV+holdah+out%2c+and+the+FRV+Slew+out.+Each+of+these+is+a+slightly+different+random+voltage+in+terms+of+correlation+between+the+SRV+and+FRV.+Which+of+these+connections+sound+the+most+like+the+reference+sound%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eThe+Offset+in+the+SRV+is+a+new+addition+to+control+the+spread+of+voltages+received+from+the+FRV.+This+approximates+the+266+skew+parameter%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eSet+the+Offset+scale+to+1+%28no+change%29.+Is+the+sound+more+or+less+like+the+reference%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+FRV+Offset+out+to+the+SRV+Offset+CV+in.+Is+the+sound+more+or+less+like+the+reference%3f%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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14.6 Probabilistic timbre

The final component of the Krell patch is dynamic changes to timbre through
filter cutoff modulation, wavefolding, and FM modulation. Each of these is
rather straightforward and subtle, producing an aggregate effect that is just
enough to create the sense of different voices without being overly aggressive
in their sound. The FM appears to be a fixed modulation of around 3600 Hz,
which gives the timbre a bit of a wobble but mostly produces harmonics that are
filtered out by the band pass filter. The wavefolding also is fairly subtle and uses
an independent cycling attack decay envelope rather than being triggered by the
main envelope. The filter cutoff is modulated by one of the FRVs rather than by
the main envelope. Presumably these choices to decouple the voice parameters
from the main envelope were to give the timbre extra unpredictability. Try
extending the last Krell patch with these timbral elements using the button in
Figure 14.11. Open the reference in another tab so you can refer to it while you
update the patch.

Figure 14.11: Virtual modular for a Krell patch with timbral modulation using
FM, wavefolding, and filter cutoff.

14.7 Looking back

Overall the final patch seems to match the reference pretty well. Because the
effect of various randomization choices can take some time to assess, i.e. they
play out over long stretches of time, an analytical approach that considered
long time scales and average values would likely be needed to get closer. For
example, we could measure the probability of small/large transitions between
notes, the probability of short/long main envelopes, and similar characteristics
of the patch. While this patch uses many more modules than if a 265 or 266
were available in our virtual modular, it also shows how building approximations
with more modules can open up additional possibilities for control. Our options
for getting values for the SRV is just one example, and additional possibilities
are only limited by your imagination.

https://olney.ai/ct-modular-book/modular-for-pdf.html?starter=krell-srv.vcv&solution=%3cimg+class%3d%27rack-image-9u%27+src%3d%27images%2fpatch-solutions%2fkrell-filter-fold-fm.png%27%3e&instructions=%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eAdd+Sine+to+the+left+of+the+VCO%2c+AD+to+the+right+of+VCO%2c+Folding+to+the+right+of+AD%2c+and+a+Scope+to+the+right+of+Folding%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Sine+out+to+FM+input+of+the+VCO%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+AD+env+out+to+Folding+depth+in%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+VCO+sine+out+to+Folding+in+and+to+Scope+input+1+%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+Folding+out+to+VCA+in+and+to+Scope+input+2%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eConnect+the+right+FRV+to+the+first+VCF+cutoff+in.+This+changes+the+bandpass+width%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eTry+the+following+and+note+the+differences+in+the+sound+and+scope%3cul%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+FM+attenuator+on+the+VCO+to+match+the+reference%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+Folding+depth+and+the+attenuator+below+it+to+match+the+reference%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+the+VCF+cutoff+attenuator+to+match+the+reference%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3cli%3eChange+main+envelope+attack%2fdecay+times+the+match+the+reference%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%3c%2fli%3e%0a%3c%2ful%3e%0a
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